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his thesis presents research in developing and validating scaling in 

terms of geometry and frequency for Behavioural models in order to 

extend their functionality. Geometric and frequency scalability, once thought 

to be limited only to Physical and Compact models, greatly reduces the 

number of measurements for model generation. Besides saving precious time 

and effort, measurements do not need to be collected at high frequency or 

power levels, reducing the cost of purchasing measurement hardware. 

Scaling in terms of geometry is achieved by combining accurate measurement 

based non1linear look1up table models of a reference (smaller) transistor with 

the appropriate passive embedding networks. Experimental results show that 

the scalable model is successful in predicting the performance of devices up to 

5 times larger in gate periphery on two separate Gallium Nitride wafers, one 

measured at 5 GHz and another at 9 GHz. This approach provides a robust 

utilization of Behavioural models by providing performance predictions at 

power levels beyond the limitations of high frequency measurement systems.  

The geometric scalable Behavioural model was also used in a CAD 

environment to help create a prototype single cell MMIC amplifier for operation 

at 5 GHz. Although the targeted performance was not achieved due to 

mismatch, the non1linear Behavioural model is still able to predict the 

performance of the actual fabricated circuit. 

The work in this thesis also introduces the first formulation and approach that 

enables Behavioural models to be frequency scalable. The experimental results 
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on HFETs from 2 different Gallium Nitride wafers measured from 2 GHz to 8 

GHz (2 octaves), support theoretical analysis that frequency domain 

Behavioural models defined in the admittance domain have frequency scalable 

coefficients. Load1pull results show that the model can accurately predict non1

linear behaviour at frequencies that were not used during the model extraction 

process.				
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1. ACPR  1 Adjacent Channel Power Ratio 

2. ADC 1 Analogue to Digital Converter 

3. ADS  1 Advanced Design System 

4. AM 1 Analogue Modulation  

5. CAD  1 Computer Aided Design 

6. DAC  1 Data Access Component 

7. DC  1 Direct Current 

8. DHBT  1 Double Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor 

9. DRC  1 Design Rule Check 

10. DSP 1 Digital Signal Processing 

11. DUT 1 Device Under Test 

12. DWLU 1 Direct Waveform Look1up 

13. EM 1 Electromagnetic 

14. FBH  1 Ferdinand Braun Institut 

15. FDD  1 Frequency1Domain Defined Device 

16. FET  1 Field Effect Transistor 

17. FFT 1 Fast Fourier Transform 

18. GaAs 1 Gallium Arsenide 

19. GaN  1 Gallium Nitride 

20. GBIP  1 General Purpose Interface Bus 

21. GSM  1 Global System for Mobile Communications 

22. HBT  1 Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor 

23. HEMT  1 High Electron Mobility Transistor 

24. HFET  1 Heterojunction Field Effect Transistor 

25. HICUM  1 High Current Model 

26. IF  1 Intermediate Frequency 

27. InP  1 Indium Phosphide  

28. IPD  1 Integrated Passive Design 

29. LDMOS 1 Laterally Diffused Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

30. LMS 1 Least Mean Square 
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31. LO 1 Local Oscillator 

32. LSNA 1 Large Signal Network Analyser 

33. LUT  1 Look1up Table 

34. LVS  1 Layout Versus Schematic 

35. MDIF  1 Microwave Data Interface Files 

36. MESFET 1 Metal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor 

37. MEXTRAM 1 Most Exquisite Transistor Model  

38. MMIC  1 Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit 

39. MTA 1 Microwave Transition Analyser 

40. NVNA  1 Non1linear Vector Network Analyser 

41. NMDG 1 Network Measurement and Description Group  

42. NMSE 1 Normalised Mean Square Error 

43. PA  1 Power Amplifier 

44. PAE  1 Power Added Efficiency 

45. PDK 1 Process Design Kit 

46. PHD 1 Polyharmonic Distortion  

47. pHEMT  1 pseudomorphic High Electron Mobility Transistor 

48. PM 1 Phase Modulation 

49. PNA1X 1 Performance Network Analyzer (X1Parameter option) 

50. RF  1 Radio Frequency  

51. Si   1 Silicon  

52. SiC 1 Silicon Carbide 

53. SiGe 1 Silicon Germanium 

54. SPICE 1 Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis  

55. UCSD 1 University California San Diego 

56. UHF 1 Ultra High Frequency 

57. VBIC 1 Vertical Bipolar Inter1Company Model 

58. VCO 1 Voltage Controlled Oscillator 

59. VEE 1 Visual Engineering Environment  

60. VIOMAP  1 Volterra Input Output Map 

61. VNA 1 Vector Network Analyser 
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he invention of the transistor by John Bardeen, Walter Brattain and 

William Shockley in 1947 revolutionised the world of electronics by 

replacing bulky vacuum tubes and mechanical relays [1]. Over the years, 

development and advancement in semiconductor growth and processing has 

led to the development of Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMICs) 

capable of operating at microwave frequencies. These circuits perform 

functions such as mixing, switching or power amplification that are vital to 

any modern day radio frequency (RF) communication system.  

In this day and age, it is hard to imagine a world without satellites, base 

stations and mobile phones as they have been become ubiquitous and crucial 

to our daily lives. Consumers have now come to expect ever increasing data 

and download speeds at a lower cost [2]. All this places a burden on designers 

to produce MMICs that meet the tight specifications of bandwidth, power and 

linearity set by the market's growing demands. Accurate models for use within 

Computer Aided Design (CAD) software are key to the successful design of 

these circuits [3]. 

However, it remains a challenge to use large1signal measurement hardware to 

generate models for non1linear simulations. There exist trade1offs between 

model accuracy and the time it takes for model generation [4]. Recently, with 

the introduction of the Polyharmonic Distortion Model [3], [5]1[6] (a type of 

Behavioural model) along with non1linear vector analysers (NVNAs) such as 

T 
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the PNA1X, a possible solution to this conundrum is emerging. Nevertheless, 

those Behavioural models extracted directly from such measurements have 

been criticised as being unable to scale and perform poorly under stimulus 

where measurements have not been performed [7]1[9]. 

Therefore, the work in this thesis seeks to investigate the scalability of such 

Behavioural models in order to improve their functionality. This chapter starts 

off with a discussion on microwave circuit design and transistor 

characterisation, followed by an overview of the various types of transistor 

models, the thesis objectives and finally with a summary of the upcoming 

chapters. 

!�!��$�%��
���&�'(��
��)
���(�
���

Circuit design is a challenging process with many stages. As RF circuits 

become more complex, the need for CAD programs arises in order to allow 

complex simulations to be performed. One of the first electronic circuit 

simulator is SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis), 

developed by Laurence Nagel at the University of California, Berkeley [10].  

Over the years, CAD programs have been improved upon and for RF circuits, 

the two major software tools commonly used for simulations are Keysight's 

Advanced Design System (ADS) [11] and National Instrument's Microwave 

Office [12].   

A typical design flow is presented in Fig. 111. Firstly, target specifications for 

the design are defined. For example, in the case of a power amplifier (PA), this 

includes input and output return loss, gain, output power, efficiency and 

linearity across a specified bandwidth of operation.  Before any design can 
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take place within the CAD environment, the circuit elements need to be 

characterised and accurate models produced. 

 

Figure 111: Design flow for Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits. 

More effort and emphasis is placed on modelling the active device (such as the 

transistor) due to its non1linear behaviour. These transistors are often 

subjected to rigorous testing such as pulsed DCIVs, multi bias S1parameters 

and source and load1pull measurements in order to fully characterize its 

performance.  

For a given semiconductor process, the models and associated layouts of 

circuit elements are made available within Process Design Kits (PDK) supplied 

by the foundry. It is imperative that these models produce precise results as 

inaccurate simulations lead to poor designs and increased design time [3]. 

At the schematic level, circuit design typically involves synthesizing matching 

circuits and optimizing component values to meet design specifications. This is 

followed by conversion into a layout (physical design). Design rule checks 

(DRC) are made to ensure that process rules are not violated and a 
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comparison of the layout with the schematic (LVS) ensures that both are in 

agreement prior to submission to a foundry for fabrication.  

!�"������
������	�����(�
���
���

Measurements normally performed on a transistor can be either DC, small or 

large signal RF measurements. DC measurements of the transistor produces 

the current1voltage relationships and can be done under pulsed or continuous 

excitations [13]. Continuous DC measurements are widely used to 

characterise small periphery transistors since only a small amount of current 

flows when capturing the voltage and current characteristics. For large 

transistors, pulsed DC measurements are preferred since a significant amount 

of self1heating occurs, that can pose a risk of possible destruction or damage 

to the device under test.    

Small1signal RF measurements (S1parameters) can be performed with Vector 

Network Analysers (VNAs) and these measurements give the differential 

performance of a transistor under linear conditions where the superposition 

principle holds. It is the most common way to provide a linear description of 

its equivalent circuit behaviour, hence its frequency response. Just like with 

DC measurements, pulsed S1parameters are performed to extract isothermal 

model parameters though it has a drawback of having a drastic reduction in 

measurement dynamic range [13]. 

Large1signal RF measurements are performed on a device where the 

superpositioning theorem is no longer supported [14]. This typically involves 

measuring the voltage and current at frequencies other than the stimulus 

frequency and often when the device is driven into compression.  
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The aim of any modelling technique is to provide a mathematical description 

in order to accurately predict the performance of a device under real stimulus. 

Large signal models can be subdivided into 3 main types: Physical, Compact, 

and Behavioural. A relative comparison between the 3 model types is 

illustrated in Fig. 112 and extracted based on data in [7]. 

 

Figure 112: Relative comparison between Physical, Compact and Behavioural models [7]. 

!�#�!� �	��
������*(���

Physical models use equations to describe the physics of the device technology 

such as topography and the material properties of the transistor [15]1[16]. In 

Physical modelling, the nonlinear partial differential equation that describes 

charge distribution, transport, continuity in the transistor structure are solved 

using finite difference [17] or finite element [18] methods. As shown in Fig. 11

2, although it can be used over a large operating range, simulations using 

Physical models are memory intensive and time consuming, making it less 
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suited for circuit design [13]. These are commonly used in process design 

instead. 

!�#�"� ��+������*(���

Compact models are defined in terms of I1Q as a function of V and are 

typically extracted from pulsed IV and pulsed S1parameter measurements with 

validation from load1pull data [7]. Generally, Compact models are equivalent 

circuit representations of the transistor and are commonly used in the CAD 

simulators since they do not suffer from the computational overhead of 

Physical models [13]. Their advantages include being able to work in all 

simulation modes (including transient analysis, harmonic balance and 

complex envelope) and can capture complex phenomena such as electro1

thermal and trapping effects. However, compared to Behavioural models, most 

Compact models are technology dependent and involve a longer and more 

difficult extraction process [19]1[20].  

The two main FET Compact models are the Curtice [21] and Angelov [22] 

models. In 1980, W.R. Curtice developed a circuit model for GaAs MESFETs 

which accurately describes the drain current control characteristics, transit1

time effects, gate capacitance and circuit parasitics. The Angelov model, 

suitable for HEMTs and MESFETs, is capable of describing the current1voltage 

characteristics and its derivatives which include the transconductance peak, 

gate1source and gate drain capacitances. Both Curtice and Angelov models 

have been extended in the literature for better performance [23]1[24]. Other 

examples of Compact models for FETs include the Materka [25] and Statz 

model [26].  
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For HBTs, Compact models such as the VBIC [27], MEXTRAM [28] and HICUM 

[29] were initially developed for silicon and SiGe devices. On the other hand, 

the UCSD [30], Agilent [31] and Ferdinand Braun Institut (FBH) [32] HBT 

models were created specifically for III1V materials. Nevertheless, all HBT 

Compact models can all be traced back to the model first developed by 

Gummel and Poon [33].  

Besides implementation using analytical equations [21]1[33], Compact models 

can also be implemented using look1up tables (LUT) [4], [34]1[36]. LUT models 

consists of a large number of measurements which are referenced to 

independent variables such as bias, frequency and input drive. A popular 

example is the Root Model [34], developed initially for the GaAs HFETs. Due to 

its nature, LUT model accuracy depends on the density of measurements and 

the interpolation capabilities of the simulator. Therefore, this approach will be 

hampered by the need for a large number of data points, leading to increased 

measurement time, file size and possible interpolation of noise [4]. 

!�#�#� �(	�'
�)������*(���

Behavioural models are considered "black1boxes" since no a priori knowledge 

of the internal circuitry is necessary for modelling purposes. These models 

relate the responses of the DUT to some stimuli based on mathematical 

functions [3], [37]1[42]. They were developed to address the shortcomings of 

Compact models (shown in Fig. 112), namely a lengthy and more difficult 

extraction process and being technology dependent.  

Among the three model classifications, Behavioural models can be generated 

in the least amount of time, making it especially useful when it comes to 
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characterizing new technologies or processes for PA design. In addition, 

extraction of the model is relatively easy compared to Physical or Compact 

models and grants an alternative for MMIC designers to extract their own 

models instead of depending on those provided by the foundry.   

Behavioural models provide complete protection of IP and the model can be 

passed on to third parties without any fear of leaking sensitive data. They are 

also often more accurate than Compact models within its characterization 

range and offer better convergence in the simulator [20]. Furthermore, 

Behavioural models provide a higher level of abstraction and can be generated 

for packaged parts or from an integrated circuit as a whole.  

The main implementations of Behavioural models used in the industry are the 

Keysight X1parameters [5]1[6] and the Cardiff Model [39]1[40].Other examples 

of Behavioural models include the Volterra Input Output Map (VIOMAP) [41]1

[42], Hot S1parameters [43]1[44], S1functions [45] and the Padé Approximation 

Based Behavioral Model [46]. 

Nevertheless, unlike Compact models, Behavioural models are considered to 

be unable to scale and perform poorly outside the range of measurements 

from which they were extracted [7]1[9]. In other words, Behavioural models are 

considered to be less functional compared to Compact models. 

!�,��	(�
���-.(��
'(��

The central issue in modelling an RF power transistor has always been 

scaling. Detailed modelling are often carried out on a smaller nominal device 

and different to the ones being used [4], [14]. 
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A commonly held believe in the microwave community is that Behavioural 

models are not scalable [7]1[9]. Although they are quick and easy to generate, 

if multiple dimensions such as transistor geometry size, bias, power level, 

frequency of operation and temperature are required, the number of device 

measurements that will need to be performed will increase exponentially. This 

places a huge burden on measurement time and hardware availability. 

Therefore, efforts must be made to improve the functionality of Behavioural 

models.  

X1Parameters have been proven to be geometrically scalable [47]1[48]. But so 

far, no work has been done to prove geometric scaling using the Cardiff Model. 

No publications have been made regarding frequency scalable Behavioural 

models (either with the X1Parameter or Cardiff Model formulation).   

Therefore, the objectives of the work in this PhD are: 

1. Prove that geometric scaling is possible using the Cardiff Model. This means 

that the model must be able to scale with the transistor's size (total gate 

periphery = number of gate fingers multiplied by unit gate width). 

2. Develop and verify the modelling framework for implementing geometric 

scalable Behavioural models. An analysis of the model's capabilities and 

limitations will also be performed.  

3. Utilize geometric scalable model as a design tool for MMIC design within the 

circuit simulator. A MMIC prototype will be fabricated and tested.  

4. Prove that the model coefficients are frequency scalable using both X1

Parameters and the Cardiff Model formulations which opens up the possibility 

of frequency scaling using Behavioural models. 
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5. Develop, verify and perform an analysis on the modelling framework for 

frequency scalable Behavioural models.    

!�/��	��(�������
��

Here the summary of each upcoming chapter will be presented.  

Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive literature review on the development of 

Behavioural modelling concept which has evolved and extended from S1

parameters to X1parameters and the Cardiff Model. The formulation, 

extraction process and discussion of each Behavioural model is presented. 

This chapter also contains a review of previous work performed on obtaining 

scalable Behavioural models as a guide to producing novel work and extending 

the body of knowledge. 

Chapter 3 devotes its content to the modelling process in obtaining geometric 

scalable Behavioural Models, achieved by integrating scalable measurement 

data look1up table models of a reference device within appropriate passive 

layout networks. Model validations were performed on 2 different Gallium 

Nitride (GaN) wafers up to 5 times larger in gate periphery. The model is also 

shown to be robust as it is able to scale beyond the measurement system's 

power capability. In addition, limitations of the model and steps to overcome 

them are also presented.  

Chapter 4 focuses on the application of the geometric scalable Behavioural 

model for MMIC design. The model will be used in the design of a prototype 

single cell amplifier, optimized for operation at 5 GHz with matching circuits at 

the input and output. The design process and usage of the model within the 

circuit simulator will be presented along with modelled and measurement 

results. 
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Chapter 5 shows the first ever formulation and approach for Behavioural 

models to be frequency scalable. By referencing the intrinsic transistor in the 

admittance domain, experimental results on 2 separate GaN HFETs, measured 

from 2 1 8 GHz, show that Behavioural models can have frequency scalable 

model coefficients. Experimental results also show that they can successfully 

predict results at frequencies that were not used during the measurement 

based model extraction process.  

Validations have been performed with both the X1Parameter and Cardiff Model 

formulations using engineered voltage stimuli and the Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) extraction concept. With the model structure verified, the model 

extraction was then performed using the Least Mean Square (LMS) approach 

to gain the ability of covering the entire measured load1pull area while 

avoiding dependence on a structured data format. 

Finally, Chapter 6 presents the conclusions of this PhD work and possible 

future work to extend the capabilities of the model. 
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odels which are accurate and easy to derive are important to many 

areas of the industry especially in integrated circuit design. With 

accurate models, first pass design success can be targeted, reducing the 

manpower and cost of multiple prototypes. For established technologies, 

accurate models are available for passive and active components. However, for 

new emerging technologies such as GaN, models are not readily accessible [1] 

and most device manufacturers can only provide customers with basic SPICE 

type model parameters with limited accuracy.   

Behavioural models mentioned in Section 1.3.3 can be extracted rapidly from 

carefully selected measurements. There is no need for a priori knowledge of 

the internal device composition and is based on a set of mathematical fitting 

functions. While different Behavioural models may vary in terms of complexity 

and computational burden, convergence on a solution is orders of magnitude 

faster when compared to Physical or Compact models [2].   

Since the work in this thesis will focus on generating scalable Behavioural 

models, this chapter will first focus on the development of the Behavioural 

modelling concept which has evolved and extended from S1parameters, which 

are considered linear Behavioural models, to non1linear Behavioural models 

such as the VIOMAP, Hot S1parameters and the Polyharmonic Distortion 

model, the basis for X1parameters and the Cardiff Model.  

M 
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Then the discussion will shift towards exploring the work previously performed 

on Behavioural models in an attempt to make them scalable. This gives an 

overview of previous research into this area and provides a roadmap for 

extending the body of knowledge. 

"�!��1���+(�(���

S1parameters [3]1[4] were introduced because measurements to obtain Z, Y, H 

or ABCD parameters require that the ports be terminated in either a short or 

open circuits. Such terminations are difficult to achieve at RF frequencies and 

would also result in potential oscillations in active circuits.  

The S1parameter concept uses travelling waves which do not vary in 

magnitude at points along a transmission line, unlike terminal voltages and 

currents [5]. With these advantages, S1parameters becomes the standard 

model of any linear circuit design due to its ability to describe the behaviour of 

linear systems accurately. 

"�!�!� �1���+(�(���$��+)���
�����*��2�����
���

The concept of travelling waves has been introduced along with S1parameters 

and are defined as: 

�� = �� + ����2	
�(��) 															�� = �� − ��∗��2	
�(��) (211) 

 

where a is the incident and b is the reflected wave as shown in Fig. 211. 

Subscript i indicates the port index and Re(Zi) is the real part of the complex 

impedance Zi. 
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Figure 211: Travelling waves of a 2 port device. 

 

For the 21port system in Fig. 211, there are four S1parameters which are the 

ratio of the reflected travelling wave, bi to the incident wave, ai. These four S1

parameters are the input match (S11), gain / loss (S21), isolation (S12) and 

output match (S22) and can be defined by: 

 ������ = ���� ������ ���� ������ (212) 

S1parameters are not limited to only 21port systems but can be extended to 

include any number of ports and harmonic as represented by equation (213) 

with i and j being the port and harmonic index respectively. 

 �������� = ���� ������ ���� �������� (213) 

Over the years, network analyzers have evolved from being only able to 

perform scalar measurements such as the 8757D to today's state of the art 

PNA1X vector network analyzers [6] capable of measuring multiport S1

parameters and large signal X1parameters. Nevertheless, a typical network 

analyser is made up of four sections [7] which are: 

a) source for stimulus 

b) signal separation device  
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c) receivers for detection and downconversion 

d) processor and display for calculating and reviewing the results 

Signal sources in a network analyser are typically open1loop voltage control 

oscillators (VCOs) or synthesized sweepers which provide better performance 

for measuring narrowband devices. 

The signal separation block or "test1set" is typically made up of directional 

couplers. The functions performed by this block are to measure a portion of 

the incident signal for reference and to separate the incident and reflected 

signals. 

Vector network analysers use a tuned receiver in order to obtain information 

about the magnitude and phase of the signal. A tuned receiver uses a local 

oscillator (LO) to downconvert an RF signal to an intermediate frequency (IF) 

signal. The information from the IF signal is then extracted via an analogue1to1

digital converter (ADC) and digital signal processing (DSP) block.   

Finally, the display and processor block allow the user to view the data in 

various formats such as linear and logarithmic graphs or on a Smith chart.  

Based on [7], the setup for measuring S1parameters for a 21port device is 

shown in Fig. 212. To obtain the four S1parameters, the network analyser will 

perform both a forward and reverse measurement. In each case, one of the 

ports will be injected with a small signal from a 50 ohm source while 

terminating the other with a reference impedance (typically 50 ohms), 

ensuring no reflection from the load.   
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Figure 212: Forward and reverse measurement setup for S1parameters [7]. 

Using the setup in Fig 212, the following S1parameters can be obtained. For 

forward measurements: 

 ��� = ��������� ��� = ��������� 
(214) 

For reverse measurements: 

 ��� = ��������� ��� = ��������� 
(215) 
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"�!�"� �1���+(�(����
��)��
���

S1parameters form a complete Behavioural model of the DUT operating under 

linear conditions, providing a very accurate representation of the circuit [8]. In 

addition, its measurements are repeatable and independent of the 

measurement system. S1parameters can also be easily cascaded and imported 

into CAD programs such as ADS and Microwave Office. All these advantages 

have made it the industry standard for any linear circuit design [9].   

However, under large1signal operation, active devices tend to generate 

harmonics, AM1to1AM or AM1to1PM distortion and spectral regrowth. These 

characteristics cannot be captured by S1parameters since it is formulated with 

the assumption that the stimulus is a small signal with the system behaving 

in a linear fashion.  

Attempts have been made by researchers to apply "Large signal" S1parameters 

to the design of RF amplifiers at the UHF band [10]1[11]. However, these were 

of limited success especially in Class C operation where the non1linearity is 

severe. The results concluded that the S1parameters are a function of its 

operating conditions. Hence, it is valid only at the drive and bias in which 

measurements were performed.  

Therefore, steps have been taken by the modelling community to further 

develop Behavioural models in order to accurately describe the performance of 

non1linear systems by going beyond S1parameters. 

"�"�3������

VIOMAP stands for Volterra Input Output Map and is an extension of S1

parameters for weakly nonlinear RF and microwave devices [13]. It is based on 
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the Volterra theory pioneered by Italian mathematician Vito Volterra and 

applied to systems engineering by Norbert Wiener [12]. The Volterra theory 

uses kernels which are basically the nonlinear transfer functions to describe 

nonlinear phenomena such as feedback and memory effects.    

Previous work has shown that VIOMAPs are able to predict the behaviour of 

cascaded non1linear two ports [13], predict the load impedance curves on the 

Smith Chart [14] and enhance the linearity of digital communication channels 

[15]. 

"�"�!� 3������$��+)���
�����*��2�����
���

The concept of VIOMAP as an extension from linear S1parameters can be 

explained using Fig. 213 which shows the equivalence between a physical two 

port device and its system representation [13]. Incident waves become input 

signals and reflected waves become output signals. 

 

Figure 213: A two port device and its system equivalence [13] 

S1parameters of the DUT can be expressed as 

 ��(1) = ���(1)��(1) + ���(1)��(1)					��(3) = 0 (216) 

 ��(1) = ���(1)��(1) + ���(1)��(1)					��(3) = 0 (217) 

For simplification purposes, all frequencies will be expressed relative to 

frequency f0, with f0 = 1 and 3f0 = 3. 
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The VIOMAP kernel #$,�����…�'((�, (�…($) describes the contribution of the n1th 

degree of nonlinearity of system H, combining the frequencies fk at input 

terminal ik into the frequency component f1+f2+...fn of the output signal at the 

output terminal j. The VIOMAP containing third order non1linearity is 

generated based on the Volterra theory [12] and is shown in equations (218) 

and (219). 

 

��(1) = #�,��(1)��(1) + #�,��(1)��(1)
+ 3#),����(1,1, −1)��(1)��(1)��(−1)
+ 3#),����(1,1, −1)��(1)��(1)��(−1)
+ 6#),����(1,−1,1)��(1)��(−1)��(1)
+ 6#),����(1,1, −1)��(1)��(1)��(−1)
+ 3#),����(−1,1,1)��(−1)��(1)��(1)
+ 3#),����(1,1, −1)��(1)��(1)��(−1) 

(218) 

 

��(3) = #),����(1,1,1)��(1)��(1)��(1)
+ 3#),����(1,1,1)��(1)��(1)��(1)
+ 3#),����(1,1,1)��(1)��(1)��(1)
+ #),����(1,1,1)��(1)��(1)��(1) 

(219) 

In the case of a purely linear device, the third1order kernels are zero, such that 

 ��(1) = #�,��(1)��(1) + #�,��(1)��(1)					��(3) = 0� (2110) 

Comparing (2110) with (216) and (217), it is clear that for a linear device, the 

first1order VIOMAP kernel H1,ij(f) is the S1parameters Sij(f). 
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To determine the VIOMAP of a two port device, the DUT has to be excited with 

a set of states similar to the situation where it will be used. The setup in Fig. 

214 measures the incident waves a1(t), a2(t) and the reflected waves b1(t), b2(t) 

at the DUT based on a modified HP70820A Microwave Transition Analyser.  

 

Figure 214: The block diagram of the measurement setup for fundamental load1pull and 

VIOMAP determination [13]. 

This modification is necessary to synchronize two MTAs with each other to 

obtain a four channel phase coherent measurement. Two sources are 

combined to excite the DUT at two different frequencies simultaneously at 

both port 1 and port 2. The excitation at port 2 emulates the effect of the 

device being terminated with a mismatch causing reflection of the incident 

power. 
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"�"�"� 3�������
��)��
���

Although the VIOMAP solution is indeed promising, identifying VIOMAP 

kernels is a difficult process, making it impractical for design. Being a series 

approximation, Volterra theory is only suited to model weak nonlinear devices 

[16]. Using the orthogonal polynomial approach as its alternative requires an 

overly complicated computation instead. In order to accurately describe hard 

nonlinear behaviour, the modelling community has been actively seeking out 

other methods which ultimately led to the "Describing Function" framework 

and the Polyharmonic Distortion modelling approach [17]. 

"�#�4����1���+(�(���

Just like S1parameters, Hot S1parameters can characterize how a device under 

test (DUT) behaves by describing the relationship between B2 and A2 travelling 

voltage waves. However, under large signal input excitation, the DUT (normally 

a transistor) will start to behave in a non1linear fashion and classical S1

parameters which is based on the superposition principle, no longer holds 

true. Hot S1parameters differs from S1parameters by being valid even at large 

input drive levels [18].     

"�#�!� 4����1���+(�(��$��+)���
�����*��2�����
���

In 1978, Mazumder et al. [19] proposed the simultaneous application of two 

signals of the same frequency to accurately determine large signal S12 and S22. 

Since then, many research attempts have been made to extend S1parameters 

into the large signal domain [18]1[26]. The research done in [26] summarizes 

how Hot S1parameters can be applied to solve two major power amplifier 
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design problems: investigate stability and predict distortions under hot 

operating conditions.  

"�#�!�!� 4����1���+(�(����������-
�
���������
��

Using Hot S1parameters to investigate stability is discussed in [20]1[22]. The 

key is performing the measurements when the DUT is under actual operating 

conditions by applying a large signal tone to port 1.  While this signal is being 

injected, a small probe tone is added to either to port 1 (during the forward 

measurement) or port 2 (during the reverse measurement). 

Fig. 215 and 216 illustrates the incident A waves and reflected B waves during 

the forward and reverse measurements respectively. The large signal carrier is 

at frequency fc while fs is the frequency at which Hot S1parameters are 

measured.  

 

Figure 215: Stability Hot S1parameter forward measurement A and B spectra [26]. 
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Figure 216: Stability Hot S1parameter reverse measurement A and B spectra [26]. 

The Hot S1parameters are defined as ratios between B waves and A waves, 

identical to Classical S1parameters, shown in equation (2111). Stability 

analysis can now be performed using either the Rollet's or Edwards theory on 

stability in [27]1[28].  

 ���((+)��((+)� = �ℎ-.��� ℎ-.���ℎ-.��� ℎ-.���� ���((+)��((+)� (2111) 

Note from Fig. 215and 216 that mixing products are present but can be 

neglected as stated in [21] due to fs being much lower than fc. The assumption 

is that the interaction between the tones at fs is much stronger compared to 

the interaction between all other tones near the fundamental and harmonics 

of fc, thus keeping the stability analysis accurate.  

The setup for stability measurements of Hot S1parameters is based on load1

pull architecture and shown in Fig. 217 [21]. Hot S1parameters measurements 

are obtained with a large signal tone at frequency fc and a small probe tone fs 

applied to either the input or output port via a switch. Two different VNAs are 
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used for measurements of fc and fs respectively to solve the dynamic range 

issues due to the power level difference between fc and fs.   

DUT

Att Att Att Att

CW Source fs

CW Source fc

fc

fs
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attenuator Switch
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Figure 217: Stability Hot S1parameter Measurement Setup [21]. 

"�#�!�"� 4����1���+(�(��������
�����
���������
��

The application of Hot S1parameters to predict distortions is examined in 

[18],[23]1[26]. To predict distortions of the DUT, the incident A1waves and 

reflected B1waves are described by equation (2112), where the Hot S1

parameters are a function of both the amplitude and the frequency of the large 

signal a1(fc).  

 ���((/)��((/)� = �ℎ-.��� ℎ-.���ℎ-.��� ℎ-.���� ���((/)��((/)� (2112) 

Although very similar to equation (2111), the above equation is different since 

it is nonlinear in the incident wave a1(fc). Therefore, the Hot S1parameter of 
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this equation can accurately describe the non1linear transmission 

characteristics of a DUT and is known as Simple Hot S1parameters. 

The work in [18] and [23] explains that inaccurate results may be obtained for 

describing the Hot S22 and Hot S12 with equation (2112) because it lacks the 

conjugate a2(fc) tone. An extension of Hot S1parameters can be described in 

equation (2113). 

���((/)��((/)� = �ℎ-.��� ℎ-.���ℎ-.��� ℎ-.���� ���((/)��((/)� + �0��0��� ���12��(34)56-78 92��((/)5: 

 (2113) 

Delving further into the work done in [18], it is shown that the conjugate 

terms helps improve the accuracy of the Simple Hot S1parameters by 

accounting for the dependency on the phase of A2.  

 

Figure 218: Comparison between measured B2P11 (at highest A1 amplitude) and modelled B2P11 

with Classic S22, Simple Hot S22 and Extended Hot S22 equations [18]. 

Fig. 218 shows the orange and yellow "smileys" which are the measured and 

modelled results of the B2 waves respectively after phase normalization has 

occurred, hence becoming B2P11. The complex phasor P has the phase equal to 

the phase of A1.   

Measured 

Modelled  
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 ;� = ���(|=�|). =� + ���=� (2114) 

Classical S22 as defined in equation (2114) is not capable of describing the 

relationship between the A2 and B2 when it is a clearly a function of A1. This is 

expected since Classical S1parameters, defined in Section 2.1, is not valid 

during the non1linear operation of a transistor. 

 ;� = ���(|=�|). =� + ���(|=�|). =� (2115) 

Simple Hot S1parameters (defined in equation (2115)) makes S22 a function of 

the amplitude of A1. However, at a large drive level, the squeezing effect does 

not occur for the model and implies that the phase of A2P11 is important. 

;� = ���(|=�|). =� + ���(|=�|). =� + 0��(|=�|). ?�. 6-78(=�) 
 (2116) 

Therefore, a different coefficient is needed for the real and imaginary part of 

A2P11. In fact, A2P11 and its conjugate is required to model the data accurately, 

leading to the extended version of Hot S1parameters, as defined by equation 

(2116).  

An example of a setup to obtain results for distortion characteristics is shown 

in Fig. 219. It is based on the work in [18], where a Large Signal Network 

Analyser (LSNA) is attached to 2 synthesizers, one for each port. Synthesizer 1 

generates the large signal input, A1, ensuring that all measurements are 

performed under "hot" conditions. Synthesizer 2 generates a set of A2 that are 

independent from A1.  
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Figure 219: Distortion Hot S1parameters Measurement Setup [18]. 

Using a tuner is also possible though a synthesizer allows active load1pull 

through emulation of load impedances. Using a LSNA as opposed to a simple 

network analyser allows the measurements of all the travelling waves (A1, A2, 

B1 and B2). These quantities can then be used to calculate the Hot S1

parameters by using either equation (2112) or (2113). 

"�#�"� 4����1���+(�(���
��)��
���

The Hot S1parameter concept was developed in an attempt extend the 

capabilities of S1parameters by making Behavioural models capture non1linear 

characteristics. Its application focused on two main areas which are stability 

and distortion analysis. Thus, measurement setup will vary accordingly 

depending on its application.  

For stability analysis, note that the B waves in Fig. 215 and 216 contain tones 

at the sum (fc+fs) and difference frequency (fc1fs). In fact, according to [21], 

there are more tones such as at (L.fc+fs) and (L.fc1fs) with L being any positive 

integer due to the mixing between the probe tone fs and the fundamental and 

harmonics of the carrier, fc. 
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A problem with this approach occurs when probe frequency fs is not 

significantly lower than carrier frequency fc. For example, if fs = fc/2, the 

difference of (fc1fs) will result in a mixing product appearing at fs, making the 

stability analysis as defined in [27]1[28] invalid. Any conclusions about 

stability must be taken with precaution when this condition occurs. 

In terms of distortion analysis, previous work by Verspect et al. [18] also 

showed that though Simple Hot S1parameters can capture some of the non1

linearity associated with the varying amplitude in drive, the conjugate terms 

(Extended Hot S1parameters) must be included for greater accuracy in 

describing the distortion seen in experimental data. 

These concepts described in this research work became the precursor to the 

Polyharmonic Distortion Model [29]1[32] also introduced by Verspect et al. and 

forms the basis for the X1parameters and the Cardiff Model formulations. 

Thus, the introduction of Hot S1parameters is a key step in the development of 

Behavioural models. 

"�,�����	��+��
���
�����
�����*(��

The Polyharmonic Distortion (PHD) framework [29]1[32] presents a black1box, 

frequency domain Behavioural model, generalized from the work first 

presented in [24] and summarized in [32]. The theory is derived from a 

multiharmonic linearization around a periodic steady state determined by a 

large single input tone. Being a "black1box" model means that no a priori 

knowledge of the circuit is needed for modelling purposes.  

In [29], the PHD model was identified from automated measurements on a 

wide1band microwave IC amplifier using a NVNA [33]. The work in [30] further 
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improved the design approach and presents an improved algorithm for 

identifying the Behavioural model discussed in [29].  

"�,�!� ����	��+��
���
�����
���$��+)���
���

For a general frequency domain black1box modelling technique, there exist 

mathematical functions (denoted by F, known as describing functions) that 

correlate the input spectral components Aqn with the output spectral 

components, Bpm as shown with the following equation. 

 ;@A = B@A2=��, =��, … , =��, =��, … =C$5 (2117) 

where q and p range from one to the number of ports whereas m and n range 

from zero to the highest harmonic index.  

 

Figure 2110: Concept of describing functions [32]. 

Fig. 2110 illustrates the concept of describing functions. The PHD model is an 

approximation of the spectral map given by equation (2117) and exploits 2 

mathematical properties of the functions Fpm(.) which are time1invariance and 

nonanalyticity [35]. 
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In a time invariant system, an arbitrary delay to the A waves causes the same 

time delay in the B waves. A time delay equivalent to applying a phase shift in 

the frequency domain and can be described by equation (2118).   

∀E: ;@A��AG = B@A2=����G , =����G , … , =����G, =����G , … 5 (2118) 

In order to simplify the mathematics, it is important to use phase1normalized 

quantities. A component P that has the phase equal to the phase of A11 is 

shown in equation (2119). 

 ? = ��1(H��) (2119) 

Substituting ejθ with P11 in (2118) results in (2120) which is easier to process 

compared to equation (2117). 

;@A = B@A(|=��|, =��?I�, =�)?I)… ,=��?I�, =��?I�, =�)?I), … )?JA 

 (2120) 

Generally, the assumption is that the system can be strongly nonlinear 

towards a large signal drive but responds linearly to additional signal 

components at harmonic frequencies. This is known as the harmonic 

superposition principle and was first discovered during the measurements on 

a resistive FET mixer circuit [36]. It postulates that the overall deviation in the 

output spectrum is the superposition of all individual deviations and has been 

experimentally verified in [37].    

Fig. 2111 illustrates the harmonic superposition principle. When a large A11 is 

pumped into the DUT, it produces the output spectrum in B2. This is indicated 

by the black arrows. Keeping A11 the same and adding a small A12, it causes a 

deviation at the 2nd harmonic for the output spectrum B2 (represented by blue 
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arrows). The same applies for the third and fourth harmonic, represented by 

the red and green arrows respectively.  

 

Figure 2111: The harmonic superposition principle [32]. 

This principle holds true with power amplifiers of several classes and for 

applications where the functional block is inserted into impedance 

environments mismatched from 50 ohms at the fundamental and the 

harmonics [31]1[32]. Linearization of (2120) versus all components except the 

A11 will result in 

 

;@A = K@A(|=��|)?JA
+LM@C,A$(|=��|)?JA
�(=C$?I$)C$
+L#@C,A$(|=��|)?JA�N(=C$?I$)C$  

(2121) 

where 

 K@A(|=��|) = B@A(|=��|, 0…0) (2122) 
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 M@C.A$(|=��|) = OB@AO
�(=C$?I$)P|H��|,�,…� (2123) 

 #@C.A$(|=��|) = OB@AO�N(=C$?I$)P|H��|,�,…� (2124) 

The function Fpm(.) is nonanalytic because the real and imaginary components 

of the input argument can be treated as separate entities. By substituting 

these real and imaginary components in (2121) with 

 
�2=C$?I$5 = =C$?I$ + 6-78(=C$?I$)2  
(2125) 

 �N2=C$?I$5 = =C$?I$ − 6-78(=C$?I$)28  
(2126) 

the following equation can be derived. 

;@A = K@A(|=��|)?JA
+LM@C,A$(|=��|)?JA Q R=C$?I$ + 6-78(=C$?I$)2 SC$
+L#@C,A$(|=��|)?JA Q R=C$?I$ − 6-78(=C$?I$)28 SC$  

 (2127) 

Rearranging the terms in (2127) will lead to the PHD model equation shown in 

(2128). 

;@A = L�@C,A$(|=��|)?JAI$=C$ +L0@C,A$(|=��|)?JAJ$6-78(=C$)C$C$  

 (2128) 

where 
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 �@�,A�(|=��|) = K@A(|=��|)|=��|  
(2129) 

 0@�,A�(|=��|) = 0 (2130) 

∀TU, 7V ≠ T1,1V: �@C,A$(|=��|) = M@C,A$(|=��|) + 8#@C,A$(|=��|)2  
(2131) 

∀TU, 7V ≠ T1,1V: 0@C,A$(|=��|) = M@C,A$(|=��|) − 8#@C,A$(|=��|)2  (2132) 

Subscript p and m denote the port and harmonic associated with B whereas q 

and n are the port and harmonic for component A. Equation (2128) now relates 

input and output spectral components with different frequencies. For example, 

it relates how A12, the second harmonic on the incident wave can contribute to 

a change in B22, the second harmonic at port 2. 

"�/�51����+(�(���

X1parameters are a trademark of Keysight Technologies and was formulated 

by restructuring the original PHD formulation into a commercially viable form 

[38]. A superset of S1parameters, X1parameters can be applied to both linear 

and non1linear simulations which include the generation of harmonic and 

intermodulation products [34]. 

X1parameters are currently the most widely used Behavioural modelling 

approach in the industry due to its backing by Keysight. X1parameters have 

been extended to model hard nonlinear behaviour and long term memory 

effects [39]1[41]. Models have also been developed for packaged GaN 

transistors [42]1[43] and GSM amplifier modules [44].  

Envelope system simulations have now seen the use of X1parameters [45]1[46] 

and its use has also been demonstrated for modelling RF high power devices 
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(250W LDMOS) [47], power probes [48] and polar modulated power amplifiers 

[49]. The work in [49] shows that X1parameters can even be applied to systems 

which have a baseband port besides a RF and DC port. 

Over the years, different variations of X1Parameters have been developed. 

Examples include S1functions [50] and the Padé Approximation Model [51], 

developed by NMDG and University College Dublin, respectively. Since the 

formulations of these models are similar to X1Parameters, this section shall 

only focus on the discussion of X1Parameters.   

"�/�!� 51����+(�(���$��+)���
�����*��2�����
���

By referring back to equation (2128), note that when q and n are equal to 1,  

 ?JAI�=�� = ?JAJ�6-78(=��) = |=��| (2133) 

Therefore since only the sum of Sp1,m1(A11) and Tp1,m1(A11) is of importance, 

Tp1,m1(A11) can be set to zero as defined in  eqn. (2130). With Tp1,m1(A11) = 0, the 

X1parameter formulation with its 3 model coefficients, XF, XS and XT can be 

simplified from eqn. (2128), resulting in eqn. (2134). 

 

;@A = XY@A(|=��|)?JA
+LXZ@C,A$(|=��|)?JAI$=C$C$
+LX[@C,A$(|=��|)?JAJ$6-78(=C$)C$  

(2134) 

If equation (2134) is restricted to a simple case of B21 depending only on A21 

and A11, it is reduced to  
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3. 

 

;�� = XY��(|=��|)=�� + XZ��,��(|=��|)=�� + X[��,��(|=��|)?�6-78(=��) 
 (2135) 

Extracting the model coefficients XF21, XS22,11, XT22,11 for a given value of A11 is 

illustrated in Fig. 2112.   

 

Figure 2112: X1parameter extraction procedure [31]. 

A11 amplitude is applied and kept constant throughout the measurement. 

Firstly, to extract XF21 no other incident wave is applied besides A11 

(represented by the red triangle). Then two independent measurements of A21 

with phase 0o and 90o are applied (represented by the blue and green triangles 

respectively). These two measurements enable the extraction of XS22,11 and 

XT22,11. In other words, measurements include:  

1) Responses of the DUT at each port and harmonic frequency to the large 

signal without perturbation.  

2) Responses when a large signal is added with a small signal perturbation. 

3) Responses when a large signal is added with small signal perturbation that 

is at the same frequency but a different phase compared to 2). 

Although 3 measurements is the minimum number needed for the model 

extraction, more measurements are made in combination with a linear 
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regression technique as redundancy reduces residual model errors and allows 

noise errors to be obtained.  

 

Figure 2113: X1parameter coefficient extraction measurement setup [31]. 

The measurement setup based on [31] is shown in Fig. 2113. The LSNA 

measures all the relevant Amk and Bmk components with m representing the 

port and k the harmonic response. Source 1 is used for generation of the A11 

component (a large input tone). Source 2 combined with a switch is used for 

the generation of small signal harmonic components, known as tickler signals. 

The switch allows the tickler tones to be applied either the input or output 

port.  

"�/�"� �(��)�(+(����������*��((�*(���51����+(�(���

As most high power transistors and amplifiers have an optimum impedance 

that is far from 50 ohms, X1parameters should be extracted over a large area 

of the Smith chart and not restricted to 50 ohms as in [29]1[31]. Therefore, 

reference [52] introduces NNVA measurements coupled with load1pull to 

obtain X1parameters over a wide impedance range covering the entire Smith 
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chart. In [53], a MESFET is measured under arbitrary load conditions and 

used to predict non1linear behaviour such as harmonics, intermodulation 

products and ACPR. 

 

Figure 2114: Load dependent X1parameter measurement setup [52]. 

Since X1parameters have a fixed formulation involving 3 coefficients which are 

XF, XS and XT, the model validity is limited to a small area on the Smith Chart. 

This is because its formulation does not account for dependence on A2 by 

assuming it is small compared to A1 [38]. The system setup for measurements 

of load1dependent X1parameters is depicted in Fig. 2114, based on the work in 

[52].    

The PNA1X acting as the receiver is loaded with the Maury software which 

runs the user interface and the NVNA firmware which is used for calibration 

purposes. Bias sweeps are made possible through the use of a GBIP controlled 

external DC supply. Load1pull is accomplished using the tuners and at each 

load, the X1parameters can be extracted and stored in a file. This file can be 

directly imported into ADS for simulation purposes.  
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In terms of equation complexity, X1parameters are limited to three parameters 

XF, XS, and XT. Having a rigid formulaic structure makes it inflexible when 

presented with increasing degrees of nonlinearity.  A limited number of terms 

also results in the formulation being load dependent as it can only model a 

very limited space on the Smith Chart. This in turn will cause the model file 

size to increase dramatically as it must now be a function of load. 

With current trends moving towards measurements with fundamental and 

harmonic loads, and coupled with having to measure over bias as well as 

frequency, the model file size can increase to several gigabytes. This places a 

huge burden on data storage, sharing and processing of the models. Therefore, 

formulations such as the Cardiff Model reduces the file size due to the fact 

that it does not have to be load1dependent. The equations for the Cardiff 

Behavioural Model will be shown in Section 2.6. 

"�0����*
����6�7���*(��

The Cardiff Model began as a Direct Waveform Lookup (DWLU) model which 

allows direct utilization of large signal data into the PA design process [54]. 

This "truth table look1up model" imports non1linear measurement data into a 

CAD simulator. It then was further developed based on the Polyharmonic 

Distortion model concept resulting in an equation based model with 

coefficients that can be extracted from measurement data [55]1[64].    

"�0�!� ���*
����6�7���*(��$��+)���
�����*��2�����
���

As the name suggests, the Cardiff DWLU takes large signal waveform 

measurements and uses it directly for CAD design. The model is defined in the 
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frequency domain based on Fig. 2115 its implementation has been verified 

using a 100 W LDMOS device [54].   

 

Figure 2115: Definition of Cardiff DWLU Model [47]. 

The current response at each port for a particular load impedance, Zload can be 

defined as: 

 ��(\) = 	=� ∙ ^(\) +L=$ ∙ �_$̀ ∙ ^(\ − 2a ∙ 7 ∙ (�)A
$��  

(2136) 

 ��(\) = 	;� ∙ ^(\) +L;$ ∙ �_$̀ ∙ ^(\ − 2a ∙ 7 ∙ (�)A
$��  

(2137) 

where VIN is the input stimulus, n is the order of harmonics, f0 is the 

fundamental frequency, and A0 and B0 are the DC components.   

The coefficients An and Bn are functions of VIN, Zload and bias which are VDC IN 

and VDC OUT and can be expressed as: 

 =$ = ��(7(�)�_$̀ (7(�) = B�(|�_`|, bcdHe , �ef	_`, �ef	dg[) (2138) 

 ;$ = ��(7(�)�_$̀ (7(�) = B�(|�_`|, bcdHe , �ef	_`, �ef	dg[) (2139) 

These coefficients will be calculated based on measurement data and saved 

into a data table. For a particular stimulus voltage, load and bias, the CAD 
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simulator will be able to look up or interpolate the corresponding An and Bn 

and compute the resulting port currents. 

Note that the model uses voltage and current (V&I) waves instead of scattered 

(A&B) waves because the implementation in ADS uses a frequency domain 

device (FDD) block which computes current and voltage components in the 

frequency domain [54]. Coefficients An and Bn which are In(nf0)/VIN
n are looked 

up instead of In(nf0) in order to scale In with the nth power of fundamental input 

voltage. This makes the coefficients independent of the reference phase of the 

input stimulus and smoothens the truth table, enabling a more robust 

interpolation function.   

 

Figure 2116: Time domain based RF waveform measurement system [65]. 

The measurement setup for extracting the DWLU model is shown in Fig. 2116, 

based on the RF time domain measurement system in [65]. The MTA measures 

the voltage and current waveforms using couplers that are attached to the 

DUT.  
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Since the MTA is a 2 channel instrument, the input and output voltage and 

current waveforms are obtained and phase synchronised using switches A and 

B. The waveforms are then used to calculate the A and B coefficients described 

by equations (2138) and (2139). Switch C allows the synthesized sweeper to 

provide the stimulus at either the input or output whereas Switch D switches 

between fundamental only or fundamental and harmonic active load1pull.  

"�0�"� ���*
����6�7��
��)��
���

The DWLU approach was developed to enable the direct import of current and 

voltage waveform measurements into a CAD environment. Large signal 

waveform data can be compiled into a lookup table without lengthy processing 

and generates a faithful reproduction of the device non1linear behaviour as 

long as the simulation is carried out within the measurement space of the 

data. 

However, this approach does have several weaknesses [56]1[57]. Simulations 

extrapolated outside the measurements space will result in inaccurate results. 

In addition, obtaining a large set of measurement data is crucial for good 

accuracy, making it a time consuming process. Simulation speed is also slow 

and hampered due to the large amount of data that has to be loaded into the 

simulator. 

In order to overcome these limitations, the Cardiff Model has evolved into a 

polynomial based Behavioural model with model coefficients that can be 

directly extracted from the measured data. 
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The Cardiff Behavioural Model approach was first developed by Qi et. al. [55]1

[57]. It is based on the Polyharmonic Distortion formulation but with several 

exceptions. In the original PHD formulation seen in [29]1[30] and in equation 

(2128), the S and T parameters are dependent only on the magnitude of A1, the 

input travelling wave. It is assumed that A1 is the only large signal tone and 

that A2 is small compared to A1. This makes the model valid only around 

points of model extraction (usually 50 ohms). 

Such an assumption would be valid for system components but a large 

variation in A2 can be seen in load1pull data especially for high power devices 

with optimums far from 50 ohms [56]. The Cardiff Model includes the 

dependence on the A2 travelling wave, enabling extrapolation at points away 

from where the model is extracted. 

Research on the Cardiff Model formulation has expanded from a fundamental 

only expression [55]1[58] to equations for harmonic contributions [59]1[64].  

"�8�!� ���*
����(	�'
�)������*(��$��+)���
�����*��2�����
���
9$)�*�+(���������:�

A typical 2 port network with travelling waves can be related by the following 

equations using describing functions. 

 �� = (2��,��5											�� = h2��,��5 (2140) 

General describing functions only define system behaviour on the conceptual 

level. In order to integrate the describing functions into a CAD simulator, it 

must be approximated with nth order polynomials. For the sake of brevity, the 

polynomial is limited to the 3rd order as shown in equation (2141)1(2142). 
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 �� = i���� + i���� + i������ +⋯+ i)���) + i�)��) (2141) 

 �� = E���� + E���� + E������ +⋯+ E)���) + E�)��) (2142) 

Through regrouping and expansion [57], equations (2141)1(2142) can be 

expressed as:   

 �� = ����� + 0����∗k� + ����� + 0����∗?� (2143) 

 �� = ����� + 0����∗k� + ����� + 0����∗?� (2144) 

With an* being the conjugate of an. Q and P are the phase vectors e1jω(a2) and e1

jω(a1) respectively. The coefficients S and T are defined as shown below: 

��� = i�� + 3i)�|��|� + i��|��|�					0�� = i��|��|� (2145) 

��� = i�� + 3i�)|��|� + i��|��|�										0�� = i��|��|� (2146) 

��� = E�� + 3E)�|��|� + E��|��|�										0�� = E��|��|� (2147) 

��� = E�� + 3E�)|��|� + E��|��|�										0�� = E��|��|� (2148) 

Note that equations (2143)1(2144) are similar to the original PHD equations (21

28) except that it is a function of both a1 and a2. T11 and T21 also does not exist 

in the original PHD formulation and results from [55] show that these 

coefficients are close to zero when a2 is very small. But as a2 increases, T21 

starts to increase and its dependency on a2 can no longer be ignored.  

Woodington et al. extended the research on the Cardiff Model by highlighting 

that each S and T coefficient has a unique phase operator [58] and equations 

(2143)1(2144) can be reformulated as shown: 

 ��� = ���|��|. ? + 0��|��|?. ?k + ���|��|. k + 0��|��|k. k? 
(2149) 
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 ��� = ���|��|. ? + 0��|��|?. ?k + ���|��|. k + 0��|��|k. k? 
(2150) 

The equations above mean that by performing measurements of load1pull 

locus with a constant |a1| and |a2| while sweeping the relative phase θ (P/Q 

or Q/P), each S and T coefficient can be extracted independently based on 

equations (2151) to (2154). 

 ���|��| = 17L�� 1? 															0��|��| = 17L�� ?k� 
(2151) 

 ���|��| = 17L�� 1k 															0��|��| = 17L�� k?� (2152) 

 ���|��| = 17L�� 1? 															0��|��| = 17L�� ?k� (2153) 

 ���|��| = 17L�� 1k 															0��|��| = 17L�� k?� (2154) 

where n is the number of measured phase steps from 0 to 2π. The 

measurements setup for measuring the relevant load1pull loci for the model is 

shown in Fig. 2117.  

DUT

a2 offset

Directional Coupler

50 ohm 50 ohm

ZL

 

Figure 2117: Architecture for generating required load1pull loci by integrating active source with 

passive load1pull system [58]. 
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It is a hybrid combination of an active and passive load1pull system that 

allows the user to centre the measurements at an optimum impedance other 

than 50 ohms. The signal generator for a2 is held at a constant power level 

while varying its phase from 0 to 2π. 

Note that equations describing the b waves in (2149)1(2150) are limited up to 

the 3rd order. In order to consider higher order of mixing, consider the polar 

form of indexing for the describing function, 

 �@,l = ?�lh@,l Rm��,�m, m��,�m, nk�?�oS 
(2155) 

where p and h represent the port and harmonic respectively and P1 = 

��,�|��,�| (phase of a1,1) and Q1 = 
��,�|��,�| (phase of a2,1). The phase vector 

p�q� is a 

periodic function and therefore the bp,h is also periodic.  

Equation (2155) allows phase effects to be considered independently of 

magnitudes and can be expanded, allowing all orders of phase non1linearity to 

be described by a set of coefficients as shown in equation (2156) with N being 

the mixing order complexity [58].  

 �@,l = ?�l L r
@,l,$m��,�m, m��,�m, nk�?�o$s
$�(`J�)/�
$�I(`I�)/�  

(2156) 

Note that this formulation is the same as the X1parameter equation in (2134) if 

it is truncated to only 3 coefficients. For example, for a b2,1 wave depending 

only on a1,1 and a2,1 like equation (2135), the R2,1,0, R2,1,1 and R2,1,11 coefficients 

are similar to XF, XS and XT. As expected, if N = 3, equation (2156) becomes 

eqn. (2149)1(2150).  
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The results of measurements on a 0.5 W HBT device shows a comparison 

between different orders of mixing complexity. When N =1, this is similar to 

the Simple Hot S1parameters described in Section 2.3.1.2. The results also 

indicate that 3rd order of mixing (N=3) is insufficient to model b2 accurately 

when the a2 is large. An order of 5 or 7 provides a more accurate prediction of 

b2 and also load1pull contours [60].  

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 2118: Comparison of B2,1 measured on 0.5 W HBT extracted with different orders of 

complexity (a) N =1 (b) N =3 (c) N = 5 (d) N = 7 [60]. 

These results are shown in Fig. 2118(a)1(d). Note that the coefficients Rp,h,n in 

(2156) are be obtained using Fourier Transform on the b waves due to its a 
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periodic response. An example is shown in Fig. 2119, extracted from 

measurements on a 10x75 \m GaAs HEMT [60].  

 

Figure 2119: Coefficient spectrum for Rp,h,n measured on a 10x75 \m GaAs HEMT [60]. 

This form of analysis allows the user to determine the maximum order needed 

to model the output response. The results here show that increasing the order, 

N above 7 is unnecessary as all the higher terms are lower than the noise floor 

of 150 dB. This means that a low order of model complexity is needed for an 

accurate model. 

"�8�"� ���*
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The Cardiff Model was extended to account for harmonic load1pull at the 

output [59]1[60] and input [62]1[64]. The framework is based on the mixing 

theory whereby to account for 2nd harmonic contributions at port 2 when there 

exists the a2,2 stimuli, a new phase vector 
p�q�� is present.  
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To extract these coefficients in a measurement, the new phase vector 
p�q�� would 

be rotated from 0 o to 360o. The coefficients will produce periodic changes with 

respect to 
p�q�� and can be expressed by: 

 
@,l,$ = LrM@,l,$,u2m��,�m, m��,�m, m��,�m5 Rk�?��S
usu  

(2157) 

�@,l = ?�l L LrM@,l,$,u2m��,�m, m��,�m, m��,�m5 nk�?�o$ Rk�?��S
usu

$�(`J�)/�
$�I(`I�)/�  

  
(2158) 

Substituting the coefficients from (2157) into (2156) results in equation (2158). 

Note the coefficients Gp,h,n,r are still only a function of magnitude of the stimuli 

and independent of the phases. The phase difference between the two signals 

at the output are accounted for by the cross product terms (those related to 

Q1Q2 and Q1/Q2). 

 

Figure 2120: Active harmonic load1pull waveform measurement system [66]. 
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Fig. 2120 illustrates the measurement system in Cardiff University used to 

obtain the data [66]. A synthesized sweeper acts as the input source whereas 

active load1pull is employed at the output using phase coherent electronic 

signal generators (ESGs) and amplifiers. The Microwave Transition Analyser 

(MTA) measures the waveforms via directional couplers attached to the DUT. 

In order to extract the coefficients, the following steps are performed: 

1. The second harmonic phase vector is rotated from 0o to 360o with a fixed 

fundamental phase vector.  

2. Step 1 is repeated for a different fundamental phase rotated from 0o to 360o.  

3. Steps 1 and 2 is repeated for varying values of fundamental and second 

harmonic stimuli at port 2 (|a2,1| and |a2,2|). 

The importance of cross product terms is demonstrated in results from [59]. 

These measurements on a 10x75 \m GaAs HEMT device at 9 GHz are shown 

in Fig. 2121(a)1(b) to 2122(a)1(b).  
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(b) 

Figure 2121: Results of measurements on 10x75\m GaAs HEMT (a) Extracted coefficient space 

without cross product terms (b) Measured and modelled b2,1 [59]. 

In Fig. 2121(b) the modelled b2,1 is represented by the coefficient space in Fig. 

2121(a). The size of the coefficients in Fig. 2121(a) and 2122(a) represent the 

magnitude of the coefficients. In Fig. 2121(a), M1 is the R2,1,0 (most dominant 

term) while M2 is the R2,1,1 (second largest term).  

The modelled b2,1 results in Fig. 2121(b) are not accurate since it does not 

account for mixing between the second harmonic signal at the output, a2,2 and 

fundamental signal at the input, a2,1, causing the average error of the 

extraction to be 1.8%. 

To capture the output mixing behaviour, coefficients with cross product terms 

are produced as shown Fig. 2122(a). The extraction error now reduces to 0.25 

% and the resulting b2,1 wave is presented in Fig. 2122(b). This model is now 

able to accurately track changes in the 2nd harmonic perturbation around the 

fundamental phase of b2,1. 
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  (a) 

(b) 

Figure 2122: Results of measurements on 10x75\m GaAs HEMT (a) Extracted coefficient space 

with cross product terms (b) Measured and modelled b2,1 [59]. 

The equation in (2158) can also be expanded to account for perturbation in the 

input second harmonic stimulus [62]1[64] and becomes: 

�@,l = ?�l L LrM@,l,$,u2m��,�m, m��,�m, m��,�m5 R?�,�?�,�� S$ Rk�,�?�,�S
usu

$�(`J�)/�
$�I(`I�)/�  

 
(2159) 

This formulation is now able to account for changes of source impedance at 

the 2nd harmonic frequency. The mixing model is able to accurately capture 

the responses due to 2nd harmonic injection at the input and when used in a 
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CAD environment, is able to increase the efficiency of the Class B amplifier 

from 73.35 to 78.75% [63].  

"�8�#� ���*
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The Cardiff Model has evolved from a DWLU model into a polynomial based 

Behavioural model and has been improved upon in previous research [54]1

[64]. The Cardiff Model formulation valid for fundamental only load1pull was 

developed in [55], [56] and [58].  It is based on the Polyharmonic Distortion 

Model but extended to include terms to account for large A2 in the stimulus 

[55]. The work in [58] concludes that the coefficient terms are independent of 

the phase of the stimulus and can be extracted by varying the phase of the 

source.  

Unlike X1parameters, the Cardiff Model coefficient terms are not limited to 

only 3 (XF, XS and XT). As described by equation (2156), the order, N and by 

extension the number of coefficients can be increased for better model 

accuracy [58]. The maximum order and number of terms is dictated by 

analysing the Fourier Transform of the b waves. Note that having 2 coefficients 

(order, N = 1) will result in Hot S1parameters. 

The Cardiff Model is then improved upon, based on the mixing model 

formulation and capable of capturing the responses due to the fundamental 

and harmonic load1pull at the output [59]1[60] and input [62]1[64]. The 

formulation now contains cross products terms which are vital to accurately 

track changes due to 2nd harmonic perturbation for all phases of the output 

fundamental signal.  
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Unlike Compact models, Behavioural models have always been regarded as 

unable to scale with respect to geometry and frequency [67]. Instead, much 

work has been conducted on scaling Compact models for various devices [68]1

[75]. Scalable Compact models were developed for InP DHBT [68], High Power 

LDMOS [69], GaN HEMTs [70], HBTs [71]1[73] and mm1Wave FETs [74].    

A major breakthrough was achieved by Leckey [75] in 2011 by proving that X1

Parameters can scale with transistor gate width and number of fingers by 

extracting the X1Parameter model at the intrinsic plane.  

Model scaling can be achieved by borrowing from techniques previously used 

in Compact models where the intrinsic transistor is known to scale linearly 

with the size of the total gate width (unit gate width X number of fingers) and 

prior determination of extrinsic component values allows the user to de1embed 

to the intrinsic plane [74].  

The verification in [75] was carried out by scaling a 0.15 \m pHEMT device 

from 10x90 \m down to 4x50 \m. It must be pointed out that the verification 

was done solely in the simulator and not from experimentally measured 

values.   

The research on scaling of Behavioural models was extended further in [76] by 

proving via simulation based extractions and experimental measurements that 

X1Parameters are scalable. The explicit scaling relationship for X1Parameters 

as a function of geometry are also presented for the first time. 
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As described in Section 2.5, X1Parameters can be defined as 

 

;@,v = X@,v(Y)(|=��|, =��)?v
+LX@,v;C,A(Z) 2|=��|, =�,�5?vIA=C,AC,A
+LX@,v;C,A(Z) 2|=��|, =�,�5?vJA=C,A∗

C,A  

(2160) 

with p and q representing the ports while k and m are the harmonics of the 

system. At the intrinsic device, scaling of the voltage and current in the time 

domain can be illustrated by Fig. 2123and described using equation (2161).  

 �@+/(.) = x�@(.)											�@+/(.) = �@(.)										x = y+/y  
(2161) 

where p represents the port and the superscript "sc" denotes the larger device. 

r also known as the scaling factor, is the ratio between of the total gate width 

of the larger device, Wsc to the total gate width of the smaller device, W.  

 �@,v = 	��(=@,v + ;@,v)															�@,v = 1	�� (=@,v − ;@,v) 
(2162) 

 �@,vz = �@,v											�@,vz = x�@,v (2163) 

The relationship between the spectral components of the voltage and current 

in the frequency domain and the travelling waves is shown in (2162). Equation 

(2163) describes the voltage and current spectra where scaling has been 

applied.  
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Figure 2123: Scaling relationship for voltage and current at the intrinsic plane [76]. 

Using (2163), the travelling waves of the larger, scaled device can be defined by 

(2164)1(2167).   

 =@,vz = �@,vz +	���@,vz2	�� =	�@,v +	��x�@,v2	��  
(2164) 

 ;@,vz = �@,vz −	���@,vz2	�� =	�@,v −	��x�@,v2	��  
(2165) 

 =@,vz = n1 + x2 o=@,v + n1 + x2 o;@,v (2166) 

 ;@,vz = n1 − x2 o=@,v + n1 + x2 o;@,v (2167) 

Solving (2160) with (2166) and (2167) simultaneously will result in the new 

Bsc(Asc) relationship from which the X1Parameters of the scaled device can be 

extracted. In [76], experimental validation with a scaling factor, r = 2 was 

conducted using 4x60 \m and 4x30 \m GaAs MESFETs. The X1Parameter 

coefficients XF, XS and XT of the reference device and the scaled device are 

shown to be in good agreement and successfully scale with geometry.      
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This chapter provides an overview of Behavioural models, from S1parameters 

(considered as a linear Behavioural model) to non1linear models such as the 

Polyharmonic Distortion Model. The formulation and extraction of the model 

coefficients for the different Behavioural models have been presented and 

discussed.  

Scaling in Behavioural models has also been presented. From the literature 

review, there has been very little work done on scaling of Behavioural models 

since it is considered by many as being a inflexible measurement based model 

and scaling properties is thought to be poor [67]. So far, geometric scaling has 

only been proven for X1Parameters. Furthermore, the work in [75] only 

involves verification through simulations. In [76], scaling was experimentally 

verified only at a scaling factor of 2. 

This opens up a huge opportunity for research by trying to apply the Cardiff 

Model (a generalized Behavioural model formulation) to geometric scaling. 

Scaling to various gate sizes can also be experimentally conducted to see the 

limitations of the model.   

From the literature, no attempts have been made on frequency scaling using 

Behavioural models. Therefore, research into this area is novel and can be 

conducted using both the X1Parameter and Cardiff Model formulations.  
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arameter scaling has already been investigated and applied to X1

parameters.  Leckey [1] showed using simulation techniques, that like 

S1parameters, if X1parameters are defined at the intrinsic device plane, they 

can be successfully scaled with respect to transistor gate periphery.  Root et 

al. [2] extended this work and introduced formal mathematical scaling rules.  

In this chapter, we apply this concept for the first time to a more general 

Behavioural model formulation (Cardiff Model) [3]1[8]. A complete 

measurement/modelling procedure for generating the geometric scalable 

device models required for MMIC design has been developed and validated. 

This has been achieved by integrating scalable measurement data look1up 

table models of a reference device within appropriate passive layout networks. 

This process is divided into 4 main steps namely, determining the intrinsic 

plane of the reference transistor, obtaining the large signal measurement data 

for conversion into Behavioural models, performing scaling at the intrinsic 

reference plane and embedding with the passive circuit of the scaled device. 

The following chapter will explain these steps in detail and present the results 

of the scalable model.  

Limitations of the geometric scalable model are also presented and possible 

solutions are also discussed. Model development was done on 2 different GaN 

wafers, proving that this method is robust and not limited by a specific 

foundry process. In both cases, a smaller reference device is able to accurately 

P 
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predict the performance of devices up to 5 times larger in gate periphery.  In 

addition, the model is shown to be able to extend beyond the power limitations 

of the measurement system. 

#�!���*(�����+)���
���

#�!�!� �����*)��
���

A general small signal circuit representation of a transistor is shown in Fig. 31

1 with its extrinsic (passive) and intrinsic (active) components. The extrinsic 

components are sometimes referred to as the parasitic elements of the 

transistor.  

 

Figure 311: Transistor model with extrinsic and intrinsic (enclosed in box) components. 

The intrinsic portion of the transistor is able to scale with geometry (gate width 

and number of fingers) following equation (311) where the voltage at ports will 

remain the same but the current scales with s, the ratio of gate size of the 

larger device W' to the reference smaller device, Wref [2]. The scaling rules can 

be applied to the voltage and current spectra as shown in (312).  Subscripts p 

and h represent the port and harmonic respectively. The resulting A and B 

waves can be calculated from equation (313). Fig. 312 helps put equation (311) 

into perspective. 
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Figure 312: Scaling representation of voltage and current with gate geometry. 

{ = y ′yu|3 															�@′(.) = �@(.)															�@′ (.) = {�@(.) (311) 

�@,lz = �@,l																															�@,lz = {�@,l (312) 

=@,lz = �@,l + ��{�@,l2	�� 										;@,lz = �@,l − ��{�@,l2	��  
(313) 

#�!�"� ��*(��
������(������&�

After determining the parasitic components of the reference transistor, 

extrinsic large signal, engineered RF waveform measurements are performed 

on a reference device.  The bias points and modes of operation can be selected 

to target required MMIC performance specifications. The Behavioural model 

parameters are then extracted from the extrinsic measurements of the 

reference device and stored in a data look1up table.  

During simulation, the response of this reference Behavioural model is de1

embedded to the intrinsic plane using a passive de1embedding network, scaled 

and embedded in the required passive network to simulate the extrinsic scaled 

device behaviour. This can be done using a circuit simulator such as ADS.  

The modelling process flow is presented in Fig. 313.  
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Figure 313: Modelling process of geometric scalable transistor Behavioural model. 

The parasitic passive networks required can be determined from S1parameter 

measurements by performing traditional cold FET extraction procedures [9]1

[11], characterizing passive test1structures or performing EM simulations [12]. 

In order to correctly separate the extrinsic from intrinsic component values, a 

wafer with several widths and number of fingers is needed.  

#�!�#� �
������*('
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���

Table 311 shows a list of GaN devices used for the experimental 

characterisation and validation, with varying gate widths and number of 

fingers from a 0.25 \m modelling mask fabricated using WIN Semiconductors’ 

NP25100 Process (Wafer ID: WN001A). The reference device, which will be 

utilized in this work to extract the scalable model is the 2x80 \m transistor 

(highlighted in yellow). Fig. 314(a)1(i) show the photos of the devices. The probe 

pitch is 150 \m. 
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NOF / Width 80 \m 100 \m 200 \m 

2 2x80 \m 2x100 \m 2x200 \m 

4 4x80 \m 4x100 \m 4x200 \m 

8 8x80 \m 8x100 \m 8x200 \m 

Table 311: Wafer with varying gate periphery 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   

(d) (e) (f) 

   
(g) (h) (i) 

Figure 314: Photos of the transistors used in this work with varying widths and number of 

fingers (a) 2x80 \m (b) 2x100 \m (c) 2x200 \m (d) 4x80 \m (e) 4x100 \m (f) 4x200 \m (g) 8x80 

\m (h) 8x100 \m (i) 8x200 \m. 

Probe  

pitch:  

150 µm 
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Since scaling rules only apply at the intrinsic plane, this must first be 

established for this device structure. Unit cells of either a Y matrix (parallel pi) 

or a Z matrix (series T) form the building blocks to establish the complex 

circuit containing both the intrinsic and extrinsic elements. A general 

representation of a FET is basically made up of 3 unit cells, an outer Y matrix, 

a Z matrix and an inner Y matrix [9]. This is shown in Fig. 315.  

 

Figure 315: Equivalent circuit model for a FET transistor. 

The outer Y1matrix is used to model the parasitic capacitances associated with 

the transistor layout such as pad capacitances and coupling capacitances. The 

Z1matrix is used to model the parasitic resistances such as the source, drain 

and gate resistances (from ungated regions of the active layer, contact 

resistance and layout metallization). It also includes the gate, drain and 

source inductances of the transistor layout. The inner Y matrix (an active Y1

matrix) is a lump element representation of the non1linear distributive RC 

transmission line formed by the depletion region under the gate electrode and 

the conducting active channel. 
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By restricting the configurations to either a parallel pi for the Y1parameter or a 

series T for the Z1parameter, the frequency behaviour of the individual circuit 

components can be extracted independently and directly from measured S1

parameter data. For example, for the passive Y matrix unit cell in Fig. 315,  

}~+@ = }�� + }��										}~�@ = −}��										}�+@ = }�� + }�� (314) 

The circuit is passive so y21= y12. However, in the active Y matrix in Fig. 315 

where y21 ≠ y12, the four admittance circuit components can be obtained by: 

}~+ = }�� + }��														}~� = −}�� (315) 

	}~A = }�� + }��										}�+ = }�� − }�� (316) 

In a Z matrix (series T) configuration, the 3 individual circuit components can 

be directly extracted from the measured data by: 

�~ = ��� − ���															�+ = ���															�� = ��� − ��� (317) 

In modelling FET structures, only passive Z1matrix topologies are considered 

where Z21 = Z12. An active Z1matrix is needed only when modelling BJT [9]. 

From Fig. 315, it is clear that we need to be able to properly separate the 

various matrix elements. This can be done by performing measurements at 

special bias conditions to eliminate the effects of some of the matrix elements. 

For example, forward biasing the gate with zero drain bias so that the active Y1

matrix can be eliminated. The systematic extraction process will be mentioned 

in the following sections and is based on techniques introduced by Tasker and 

Hughes [9] and Dambrine et al. [10].  

In this work, S1parameter measurements were performed using a Rohde and 

Schwarz ZVA67 network analyser and controlled using the Keysight's VEE 

program using commands send via the VXI interface that has been developed 
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during this work. The screenshot of the VEE program is shown in Fig. 316(a)1

(b).  

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 316: Screenshot of VEE program developed in this PhD for automated S1parameter 

measurements (a) 1st Partial screenshot of VEE program controlling ZVA67 (b) Front panel 

design for runtime. 

The program allows the user to set a desired drain bias current.  A software 

iteration loop that changes the gate bias voltage until the desired current is 

achieved.  

A C# program has also been written during this PhD project that performs the 

de1embedding / embedding on the S1parameters to obtain the intrinsic 

transistor values. Fig. 317(a)1(b) shows the screenshot of the aforementioned 

C# program. This program is also able to perform the same process on large 

signal MDIF data.  
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 317: Screenshot of C# program written to perform de1embedding / embedding (a) Using 

S1parameters (b) Using MDIF large1signal measurement data. 

#�"�"� >1�����
�
���(�(�+
���
���

Measurements of the Y1parasitics are done on the devices shown in Fig. 314(a)1

(i) at deep pinch1off and 0 V Vds. The equivalent FET structure when 

measured at this operating condition is shown in Fig. 31 8.  
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Figure 318: Equivalent FET structure for Y1parasitics determination 

The Y1parasitics, which basically consists of the pad capacitances, are difficult 

to determine directly from measurements on the actual FET structure because 

they are in parallel with the transistor capacitances. Measuring with the 

device biased in pinch1off produces ambiguous results because of fringing 

capacitances. The best method of addressing this issue is by using 

measurements on FET structures with various widths. 

 }~+@ = }�� + }��										6~+@ = �N�h�}~+@�\  (318) 

 }~�@ = −}��																									6~�@ = �N�h�}~�@�\  (319) 

 }�+@ = }�� + }��														6�+@ = �N�h�}�+@�\  (3110) 

The extraction process for these pad capacitances is given in equation (318) to 

(3110). The extraction results for the 2x80 \m transistor are shown in Fig. 319 

showing typical behaviour where there is absence of significant variation in 

frequency.  
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Figure 319: Outer Y shell capacitances as a function of frequency for the 2x80 \m device. 

Taking the average of these plots, the results over width and number of fingers 

for the pad capacitances are plotted in Fig. 3110. Do note that these results 

include capacitances of the active layer. Therefore, by curve1fitting the results, 

we can separate the constant intercept (pad capacitance) from the slope (due 

to active layer) as shown in Fig. 3110. 

(a) 
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 3110: Outer Y shell capacitances for the 9 different devices (a) Cgsp (b) Cgdp (c) Cdsp. 

#�"�#� ?1����
�
���(�(�+
���
���

The Z1parasitic, which basically consists of the layout inductances and 

resistances, combined with the transistor parasitic resistances, can be 

measured by forward biasing the FET (at 0 V Vds). In these measurements, 

they consist of a combination of shells and in order to get the values of the 

inner unit shell, for example the Parasitic Z matrix, we must first strip the 

outer unit shell, which in this case are the Parasitic Y matrix.  
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Figure 3111: Process flow for determining Z1parasitics 

This is achieved by just doing matrix subtraction. The value of FET resistances 

can be very small if a sufficiently high forward bias current is used and the 

gate length is small compared to source drain spacing.  

�~ = ��� − ���									x~ = x�����~�										�~ = �N�h��~�\  (3111) 

�+ = ���																				x+ = x���T�+V											�+ = �N�hT�+V\  
(3112) 

�� = ��� − ���										x� = x���T��V										�� = �N�hT��V\  
(3113) 

If we remove the effect of the outer parasitic Y shell, using the stripping 

technique shown in Fig. 3111, then the measurement of the passive forward 

biased FET is assumed to be the Z parasitic alone. Measurements on the 
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passive forward bias FET transistor structures indicate that it can be modelled 

using series RL circuits components in the Z matrix. The extraction formulas 

are shown in equations (3111) to (3113). The results for the 2x80 \m device is 

shown in Fig. 3112(a)1(b) which indicates the absence of variation with 

frequency, an important criteria for turning these values into an equivalent 

circuit model. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3112: Extracted Z1parasitic values (a) resistances (b) inductances as a function of 

frequency for the 2x80 \m device.  

It is important to note that Rg and Lg are a strong function of gate current. A 

very high gate current is needed to satisfy the condition where the forward 

biased Z matrix is small compared to the Z parasitics. However, too high of a 
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forward gate current can degrade the transistor. Therefore, 3 values of gate 

current, 50mA/mm, 100mA/mm and 150 mA/mm are selected and the 

results for the 2x80 \m device with varying gate current is shown in Table 312.  

Ig 

(mA/mm) 

Rg 

(a1mm) 

Lg 

(pH) 

Rd 

(a1mm) 

Ld 

(pH) 

Rs 

(a1mm) 

Ls 

(pH) 

50 1.60 66.96 1.56 84.70 0.73 14.02 

100 1.10 83.59 1.56 83.63 0.74 13.36 

150 0.93 87.87 1.56 83.24 0.75 13.29 

Table 312: Values of Z1parasitics with varying gate current for 2x80 device. 

 

Figure 3113: Extracted gate resistance and inductance as a function of inverse gate current for 

2x80 \m device. 

These values can be curve1fitted to the inverse of gate current as shown in Fig. 

3113, which negates the need for performing measurements at too high a gate 

current. The values for Ls is only an estimate and might be negative due to 

channel impedance.  
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The intrinsic FET circuit model consists of four components, ygs (gate source 

input admittance), ygd (gate drain feedback admittance), yds (drain source 

output admittance) and ygm (transconductance admittance). These four 

components can be extracted from S1parameters after first converting to Y1

parameters (and stripped). 

 

Figure 3114: Process flow for determining Y1intrinsic values. 
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Confining the analysis to the first order circuit topologies, this constrains each 

element to a single real and imaginary component. Typically, ygs and ygd are 

modelled as a series RG circuit whereas yds is modelled as a parallel GC 

circuit. The transconductance is modelled as a voltage controlled current 

generator with a time (phase) delay. The elements are extracted as follows: 

}~+ = }�� + }��										x~+ = x��� R 1}~+S 										6~+ = −1�N�h n ����o . \ 
(3114) 

}~� = −}��																	x~� = x��� R 1}~�S 									6~� = −1�N�h n ����o . \ 
(3115) 

}�+ = }�� + }��											h�+ = x���(}�+)													6�+ = �N�h(}�+)\  
(3116) 

}~A = }�� − }��													hA = hA�. �I����� 
(3117) 

hA� = N�h2}~A5										�~A = −�ℎ�{�2}~A5. 1\ 
(3118) 

 

(a) 
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(b)

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 3115: Extracted Y1intrinsic values as a function of frequency for 2x80 \m device (a) gate 

capacitances (b) charging resistances (c) conductance & drain1source capacitance (d) 

transconductance & delay. 
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The extracted values of the intrinsic components are basically independent of 

frequency as shown in Fig. 3115, indicating the appropriate parasitic values 

have been extracted. The method mentioned allows for the parasitics to be 

extracted in a systematic manner.  

#�"�/� �+�����
�����+�*(��('��)��
���

All the devices in Table 311 were measured at the same drain current, Id = 50 

mA/mm. Theoretically, they should all have the same intrinsic transistor 

values.  

 

Figure 3116: ADS circuit used for simulation of extracted component values. 

To test whether we have de1embedded to the intrinsic plane accurately, the 

same intrinsic component values are used for all the devices but with different 

extrinsic values. The simulation is performed in ADS as shown in Fig. 3116 

and compared with measured S1parameter data. Table 313 includes all the 

parasitic and intrinsic values extracted from the cold FET measurement 

process. 
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Device

/Value 

Cgsp 

(fF) 

Cgdp 

(fF) 

Cdsp 

(fF) 

Lg 

(pH) 

Ld 

(pH) 

Ls 

(pH) 

Rg(a1

mm) 

Rd (a1

mm) 

Rs (a1

mm) 

2x80 33 6 21 106.5 91.5 0.05 0.15 0.45 0.0100 

2x100 33 6 21 107.0 92.0 0.05 0.45 0.60 0.0125 

2x200 33 6 21 109.5 94.5 0.05 1.90 1.30 0.0250 

4x80 47 12 29 101.5 81.5 0.10 0.35 0.45 0.0400 

4x100 47 12 29 102.0 82.0 0.10 0.50 0.60 0.0500 

4x200 47 12 29 104.5 84.5 0.10 2.20 1.30 0.1000 

8x80 107 38 32 100.0 80.0 0.20 0.90 0.45 0.1600 

8x100 107 38 32 100.5 80.5 0.20 1.25 0.60 0.2000 

8x200 107 38 32 103.0 83.0 0.20 3.20 1.30 0.4000 

Table 313: Values of parasitics components for ADS simulation. 

This process is essentially the same as the process flow shown in Fig. 313 but 

with small signal data. The reason this step is performed is to ensure that we 

have obtained the correct parasitic values as well as to show that the flow in 

Fig. 313 works at small signal power levels. These parasitic values are needed 

for de1embedding the large1signal data for the scalable Behavioural Model and 

crucial to the modelling process. 

Cgs 

(pF/mm) 

Rgs 

(a1mm) 

Cgd 

(pF/mm) 

Cds 

(pF/mm) 

Gm 

(mS/mm) 

Tau  

(psec) 

Gds 

(mS/mm) 

1.3 0.8 0.045 0.36 205 2.5 5.7 

Table 314: Values of Y1intrinsic components for ADS simulation. 

Table 314 are the values for the intrinsic components at Id = 50 mA/mm. The 

results of this simulation and comparison with measured data are shown in 

Fig. 3117(a)1(i). 
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 (i)  

Figure 3117: Measured versus modelled results of S1parameters from 1 1 20 GHz obtained at 

Id=50 mA/mm. (a) 2x80 \m device (b) 2x100 \m device (c) 2x200 \m device (d) 4x80 \m device 

(e) 4x100 \m device (f) 4x200 \m device (g) 8x80 \m device (h) 8x100 \m device (i) 8x200 \m 

device  

At this juncture, measurements for all the devices were repeated but with a 

different drain current, Id = 150mA/mm. In theory, only the intrinsic portion 

should change and the same values for the extrinsic components are 

maintained. Please refer to Appendix A.1 for the full results, which acts as 

another validation that the parasitics were extracted correctly. 

 

Figure 3118: DCIV results for 4 different device sizes (gate periphery). 

Before attempting to develop a scalable model, an important indicator of 

scalability is also to look at the DCIV curves for the several devices where 
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scaling will be applied. As expected, the DCIV start to shrink as we move up in 

device size due to self1heating. If the DCIV shrinks beyond a certain limit, 

equation (311) will not hold and therefore the model will not be able to scale 

accurately. From the DCIV results in Fig. 3118, the output drain current 

scales within reasonable values when moving to a device up to 5 times larger. 

#�#�����(��
�������*(���2�����
���

The second step in the modelling process as described in Fig. 313 is to perform 

large signal measurements on the reference device for conversion into the 

behavioral model. This section will explain in detail the steps and practical 

considerations that were taken into account. 

#�#�!� ����(��
������(��)�(+(����(�)�

(a) 

DC Power Supply 

ZVA 67 Vector 

Network Analyser 

Output amplifiers Circulator  

Diplexer 
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 3119: Active load1pull setup for large signal measurements (a) Side photo of setup in 

Cardiff University (b) Front photo of setup in Cardiff University (c) Diagram depicting 

measurement setup. 

Measurements were performed at a fundamental frequency of 5 GHz using the 

high frequency measurement system with an active load1pull architecture 

shown in Fig. 3119(a)1(c). The system uses a Rhode and Schwarz ZVA67 Vector 

Network Analyser with a 67 GHz bandwidth as a receiver and configured to 

perform non1linear time domain waveform measurements.  

Input amplifiers Probe station  

DC Power Supply 

for amplifiers 

Coupler  
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The ZVA67 instrument is a commercially available instrument that contains 

four high frequency sources, with independent control over magnitude, phase 

and frequency of each source, thus making it ideal for use in high frequency 

active load1pull systems [5]1[8]. The waveforms measured by the ZVA67 are 

fully phase synchronised by using an external phase reference using a phase 

reference calibration described in [13].   

As shown in Fig. 3119, the measurement system uses external couplers that 

are placed close to the DUT to reduce the loss that can be introduced by using 

long RF cables, increasing the dynamic range of the measurements. 

Circulators are used to ensure that the output waves from the DUT maintain a 

constant impedance environment for the system amplifiers and also prevent 

damage.   

Note that load1pull systems can either be passive or active. The reflection 

coefficient presented to the DUT at a given load, ΓL is the ratio between 

reflected wave, a2 and the forward travelling wave, b2. Passive load termination 

is implemented by using a slide1screw tuner which consists of a 50 ohm 

slabline with 2 parallel plates, a centre conductor and a metallic probe [15]. As 

the probe is lowered onto the slabline, part of the signal is reflected towards 

the DUT and the magnitude of reflection increases. By moving the probe, the 

impedance presented to the DUT can be varied.  

With active load1pull, instead of using passive tuners to reflect the signal back 

to the DUT, the signal can be adjusted in magnitude and phase and fed back 

(closed1loop active load1pull) [14]1[15] or a new signal can be injected at the 

output of the device to synthesize an impedance (open1loop active load1pull) 

[16]1[17]. The contrast between closed1loop and active1loop load1pull is 

depicted in Fig 3120(a)1(b). 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3120: Active load1pull implementation (a) Closed1loop setup (b) Open1loop setup [15]. 

Closed1loop active load1pull does not require a separate signal source for 

injection but due to its close1loop nature, oscillations may occur during 

measurements whereas open1loop active load1pull is easier to implement and 

safe from oscillations. However, an open1loop active load1pull setup will 

require additional signal sources and larger amplifiers. The measurement 

system used in this work can be classified as an open1loop active load1pull 

system. 

The initial calibration and set up time for passive load1pull is long but once it 

is completed, the user would only have to wait for the fast mechanical action 

of the tuner. On the other hand, active load1pull systems iterate towards the 

desired load and depending on the algorithm, this can be much slower in 

comparison to passive load1pull. Nevertheless, its advantage is that it does not 

suffer from the detrimental effect of system losses and can target loads at the 

edge of the Smith Chart [18]. Active load1pull also ensures that the 2nd 

harmonic can be set to a short circuit whereas this condition may not be 

achievable with passive load1pull tuner.  
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In this work, the 2x80 \m reference device was biased in a Class B mode of 

operation, at a drain voltage of 28 V.  To achieve optimal Class B behaviour, 

second harmonic short circuits at the intrinsic device reference plane, are 

presented at both the input and output.  

Fundamental load1pull measurements were performed at 5 GHz to encompass 

both the optimum Pout and Drain efficiency locations (covering at least a 3 dB 

load1pull space from the optimum), and repeated at different input power 

levels to provide a range of incident fundamental normalized wave at port 1, 

(|A11|) values.  

Knowing the parasitic component values grants us the advantage of predicting 

the location of the optimum point and the load1pull space with which to 

measure for the larger devices from the smaller reference device. The grid is 

ensured to cover at least the 3 dB Pout space from the optimum. The load1pull 

grids for the 2x80 \m, 4x100 \m and 4x200 \m device are shown in Fig. 31

21(a)1(c).  

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3121: Load1pull measurement grids for (a) 2x80 \m (b) 4x100 \m (c) 4x200 \m device. 

The 4x100 \m and 4x200 \m device measurements will act as the validation 

for the scalable model and it is important to note that they are not used in the 

modelling process. For example, the modelled results for the 4x100 \m device 
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will not be based on measurements from the device itself but from the scaled 

prediction from the 2x80 \m reference device. 

#�#�"� �2�����
��������*(����(��
�
(����

The parameters of the large signal model were extracted to populate data 

tables; data look1up as a function of |A11|. The Cardiff Model [3]1[8] uses a 

generalized Behavioural model formulation that is based on the Polyharmonic 

Distortion principles described in [19]1[21]. With only fundamental load1pull 

for a fixed DC condition, the measured B waves can be described as: 

 ;@,l = ?�l . ( n��,�, m��,�m, ��,�, =�,�?� o 
(3119) 

where P1 = ∠A1,1 = A1,1/|A1,1|. With the work of Qi et al. [3]1[4] and Woodington 

et al. [5]1[6], the indexing of A2,1 can now be in the polar form as describe by 

equation (3120). 

 ;@,l = ?�l . ( n��,�, m=�,�m, ��,�, m=�,�m, k�?�o 
(3120) 

where Q1 = ∠A2,1 = A2,1/|A2,1|. At this point, load1pull indexing terms have 

become |A2,1| and Q1/P1.   

Since the phase vector Q1/P1 is a periodic function, the measured behaviour 

Bp,h must also be periodic with reference to this variable. Hence, the Fourier 

series concept can be applied with respect to phase vector Q1/P1 to eliminate 

the phase vector indexing and replace it with 

 ;@,l = ?�l . L K@,l,$ nk�?�o$
$�Ju
$�Iu  

(3121) 
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where Kp,h,m= g(v1,0,|A1,1|,v2,0,|A2,1|). This approach has been experimentally 

verified in [5]1[6]. The coefficients Kp,h,m and its complexity (number of 

coefficients), r can be determined by performing a least1squares fit to a 

measured data set or by Fourier transforming an appropriately structured 

measurement sequence. Replacing Bp,h with Kp,h,m in the data tables eliminates 

the phase vector indexing.  

Tasker et al. achieved further compression of the data tables by including the 

variation of the coefficients Kp,h,m as a function of |A2,1| [8]. We can model this 

behaviour using simple polynomial functions to eliminate the |A2,1| indexing. 

 K@,l,$ = L �@,l,A,$m=�,�m�AJ|$|A�C
A��  

(3122) 

where Mp,h,m,n= f(v1,0,|A1,1|,v2,0). By having the coefficients in this form, the 

Behavioural model formulation has eliminated the dependence on load and 

can interpolate in both polar coordinates |A2,1| and Q1/P1. Substituting eqn. 

(3122) into (3121) results in 

 ;@,l = ?�l . � L L �@,l,A,$m=�,�m�AJ|$| nk�?�o$
A�C
A��

$�Ju
$�Iu � 

(3123) 

Based on previous work by Simon Woodington and James Bell [5]1[7], the 

coefficients increase in complexity in the form of a mixing model. In order to 

determine the number of terms needed to accurately represent the 

measurement data, the data is extracted with 3, 6 or 9 coefficients as shown 

in Table 315.  

The first 3 coefficients (Mp,h,0,11,Mp,h,0,0 and Mp,h,0,1), in the model  are equivalent 

to the X1parameters (XT, XF and XS).  Just using these alone will give a 
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Behavioural model that is only able to map a small space in the load1pull grid. 

Therefore, to cover a large impedance space the X1parameters must be load 

dependent [22] whereas the generalized Behavioural model equation (Cardiff 

Model) is able to map the entire load1pull space [8]. This is the fundamental 

difference between X1parameters and the Cardiff Model.  

Number 

of Coeff. 
Equation for extraction 

3 
;@,l?�l = r�@,l,�,I�m=�,�m nk�?�oI� +�@,l,�,� +�@,l,�,�m=�,�m nk�?�os 

6 
;@,l?�l =

���
�� �@,l,�,I�m=�,�m� nk�?�oI� +�@,l,�,I�m=�,�m nk�?�oI� +�@,l,�,�
+�@,l,�,�m=�,�m nk�?�o +�@,l,�,�m=�,�m� nk�?�o� +�@,l,�,�m=�,�m����

��
 

9 
;@,l?�l =

���
�
��� �@,l,�,I�m=�,�m� nk�?�oI� +�@,l,�,I�m=�,�m nk�?�oI� +�@,l,�,�
+�@,l,�,�m=�,�m nk�?�o +�@,l,�,�m=�,�m� nk�?�o� +�@,l,�,I�m=�,�m) nk�?�oI�+�@,l,�,�m=�,�m�+�@,l,�,�m=�,�m) nk�?�o +�@,l,�,�m=�,�m� ���

�
���

 

Table 315: Cardiff Model equation with 3, 6 and 9 coefficient terms. 

The normalized mean square error (NMSE) provides a good representation of 

model accuracy [23] and can be calculated using eqn. (3124). 

 ����(�;) = 10�-h��∑ |�A|�+(7) − �A��| (7)|�$ ∑ |�A|�+(7)|�$  
(3124) 

The NMSE for B21 and B22 extracted based on the coefficients in Table 315 is 

shown in Fig. 3122. From the results, it is obvious that the NMSE reduces 

when using more coefficients. Nevertheless, the NMSE in B21 extraction is 

better than 140 dB when using the 6 term Cardiff Model and the improvement 
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when using a 9 term model is very small. The NMSE in B22 is larger due to the 

smaller values of 2nd harmonic signals. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3122: NMSE for B waves extracted with X1parameters, Cardiff 6 term and 9 term model 

(a) B21 (b) B22 

Therefore, since the measurement data contains only fundamental Bp,h waves 

with fixed 2nd harmonic loads, a Behavioural model with 6 coefficients is 

sufficient to accurately represent it. This is consistent with previous work that 
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conclude that a low model complexity is sufficient to model fundamental load1

pull [5],[24].  

Having a model that is too complex will cause it to fold back on itself. In other 

words, instead of having a model whose power rolls off as we back1off the 

input power, it may converge to a value which gets larger, a physically 

impossible characteristic for the transistor. Furthermore, having too many 

terms (model coefficients) will cause over1fitting and the model will be 

"memorizing" the value of the terms and fitting to noise values in the data [25]. 

As mentioned in the introduction, in previous work by David Root, geometric 

model scaling has been established for the X1parameters, which has 3 terms 

XF, XS and XT [2]. In this work, we extend it to the 6 term Cardiff Model (shown 

in equation 3125).  

;@,l
= ?�l ���

�� �@,l,�,I�m=�,�m� nk�?�oI� +�@,l,�,I�m=�,�m nk�?�oI� +�@,l,�,�
+�@,l,�,�m=�,�m nk�?�o +�@,l,�,�m=�,�m� nk�?�o� +�@,l,�,�m=�,�m����

��
 

 (3125) 

The X1Parameter and the Cardiff 6 term model coefficients as a function of 

phase is shown in Fig. 3123 where the size of the dots represents of the 

magnitude of the coefficients. As can be seen in Fig. 3123, the dominant terms 

are the Mp,h,0,0, Mp,h,0,1 and Mp,h,0,11 which are essentially the X1parameters. X1

parameters coefficients (in red) are a subset of the Cardiff Model (additional 

terms are in black). Note that Mp,h,0,0 and Mp,h,1,0 have the same phase location. 

The coefficient Mp,h,1,0 adds a squared dependency on the magnitude of A2,1.  
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Figure 3123: Coefficients used in the model extraction as a function of phase. 

In this work, only the fundamental is swept with a fixed 2nd harmonic, hence 

the usage of terms in the fundamental space only (along the blue line).  If we 

would include the model with 2nd harmonic variation, coefficients along the 

green line would appear [7] in Fig. 3123.  

Fig. 3124(a)1(d) shows a comparison of the B21 values when computed with first 

3 terms of the Cardiff Model (the X1parameter equivalent model) versus the 6 

terms of the Cardiff Model.  From these results, it is clear that extracting with 

the 6 term Cardiff model produces a better model and is sufficient to map any 

variation in B21. Keep in mind that X1parameters are able to model the points 

over the entire load space accurately but only if made to be load dependent.  

Coefficients for B23 are also extracted and included in the model but since we 

do not control the 3rd harmonic in the measurements (left at 50 ohms), the 

scaled model will not be able to predict the 3rd harmonic accurately.  It should 

be noted that this is because while the system impedance remains constant, 

the intrinsic impedance it presents to the unit cell will vary as the device 

geometry is scaled.  The 3rd harmonic cannot be controlled due to a lack of 

Mp,h,0,0 Mp,h,0,1 Mp,h,0,31 Mp,h,0,2 Mp,h,0,32 

Mp,h,1,0 

�!����

"���
����
��

�!����#���$
	������
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sources in the present measurement system. In the future, by integrating 

more sources into the system, this limitation can be overcome. 

%����&&��������

(a) (b) 

'����&&��������

(c) (d) 

Figure 3124: Measured versus modelled B waves extracted from large signal measurements of 

2x80 \m reference device (a) B21 with X1parameter 3 term model (b) B22 with X1parameter 3 

term model (c) B21 with Cardiff 6 term model (d) B22 with Cardiff 6 term model 

This is the reason a Class B measurement was chosen to ensure that the odd 

harmonics typically generated, are not large enough to sufficiently alter the 

scalability of the model. Furthermore, we would like to demonstrate the ability 

of the model to predict results with high drain efficiencies.  
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As shown in Fig. 3125, the Cardiff 6 term model is capable of reproducing the 

measured load1pull data for the 2x80 \m reference device accurately. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3125: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency contours for the 2x80 \m 

reference device (generated using Cardiff 6 term model). (a) Pout contours (b) Drain Efficiency 

contours. 
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Model coefficients can be proven to scale mathematically with geometry by 

performing extraction with a fixed reference impedance Z0 (usually 50 ohms) 

or with a scaled reference impedance [2]. The equations for A' and B' waves of 

the larger device extracted from a fixed reference impedance are already stated 

in equation (313).  

Now if we scale the reference impedance by the scaling factor, s (the ratio of 

the larger device to the smaller reference) the resulting A' and B' waves are 

calculated based on equation (3127)1(3128).  

 ��z = ��{  
(3126) 
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 =@,lz = �@,lz + ��z �@,lz2	��z = √{ R�@,l + ���@,l2	�� S = 	√{=@,l 
(3127) 

 ;@,lz = �@,lz − ��z �@,lz2	��z = √{ R�@,l − ���@,l2	�� S = 	√{;@,l 
(3128) 

Fig. 3126 shows how the scaling rules apply to the scaled waves in the scaled 

reference impedance based on the original model coefficients of the reference 

device. Examples of the explicit scaling rules for the 6 model terms are in 

equation (3129)1(3134). 

 

Figure 3126: Cardiff model scaling using scaled reference impedance method 

�¢£�
z(@,l,�,�)2√{|=��|, √{=��5 = √{.�¤£(@,l,�,�)(|=��|, =��) 

(3129) 

�¢£�
z(@,l,�,�)2√{|=��|, √{=��5 = �¤£(@,l,�,�)(|=��|, =��) 

(3130) 

�¢£�
z(@,l,�,I�)2√{|=��|, √{=��5 = �¤£(@,l,�,I�)(|=��|, =��) 

(3131) 

�¢£�
z(@,l,�,�)2√{|=��|, √{=��5 = 1√{ .�¤£(@,l,�,�)(|=��|, =��) (3132) 
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Comparison of model coefficients (at the output port, at the fundamental, p=2, 

h=1) extracted at a fixed reference impedance and at a scaled reference 

impedance with s = 2.5 is shown in Fig. 3127.  

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3127: Comparison of model coefficients (at p = 2, h = 1) extracted at fixed reference 

impedance of 50 ohms and scaled reference impedance by s = 2.5 (a) Magnitude of coefficients 

(b) Phase of coefficients  

�¢£�
z(@,l,�,�)2√{|=��|, √{=��5 = 1√{ .�¤£(@,l,�,�)(|=��|, =��) (3133) 

�¢£�
z(@,l,�,I�)2√{|=��|, √{=��5 = 1√{ .�¤£(@,l,�,I�)(|=��|, =��) (3134) 
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Do note that the range of incident input power is also scaled by the 

appropriate factor so that they can be compared directly. The input incident 

power, Pincident is directly related to |A11| as shown in equation (3135). The 

Behavioural model is extracted as a function of the magnitude of A11. 

From the results, it is clear that both methods can be used for model 

extraction (as there is no difference in the values) and so the fixed reference 

method is used in this work. This exercise also proves that mathematically, 

the model coefficients are geometrically scalable since they follow explicit 

scaling rules. 

#�#�,� �����
��������
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����*(���2�����
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Measurements of the reference device will be used to extract coefficients for 

the scalable model. Theoretically, the model should be extracted from intrinsic 

measurement data. However, according to the Polyharmonic Distortion 

principles, model coefficients are to be extracted at a fixed A11 and bias. By de1

embedding the measurements to the intrinsic plane, for a particular drive, the 

A11 and bias conditions will vary slightly and violate this condition set for 

model extraction. 

Therefore, to solve this issue, the model extraction will be performed at the 

extrinsic plane. During its usage within a circuit simulator, the de1embedding 

network of the reference (smaller) device will be attached around model block. 

The model will then be scaled and reattached with the embedding network of 

the larger, scaled device. This is opposed to having an intrinsic model of the 

?�$/��|$¥(�;N) = 10�-h	�� R |=��|�2
�(��) ∗ 1000S 
(3135) 
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reference device which is scaled and applied with an embedding circuit. The 

two separate methods are illustrated in Fig. 3128(a)1(b).  

 (a) 

 (b) 

Figure 3128: Process flow to obtain Behavioural model from reference device measurements (a) 

Extrinsic model (b) Intrinsic model  

Note that extrinsic measurements will fall on a grid whereas intrinsic 

measurements do not, making it a problem especially for table based models 

[26]. By having the circuit simulator handle the de1embedding, this practical 

method provides another advantage by avoiding re1gridding of the data on the 

intrinsic space. 
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This section will show results of a model extracted from the 2x80 \m reference 

device and scaled to 2.5 times and 5 times larger (4x100 \m device and 4x200 

\m device) to validate the scalable model. 

#�,�!� �+�����
�����'��
*��
���

It is always good practice to check the results with small signal data before 

moving on the large signal data to ensure that we are starting out on the right 

track. It is known that at low power levels, the X1parameters as well as the 

Cardiff model collapses into the S1parameters. The relationship is described in 

equation (3136)1(3137).  

��� = ��,�,�,�/m=�,�m															��� = ��,�,�,�/m=�,�m (3136) 
 ��� = ��,�,�,�																		��� = ��,�,�,� (3137) 
 

Fig. 3129(a)1(d) shows the S1parameters from 1 to 20 GHz obtained at Id = 5 

mA/mm (Class B bias) for 3 different devices, 2x80 \m, 4x100 \m and 4x200 

\m. The S1parameters at 5 GHz obtained from large signal data at the lowest 

measured drive level is also plotted on the same diagrams. As seen from the 

results, the theory holds true and at small drive levels is essentially the S1

parameters. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 3129: S1parameter results from 1 1 20 GHz with large signal S1parameter at 5 GHz for 

2x80 \m, 4x100 \m and 4x200 \m devices. (a) S11 (b) S22 (c) S21 (d) S12 
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In order to validate the scalable model, a simulation is setup in ADS as 

explained by the block diagram in Fig. 3130. It consists of an FDD block, 

which reads the model coefficients from a DAC and applies them to equation 

(3125). This block is actually embedded in another outer block, which runs the 

simulation from the external (larger device) world.  

Measured 2x80 8m Measured 4x100 8m Measured 4x200 8m Large signal 4x100 8m 

Modeled 2x80 8m  Modeled 4x100 8m Modeled 4x200 8m Large signal 4x200 8m 
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For example, in order to simulate the results of a device, which is 2.5 times 

larger (s = 2.5), the external environment will operate the load1pull at the 

conditions of the larger device. The resulting Aext waves fed into the device will 

first be converted to A' using the parasitics of the scaled device.  

 

Figure 3130: Block diagram depicting simulation setup in ADS that runs the scalable model. 

Then the A' wave will be scaled down by 2.5, resulting in the Aint wave. The Aint 

wave is then analysed by the FDD block enclosed in a de1embedding circuit of 

the reference 2x80 \m transistor. As explained in Section 3.3.4, the FDD reads 

a model file which has been extracted at the extrinsic plane so it must be 

enclosed in a de1embedding circuit. This is to ensure scaling takes place at the 

intrinsic plane where equation (311) is valid. Once the Bint waves are calculated 

from the model coefficients, it will be scaled up accordingly before being 

embedded to finally result in Bext. The same process goes on for both ports. 

The modelled results can then be compared with measurements. 

Fig. 3131(a)1(d) shows the actual circuit in ADS that runs the simulation. Note 

that Fig. 3131(b) contains the "negative" values of circuit components to 

perform the de1embedding whereas Fig 3131(d) uses the "positive" component 

values to enforce embedding. The values of these circuit elements were 

obtained in Section 3.2 using cold FET extractions. The scaling is achieved 
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using ABCD block as shown in Fig. 3131(c). The FDD block produces voltages 

and currents as its output which are translated into the A and B waves.  

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

"���(���)�

�����(�������(���)�

��
�����(���)�
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(d) 

Figure 3131: ADS simulation diagram that utilizes scalable model (a) FDD block (b) De1

embedding block (c) Scaling block (d) Embedding block with load1pull circuit 

Taking advantage of the fact that voltage remains the same and current scales 

with device gate size, the following equation can be applied:  

 ����� � = �= ;¦ §� ����� � (3138) 

 ����� � = �1 00 {6���� ����� � (3139) 

With scale being the ratio between the scaled device and the reference device 

as defined in equation (311).  

As a validation that the scaling block in Fig. 3131(c) is functioning properly, a 

screenshot of the simulation is shown in Fig. 3132. Iin_scaled and Iout_scaled 

(shown in Fig. 3131(c)) are both 2.5 times larger than Iin_int and Iout_int 

respectively whereas the voltages at the input and output ports remains the 

same. 

*�(�������

(���)�
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Figure 3132: ADS simulation results to validate scaling block 

#�,�#� ����
���-��������������"�/�

As mentioned earlier, the reference device is the 2x80 \m FET. The model 

coefficients are extracted from the reference device and will be used to 

simulate the performance of a 4x100 \m device (2.5 times larger) using the 

circuit shown in Fig. 3131(a)1(d).  

Firstly, in order to validate that the Behavioural model is scalable, the model 

coefficients must also be able to scale. The magnitude and phase for the 

coefficients of B21 and B22 are shown in Fig. 3133(a)1(d). From the results, both 

the fundamental and 2nd harmonic model coefficients are in agreement.  

Note that higher order coefficients such as the M2,1,0,12 are smaller in 

magnitude, especially at lower input power levels, causing a mismatch in 

phase but the B wave results are dominated by the main terms such as M2,1,0,0 

and M2,1,0,1 (shown in Fig. 3123) which match up very well.  

+���
���	��
����,���
��� ��		�������#-.��������
	��	�

/�&�	��

��
�����

0&��	�

��
�����
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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(d) 

Figure 3133: Measured versus modelled Cardiff Model coefficients for 4x100 \m device as a 

function of drive level, Pincident. (a) Magnitude of Fundamental terms (b) Phase of Fundamental 

terms (c) Magnitude of 2nd harmonic terms (d) Phase of 2nd harmonic terms 

Another cause of mismatch could be due to device1to1device variation within 

the wafer. Note that these observations are consistent with the results 

published in [2] for X1parameters. These model coefficients are used to 

generate the B waves from the input A waves.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3134: Measured versus modelled B waves for 4x100 \m device (a) B21 (b) B22 

Fig. 3134(a)1(b) shows the B21 and B22 waves generated from the simulation 

versus the measured results. Note the shape is due to the way the load1pull 
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simulation is setup where the imaginary load nested and swept within a swept 

range of real loads. These results are also in close agreement. 

Now, from the B waves, we are able to calculate values, which are more of 

interest to a circuit designer such as Pout and Drain Efficiency. Fig. 3135(a)1(b) 

show the Pout and Drain Efficiency contours at a Pincident of 22.27 dBm. At this 

drive level, the device is close to 3 dB into compression. 

(a) 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 3135: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency contours for the 4x100 \m 

device at a Pincident of 22.27 dBm. (a) Pout contours (b) Drain Efficiency contours. 

Measured contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 74.07 %. 

Modeled contours 3 in 5 % steps 

from maximum of 73.98 %. 

Measured contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 33.03 

dBm. 

Modeled contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 32.92 

dBm. 
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The measured and modelled contours are plotted with different but very close 

optimum values to show that the actual shape of the contour does not get 

distorted and that scaling occurs accurately. It is also to shows that the 

predicted load, which gives the maximum result is precise. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3136: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency from power sweep at optimum 

load Γ = 0.539 + j0.342 for the 4x100 \m device (a) Pout and Drain Efficiency (b) Gain and PAE 

Performing a power sweep at the optimum load of Γ = 0.539 + j0.342 that 

provides the best trade1off between Pout and Drain Efficiency, the results are 
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shown in Fig. 3136(a). At this optimum load, the error in terms of Pout is within 

0.22 dBm and Drain efficiency is 1.06 %.  

The validation is performed in ADS so that both the measured and modelled 

can be swept with similar incident input power as defined in equation (3135) to 

provide a proper comparison. Do note that actual input power into the device 

takes into account the reflected B waves on port 1 as defined in equation (31

40). This model is also able to predict actual input power accurately since the 

maximum error between measured and modelled Gain and PAE shown in Fig. 

3136(b) is 0.39 dB and 1.04 % respectively. 

The waveforms that result from the power sweep are also plotted in Fig. 31

37(a)1(b). It is "scalable" because the Behavioural model is generated from 

measurements of the smaller 2x80 \m reference device and are scaled to a 

4x100 \m device. The good correlation validates the scaling abilities of the 

Behavioural model. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3137: Measured versus modelled waveforms from power sweep at optimum load Γ = 

0.539 + j0.342 for the 4x100 \m device (a) Output voltage (b) Output current 

?�$(�;N) = 10�-h	�� Rm=�� − ;��m2 ∗ 1000S 
(3140) 
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The next step is to test the scalable model at different scaling factors, s. The 

larger device chosen for a scaling of s = 5 is the 4x200 \m device. Fig. 3138(a)1

(d) presents the comparison of the measured versus modelled coefficients for 

the 4x200 \m device at the fundamental and 2nd harmonic. 

Once again, the modelled coefficients match up well with the measured except 

those of higher order at lower input power levels because these values are very 

small (less than 140 dB). They start to match up better at higher input power 

when they become more dominant. 

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

(d) 

Figure 3138: Measured versus modelled Cardiff Model coefficients for 4x200 \m device as a 

function of drive level, Pincident. (a) Magnitude of Fundamental terms (b) Phase of Fundamental 

terms (c) Magnitude of 2nd harmonic terms (d) Phase of 2nd harmonic terms 

The B waves generated using the model coefficients are in Fig. 3139(a)1(b). Note 

that as we move to a larger scaling factor, the error of the scaling gets larger 

since we are always assuming the same intrinsic condition for the transistors. 

However, from the results, scaling to a factor of 5 still produces acceptable 

results.   
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3139: Measured versus modelled B waves for 4x200 \m device (a) B21 (b) B22 

The Pout and Drain Efficiency contours are plotted in Fig. 3140(a)1(b) at a 

Pincident of 26.44 dBm. From the load1pull results, the model is able to 

accurately predict the maximum values and optimum load location for the 

larger measured device.  

(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measured contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 35.84 

dBm. 

Modeled contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 36.01 

dBm. 
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(b) 

 

Figure 3140: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency contours for the 4x200 \m 

device at a Pincident of 26.44 dBm. (a) Pout contours (b) Drain Efficiency contours. 

The optimum load (for trade1off between Pout and Drain Efficiency) is Γ = 0.251 

+ j0.343 produces the power sweep results in Fig. 3141(a)1(b) and the 

corresponding waveforms in Fig. 3142(a)1(d). The maximum error for Pout and 

Drain Efficiency in the power sweep is 0.41 dB and 1.30 % respectively. The 

difference between measured and modelled Gain and PAE is 0.34 dB and 1.48 

% respectively. 

(a) 

Measured contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 73.42 

%. 

Modeled contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 72.91 

%. 
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(b) 

Figure 3141: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency from power sweep at optimum 

load Γ = 0.251 + j0.343 for the 4x200 \m device (a) Pout and Drain Efficiency (b) Gain and PAE. 

Note the modelled waveforms results in Fig. 3142(a)1(b) are slightly different 

than the measured due to the impedance of the third harmonic component 

which is not controlled during measurements. Despite this, the modelled 

waveforms align very well.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3142: Measured versus modelled waveforms from power sweep at optimum load Γ = 

0.251 + j0.343 for the 4x200 \m device (a) Output voltage (b) Output current 
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Simulations utilizing the model for a scaling factor of 2 (using a 4x80 \m 

device) and 4 (using a 8x80 \m device) were also performed and the results are 

plotted in Appendix A.2 and A.3. The results once again confirm that the 

Cardiff Behavioural model is scalable. 

#�/��'(���+
����	(��
+
���
���������*(������
���

#�/�!� �����*)��
���

It is obvious that we cannot scale indefinitely, as the model will start to 

breakdown. As mentioned earlier, a good indication would be to look at the 

DCIVs and small signal data before attempting to scale the large signal 

behaviour. If we were use a scaling factor of 10 times on the 8x200 \m device, 

the DCIVs are plotted in Fig. 3143 and S1parameters in Fig. 3144(a)1(d).  

 

Figure 3143: DCIV results for the 2x80 \m and 8x200 \m devices. 

From the results in Fig. 3143 and 3144, it is clear that scaling will fail at a 

factor of 10. Notice that the modelled S21 for the 8x200 \m device does not 

align with the measured results. This indicates that the transconductance, gm 

is different to what is expected.  
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 3144: S1parameter results with large signal S1parameter at 5 GHz for 2x80 \m and 8x200 

\m devices. (a) S11 (b) S22 (c) S21 (d) S12 

Fig. 3145(a)1(d) show the 3D plots for errors as a function of normalized input 

incident power, Pincident and scaling factor, s. As expected, increasing the 

scaling factor will cause the accuracy of the scalable model to drop. One point 

to note is in Fig. 3145 (a) and (b) where the error in B21 and Pout seem to be 

smaller at higher drive levels. This is consistent with our observation in Fig. 31

33(a)1(b) and Fig. 3138(a)1(b) where the model coefficients for B21 are more 

accurate at higher drive levels.  

Measured 2x80 8m             Modeled 2x80 8m 

Measured 8x200 8m           Modeled 8x200 8m 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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(d) 

Figure 3145: 3D plots of errors of measured versus modelled results as a function of normalized 

input incident power and scaling factor (a) NMSE for Magnitude of B21 (b) Mean error for Pout (c) 

Mean error for drain current (d) Mean error for Drain Efficiency. 

This could be due to the dynamic range of the power calibration of the ZVA67 

receiver since the calibration was done assuming a high power level in a region 

is where designers are most interested in. Performing measurements over 

various drive levels, the accuracy of the power calibration reduces when the 

measured signal becomes small.  

Nevertheless, the errors are still within acceptable values. For example, the 

mean error in Pout and Drain Efficiency of the 3 dB load1pull space is 0.34 

dBm and 1.13% respectively throughout the power sweep for a scaling factor 

of 2.5. Assuming a scaling factor of 5, the mean error in Pout and Drain 

Efficiency of the 3 dB load1pull space is less than 0.47 dBm and 2.28% 

respectively throughout the power sweep. 

#�/�"� �(+(���)�(�+�*(��
���

One factor that often causes the model to fail are thermal issues. The larger 

the device, the hotter it will operate. A dominant effect of self1heating is a 

reduction of drain current and occurs due to decreased electron mobility [26]. 
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Therefore, in order to truly claim that the intrinsic conditions of the larger 

device are the same as the scaled smaller reference version, temperature must 

be taken into account.  

Measuring the DCIVs of the reference 2x80 \m device at various chuck 

temperatures, we are able to determine from the results in Fig. 3146 that the 

DCIV of 2x80 \m device measured at a chuck temperature of 70oC matches up 

with that of the 8x200 \m device operating at 25oC. These measurements were 

performed on the Cascade Probe Station using the ERS Aircool system. This 

thermal control system is able to set the chuck temperature from 155oC to 

+200oC. 

 

Figure 3146: DCIV results for the 8x200 \m device and 2x80 \m device at various temperatures 

Fig. 3147(a)1(b) are the power sweeps of Pout and Drain Efficiency at various 

temperatures. As expected, increasing the chuck temperature results in 

reduced Pout and Drain Efficiency. When the chuck temperature is raised 70oC, 

the model is able to predict the measurements for a scaling factor of 10.  
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3147: Power sweep results as a function of input power at optimum load Γ = 10.126 + 

j0.452 with different temperatures (a) Pout (b) Drain Efficiency. 

In other words, the scalability of the models can be improved by taking into 

account the junction temperature of the device which is beyond the scope of 

this work. The model used in this research only uses ambient temperature of 

the chuck as a look1up parameter. Further work is needed to include the 

effects of junction temperature into the model coefficients and avoid being 

another look1up parameter. 
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A method to address the limitations of scaling is not to scale beyond the limits 

as indicated by the DCIVs and S1parameter data. Fig. 3148(a)1(b) and 3149 

show the results of using the 4x200 \m transistor as the reference device for 

model extraction (scaling factor of 2). 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 3148: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency contours for the 8x200 \m 

device at a Pincident of 32.18 dBm. (a) Pout contours (b) Drain Efficiency contours. 

The results of the model extracted from the 2x80 \m device measured at 70oC 

are also included. From the results, it proves that any device can be used as 

Measured contours 1 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 71.21 

%. 

Modeled with 25oC 4x200 \m 

1 in 5 % steps from maximum 

of 72.75 %. 

Modeled with 70oC 2x80 \m   

1 in 5 % steps from maximum 

of 71.37 %. 

 

Measured contours 1 in 0.5 

dB steps from maximum of 

38.61 dBm. 

Modeled with 25oC 4x200 \m 

1 in 0.5 dB steps from 

maximum of 38.86 dBm. 

Modeled with 70oC 2x80 \m   

1 in 0.5 dB steps from 

maximum of 38.72 dBm. 
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the reference device for the model. To obtain accurate results, the scaling 

factor cannot be too large unless temperature effects are taken into account in 

the model. 

 

Figure 3149: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency from power sweep at optimum 

load Γ = 10.126 + j0.452 for the 8x200 \m device. 

#�0���-)���(�����������-�(���*(��

This section attempts to show that the method used for implementing the 

scalable model is robust and can be applied to measurements performed at 

different bias points, wafers or frequencies.  

#�0�!� ����
������*
��(�(���-
����
���9��������:�

Measurements were performed on a 2x100 \m reference device and used to 

model a 2x200 \m device at Class AB bias (Id = 250mA/mm). Fig. 3150(a)1(b) 

shows the load1pull results at a Pincident of 21.04 dBm whereas Fig. 3151 shows 

the power sweep results at the optimum load of Γ = 0.425 + j0.310. 
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(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 3150: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency contours for the 2x200 \m 

device at a Pincident of 21.04 dBm measured at Class AB bias. (a) Pout contours (b) Drain 

Efficiency contours. 

The maximum error for Pout and Drain Efficiency in the power sweep is within 

0.17 dB and 1.81 % respectively. The model from the 2x100 \m device 

extracted here will be used for the design of the MMIC prototype in Chapter 4. 

Measured contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 65.68 

%. 

Modeled contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 65.15 

%. 

Measured contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 33.47 

dBm. 

Modeled contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 33.49 

dBm. 
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Figure 3151: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency from power sweep at optimum 

load Γ = 0.425 + j0.310 for the 2x200 \m device at Class AB bias. 

#�0�"�����
���-(���*�+(��)�(+(�������(+��&(�����-
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3152: Photos of the transistors from WIN wafer ID: EN004013 (a) 2x125 \m (b) 10x125 

\m. 

The results in this subsection are devices from another WIN Semiconductors 

wafer (Wafer ID: EN004013), fabricated using the NP25100 process and at a 

fundamental frequency of 9 GHz. The 2 devices characterised are the 2x125 

\m and the 10x125 \m. The photos of the devices are shown in Fig. 3152(a)1

(b).  
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Fig. 3153(a)1(d) is a small signal verification to show that at low drive levels the 

model matches up with S1parameters. This process has been described in 

Section 3.2.1. Fig. 3154(a)1(b) show the Pout and Drain Efficiency contours at a 

Pincident of 32.8 dBm. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 3153: S1parameter results with large signal S1parameter at 9 GHz for 2x125 \m and 

10x125 \m devices. (a) S11 (b) S22 (c) S21 (d) S12 

Measured 2x125 8m                      Modeled 2x125 8m 

Measured 10x125 8m                    Modeled 10x125 8m 

Large signal 10x125 8m (9 GHz)   
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(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 3154: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency contours for the 10x125 \m 

device at a Pincident of 32.8 dBm. (a) Pout contours (b) Drain Efficiency contours. 

Fig. 3154(a)1(b) also shows the measured fundamental load points, which in 

this case, have been limited in range due to the saturation of the load pull 

amplifier [27].  The scaled model on the other hand, experiences no such 

limitation and goes on to predict the behaviour of the 1.25 mm device beyond 

the measurement capabilities of the system. The load1pull power required to 

perform active load1pull, PLP can be calculated using equation (3141) by taking 

Measured contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 70.8 

%. 

Modeled contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 70.8 

%. 

Measured contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 36.5 

dBm. 

Modeled contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 36.5 

dBm. 

Load3pull power limit 

Load3pull power limit 
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into account the power delivered by the device, Pd and the target load1pull 

reflection coefficient, ΓLP.   

 ?cq = ?�|Γ©ª|�1 − |Γ©ª|� (3141) 

(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 3155: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency contours for the 10x125 \m 

device at a Pincident of 28.3 dBm. (a) Pout contours (b) Drain Efficiency contours. 

To further demonstrate that the model corresponds well with the 

measurement data, load1pull contours of output power and drain efficiency 

Measured contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 48.6 

%. 

Modeled contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 48.6 

%. 

Measured contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 32.6 

dBm. 

Modeled contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 32.6 

dBm. 
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are shown in Fig. 3155(a)1(b), for a case where the Pincident power is backed off 

by to 28.3 dBm, allowing the full grid to be measured.  

 

Figure 3156: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency from power sweep at optimum 

load Γ = 10.450 +j0.536 for 10x125 \m device. 

Fig. 3156 compares a measured and modelled power sweep plot of Pout and 

Drain efficiency versus Pincident at the optimum point of Γ = 10.450 + j0.536. 

These results show that it is possible to accurately predict the performance of 

the device at power levels beyond the limitations of the high frequency 

measurement system. 

#�8��)++����

The key contribution of this chapter is proving that geometric scaling is 

possible using a generalized Behavioural model formulation. Having a model 

that is able to scale geometrically greatly improves its functionality and 

provides a viable MMIC design tool. A systematic procedure to generate the 

geometric scalable Behavioural models has been proposed and validated. It 

combines the accurate measurements of measurement based non1linear look1

up table transistor models with passive embedding networks. 
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The process involves 4 main steps, which are, determining the intrinsic plane 

of the transistor, obtaining the large signal measurement data for conversion 

into Behavioural models, performing scaling at the intrinsic reference plane 

and embedding with the passive circuit of the scaled device. Practical 

considerations when generating the Behavioural model involves avoiding re1

gridding of the data by extracting the reference model at the extrinsic plane.  

The scalable model is able to successfully predict the performance of devices 

up to 5 times larger in gate periphery on 2 separate GaN wafers, one measured 

at 5 GHz and another at 9 GHz. Furthermore, this process is robust as the 

model is able to extrapolate beyond the power limitations of the measurement 

system, providing the ability to design high power MMICs without having to 

physically measure the large transistors at high power levels. 

Work has also been done to show the limitations of the proposed approach 

and ways to overcome them. Important indicators of scalability are the DCIVs 

and S1parameters. Scalability of the model can be improved by including 

thermal effects or by sticking to a realistic scaling factor. Note that during the 

design process, this method can be applied to MMIC building blocks 

containing several transistors (and not one individual transistor model) so that 

the scaling factor can be reduced to a range which provides an acceptable 

accuracy.  

Having a scalable Behavioural model ultimately overcomes a major weakness 

of Behavioural (measurement based) models by reducing the number of 

devices to be characterized.  This saves measurement time and reduces the 

burden placed on the measurement system.  
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1parameter models have used in various publications for design 

purposes. These include designs for a 6W 2 GHz GaN power amplifier 

[1], a 10W 1.3 GHz GaN power amplifier [2], a Doherty amplifier [3], frequency 

doubler [4] and even oscillators [5]1[6]. So far, no design has been performed 

using a geometric scalable Behavioural model.  

In order to test the model that has been extracted, a prototype single cell 

amplifier is matched with matching circuits at the input and output. In this 

chapter, the design process and tools used for the circuit optimized for 5 GHz 

will be presented along with modelled and measurement results. Although the 

targeted output power and drain efficiency wasn't achieved due to mismatch, 

the model is still able to predict the prototype's performance accurately when 

the measured matching circuit S1parameters and appropriate bond wire 

lengths are used. 

,�!������*)��
���

M/A1COM foundry's GaAs integrated passive design (IPD) process were used 

to design the external matching circuits. These matching circuits were then 

wire bonded to the 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor from WIN Semiconductors 

(Wafer ID: WN001A) which has been characterized in Chapter 3, to form the 

X 
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prototype amplifier. A scalable model has been developed for this device based 

on a smaller unit cell of 2x100 \m (scaling factor of 2). This model has already 

been verified to match the measured results of the 2x200 \m device in Section 

3.6.1. 

,�"��
��)
��*(�
���)�
��������
+)�������

,�"�!� $
�*
�����
+)+����*�

Using the data extracted from the measurements of the 2x100 \m device at 

Class AB bias (Id = 250 mA/mm), load1pull simulation is performed in ADS on 

the scalable model to obtain the optimum load point.  

From the results of the load1pull at 5 GHz in Fig. 411(a), the maximum Pout 

achievable is 33.49 dBm whereas the maximum Drain Efficiency is 66.15%. 

Therefore, the optimum load of Γ = 0.425 + j0.310 is chosen as a target as 

shown in Fig. 411(b). At this load, the Pout and Drain Efficiency is 33.28 dBm 

and 63.07 % respectively. The output matching circuit will be designed to try 

to obtain this load. 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 411: Load1pull simulation results at 5 GHz using scalable model (a) Pout and Drain 

Efficiency contours (b) Optimum load location 

,�"�"� �)�)��+���	
����
��)
��

At the output, the matching circuit was designed to present the optimum load 

to the device. Design and layout of the components are done in Microwave 

Office AWR due to the availability of the licence for AXIEM to perform the 

required EM simulations. 

The component values were first selected and tuned with lumped elements. 

Once their values have been selected, electromagnetic simulations for each 

inductor, capacitor and via are performed to obtain their S1parameters. 

Finally, the entire circuit is EM simulated with all the elements in place to 

take into account any cross coupling or mutual inductance.  

Fig. 412(a) shows the EM simulation setup for the output matching circuit. The 

reflection coefficient looking into the matching circuit at the port 1 (which is 

presented to the output of the amplifier) is shown in Fig. 412(b). The 

comparison between simulation results where each component is individually 

DBMpout_model[pwrlvl]
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m38
ReFund=
Load_model[::,::,pwrlvl,1]=0.526 / 36.107
ImFund=0.310000
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EM simulated and when EM simulation is performed on the entire matching 

circuit is shown.  

Fig. 412(c) is the layout of the output matching circuit that will be converted 

into a .gds file for tape out. Note that the simulation results were performed by 

taking into account the addition of an 1850 \m bond wire that will connect the 

matching circuit to the transistor. From the results, the output circuit is able 

to get close to the optimum target load of Γ = 0.425 + j0.310 to obtain a high 

Pout and Drain Efficiency while presenting a short circuit to the 2nd harmonic. 
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(c) 

Figure 412: Output matching circuit design (a) EM setup of output circuit (b) Output Gamma 

presented to the device (c) Layout of output matching circuit 

,�"�#� ��)��+���	
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The input circuit is designed to allow for maximum available gain, Gmax while 

still maintaining stability (K factor > 1). This result will be shown in Section 

4.2.4. Other considerations that are taken into account include having a 

return loss of better than 10 dB. 
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 413: Input matching circuit design (a) EM setup of output circuit (b) Input Gamma 

presented to the device (c) Layout of input matching circuit 

Fig. 413(a) shows the EM simulation setup for the input matching circuit. The 

reflection coefficient looking into the matching circuit at port 2 (which is 

presented to the input of the amplifier) is shown in Fig. 413(b). Fig. 413(c) is 

the layout of the input matching circuit that will be taped out. 
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The small signal simulation setup is shown in Fig. 414 with external bond 

wires taken into account.  

 

Figure 414: Small signal simulation setup in AWR Microwave Office with external bond wires. 

From the results of the simulation in Fig. 415(a)1(b), the return loss is < 110 dB 

for the input and due to the output having to match for optimum Pout and 

Drain Efficiency, the return loss is 17.513 dB. The gain is 16.43 dB at 5 GHz, 

close to the Gmax of 17.47 dB and the K1factor (stability factor) is > 1 in band 

and also out of band. The 0.4 nH inductor and 100 pF capacitor at the DC 

lines represent the bond wires and the external capacitor for the DC probes. 
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(b) 

Figure 415: Targeted results for small signal (a) S11 and S22 (b) S21 and Stability 

Now that the small signal results are satisfactory, the matching circuit and 

bond wire S1parameters are used in ADS together with the scalable model to 

simulate the expected power sweep results. The implementation is shown in 

Fig. 416(a)1(c). 

Note in Fig. 416(a) that the FDD reads the extrinsic Cardiff model file of a 

smaller reference device (2x100 \m). It is then de1embedded to the intrinsic 

plane using parasitic circuit elements of the 2x100 \m device. Please refer to 

Section 3.2.5 for these values.  

At the intrinsic plane, the voltages remain the same whereas the current is 

scaled by a factor of 2 via the ABCD component. These results then are 

embedded with the parasitics for a 2x200 \m device (shown in Fig. 416(b)). 

Finally, the larger device is presented with the external matching circuit and 

bond wires as depicted in Fig. 416(c). 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 416: ADS simulation for large signal results utilizing scalable Behavioural Model (a) FDD 

block with de1embedding circuit (b) Scaling block with embedding circuit (c) Transistor with 

input and output matching circuits. 

FDD reading from extrinsic model file 

Scaling via ABCD block 

1850 µm Bond wire s2p file 

EM model file of 
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To keep the simulation consistent with AWR, the bond wires are implemented 

using .s2p files generated from AWR. The ADS circuit implementation shown 

here has been discussed in detail in Section 3.4.2. 

 

Figure 417: Targeted large signal simulation results of 5 GHz prototype with input and output 

matching circuits 

Fig. 417 shows the results of a power sweep into 50 ohms when the matching 

circuit is attached to the model. These results agree closely with the load1pull 

data from Fig. 411 (b). 
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Fig. 418(a)1(b) are the photographs of the fabricated input and output 

matching circuits whereas Fig. 418(c) shows the entire prototype with bond 

wires to the active device (2x200 \m GaN on SiC device). 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 418: Photo of fabricated circuit (a) Input matching circuit (b) Output matching circuit (c) 

Entire prototype with external bond wires. 

From Fig. 418(c) it can be seen that the matching circuits also contain probe 

pads that are connected via bond wires to a 100 pF external capacitor where it 

can be accommodate DC probes.  
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,�#��(��)�(*���*�+�*(��(*��(�)����

During the design process, large inductance values were needed to match the 

circuit. The size of the inductor makes it unable to physically fit unto the die 

area. Therefore, long bond wires were introduced for the extra inductance that 

is needed. However, this poses a challenge as it would require manual tuning 

to get the exact inductance values.  

Nevertheless, this entire point of the exercise is to show that the models can 

accurately predict the behaviour of the circuit. So by measuring the actual 

response of the matching circuit and replacing them into the simulation, the 

model should be able to show the appropriate outcome as well. 

,�#�!� �+�����
������(�)����

,�#�!�!� ��*
'
*)�����)����*��)�)������	
����
��)
���

Firstly, the response of each matching circuit is compared with the EM 

simulations. The results in this section correspond to measurements 

performed on the input matching circuit shown in Fig. 418(a) and the output 

matching circuit in Fig. 418(b). These small signal results of the individual 

matching circuits (without bond wires) are shown in Fig. 419(a)1(b) for the 

input and Fig. 4110(a)1(b) for the output.  
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(a)

(b) 

Figure 419: Comparison of small signal results for input matching circuit between measured 

and EM models (a) S11 (b) S22 

From the results, there is a slight shift in the frequency response of the 

measured results (shown in pink) with the EM simulations (in blue). The 

matching circuit results were sensitive to the capacitors in the circuits. 

Therefore, by performing the EM simulation again with the capacitors retuned, 

the S1parameters (in red) are obtained. These small signal results now match 

up well with the measured ones.  
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(a)

(b) 

Figure 4110: Comparison of small signal results for output matching circuit between measured 

and EM models (a) S11 (b) S22 

,�#�!�"� �������(�&
�	�����	
����
��)
���

The results in this section correspond to measurements performed on the 

prototype with bond wires attached to input and output matching circuits as 

illustrated in Fig. 418(c). The bond wires that were physically used were much 

shorter than the intended length.  

To calculate the bond wire inductance in the fully matched prototype, the 

measured small signal results of the entire circuit is compared with the 
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retuned EM results of the individual matching circuits but now with a variable 

bond wire inductance.  

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4111: Comparison of small signal results of fully matched prototype between measured 

and EM models (a) S11 and S22 (b) S21 and S12 

With a bond wire of roughly 300 \m at both the input and output of the 

matching circuits, the modelled small signal results are in close agreement 

with the measured ones as shown in Fig. 4111(a)1(b). 
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,�#�"� ����(��
������(�)����

Due to physical constraints, a long bond wire of 1850 \m was not able to be 

placed at input and output of the active device. However, the goal of the 

modelling work is to show that the scalable model is able to predict the large 

signal results regardless of whether the matching circuits are able to present 

the optimum impedance to the device. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4112: Comparison of large signal results of fully matched prototype between measured 

and scalable model (a) Pout and Drain Efficiency (b) Gain and PAE 
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Performing the large signal simulations but now with the actual measured 

response of the input and output matching circuits as well as bond wires of 

about 300 \m, the large signal performance is shown in Fig. 4112(a)1(b). This 

involves replacing the EM simulations of the matching circuits in Fig. 416(c) 

with the actual measured S1parameters as illustrated in Fig. 4113.  

 

Figure 4113: ADS simulation for large signal results utilizing scalable Behavioural Model with 

measured s2p of matching circuits and 300 \m bond wires. 

The simulations were performed at the same Pincident drive as the measured 

results in order to put them under the same stimulus conditions. The 

measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency are within 0.43 dBm and 

2.03% respectively. The results for Gain and PAE are within 0.33 dB and 

2.12%. Therefore, the scalable model is able to predict the results of the 

prototype when simulating with the actual matching circuits that were 

fabricated. 

,�,��)++����

A prototype for 5 GHz operation has been designed using the scalable model 

extracted from measurements. Although the intended performance was not 

achieved due to issues encountered during module assembly, the scalable 

300 µm Bond wire 

Measured s2p of 

matching circuits 
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non1linear model was still able to correctly predict the measured performance 

of the prototype when the actual measured S1parameters of the matching 

circuits were used during CAD. 

The issues encountered in this design were due to the use of external 

matching circuits and module assembly (instead of having all the matching 

circuits on a single MMIC die). This firstly places a frequency limitation in the 

design specifications and secondly, makes the performance difficult to achieve 

without spending time to tune the bond wire lengths. 

Nevertheless, the key point in this chapter is the demonstration that the 

scalable non1linear Behavioural model can be used to guide design and also 

predict the performance of the actual fabricated circuit. 

By demonstrating the application of scalable models in design of MMICs, 

possibilities are now open to the use of scalable Behavioural models in the 

same manner as Compact models. Compact models are generally measured at 

a nominal cell size and then scaled to various other sizes, thus saving 

measurement time and effort. 

,�/��(�(�(��(��
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his chapter introduces the first formulation and approach that aims to 

define how measurement based non1linear Behavioural look1up 

transistor models can be frequency scalable. In the previous chapter, the 

method for establishing geometric scalable models has been proposed and 

validated. This was achieved by integrating scalable intrinsic measurement 

data models of a reference device within passive layout networks. 

In this chapter, the work is taken a step further by now referencing the 

intrinsic transistor in the admittance domain. Experimental results on 2 

separate GaN HFETs, both measured from 2 1 8 GHz, support theoretical 

analysis that frequency domain Behavioural models defined in the admittance 

domain can have frequency scalable model coefficients. 

By having model coefficients in the form that is frequency scalable, 

experimental results confirm that they can successfully, within an acceptable 

range consistent with measurement uncertainty, predict results at frequencies 

that are not used during the measurement based model extraction process. 

Therefore, this approach can save measurement time and make the models 

more robust as they now can be used in MMIC design for broadband 

applications.   

T 
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For a fixed DC operating point, parasitic elements can be de1embedded from 

transistor S1parameters (small1signal) measurements and converted into an 

intrinsic admittance representation [1]1[2]. At frequencies ranging from inverse 

thermal and trap emission time constants (kHz range) to cutoff (typically many 

tens of GHz), the intrinsic admittance matrix can be represented by the sum of 

a real conductance matrix with frequency independent elements and an 

imaginary susceptance matrix with elements depending linearly on frequency.  

In other words, the contributions from resistive and reactive elements can be 

separated by taking into account the real and imaginary parts of the intrinsic 

Y1parameters and the data at one frequency can be used to predict the results 

over a wide range of frequencies. This has been shown experimentally in 

Section 3.2.4. However, under large signal excitations, the contributions 

produced by a non1linear component of 2 or more ports to the complex port 

current spectra, cannot generally be separated into its real and imaginary 

parts.  

Separating the contributions from two1port FET current and charge sources 

directly from large1signal measurements was first examined in [3]. It was 

shown that separating the I and Q contributions required multiple engineered 

trajectories going through each specific point in the Vgs1Vds space. Engineering 

the excitations at multiple frequencies to approximately achieve the multiple 

trajectories is an arduous and time consuming process. 

In [4], the even and odd symmetry of the Fourier transform of the equation 

describing the current and charge sources can be exploited to extract a one1
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port device's non1linear constitutive relations directly from large1signal 

measurements. The work in [5] extended the method presented in [4] to two 

ports by constraining the output impedance presented to the device. As in the 

previous case, the excitation is constrained in order to apply this concept. In 

this case, the V1 and V2 excitations are forced to be 180 degrees out of phase 

to establish the even1odd symmetry.  

Both of these approaches are based on considering that the intrinsic transistor 

behaviour can be modelled in the time domain using the state function 

approach shown in (511), where p represents the transistor port (the gate or 

drain terminals) as shown in Fig. 511.  

In equation (511), the two1dimensional current source and charge source state 

functions, 
# $��

�� and ��  are time invariant, a typical assumption in most 

Compact models in which 
# $��

�� and �� are computed using analytical 

expressions [6]1[7]. The coefficients of these analytical expressions are 

determined using a combination of DCIV and bias dependent S1parameter 

measurements. More advanced approaches have involved I1V and Q1V data 

look1up concepts [8]1[9]. 

 

Figure 511: Model of intrinsic transistor with current and charge sources. 

Assuming small perturbations about a large signal operating point, given by 

the DC bias state, reference load admittance and fundamental drive level, 
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theoretical analysis shows that time domain equation (511) can be 

reformulated in the frequency domain giving (512) where p and q represent 

port indices and k and l represent the harmonic of the signal at frequency ω. 

 �@(.) = 	 �@(fZ)2��(.), ��(.)5 +	 ��. k@2��(.), ��(.)5 (511) 

 �@,v« = ?�v.
¬

® @̄v,��(Y) m��,�mv +

L @̄v,C (Z) �C, ?�I  + @̄v,C ([) �C, ∗ ?�J 
C�` �°
C�� ��(C, )±(�,�) ²³³

³³³́ (512) 

 @̄v,C (A) = M@v,C (A) + 8µ\¦@v,C (A)
 (513) 

 

�@,v(\�)¶ = ?v.
¬
®·M@v,��(Y) + 8µ\�¦@v,��(Y) ¸ m��,�mv

+ L ·M@v,C (Z) + 8µ\�¦@v,C (Z) ¸ �C, ?I 
C�` �°
C�� ��(C, )±(�,�)

+ ·M@v,C ([) + 8µ\�¦@v,C ([) ¸ �C, ∗ ?J 
²³³
³³́ 

(514) 

The research in this chapter shall set out to prove that all the large1signal 

admittance Behavioural model coefficients 		 @̄v,C (A)
, “Y1parameters”, have the 

form G + jωC as shown in (513), hence when extracted at one frequency, they 

should be usable at another. 
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Substituting equation (513) into (512) results in equation (514). Notice the 

similiarity of (512) with the formulation for X1parameters (based on the 

Polyharmonic Distortion principles) [10]1[11], except that it is now described in 

the admittance domain. From the X1parameter formulation, note that for F (m 

= 0), S (m = 1) and T (m = 11).  

/�!�"� ����+(�(��(2�����
������+��)�*�+(�����@'�����(1)��@�

This section investigates the validity of equation (514).  This is best done using 

a direct extraction approach exploiting engineered voltage stimuli. The 

required engineered input and output stimulus is described by (515) and (516) 

respectively. 

��(.) = ��,� + m��,�m6-{(\.) (515) 

��(.) = ��,� + m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹) 
											= ��,� + m��,�m26-{(¹)6-{(\.) − {�7(¹){�7(\.)5 (516) 

Consider that 
# $��

�� and �� in equation (511) can be represented by a polynomial 

of mixing products ��A(.)��$(.). The order of the terms is given by m+n. 

�@(fZ) = M@2��(.), ��(.)5 										= M@���(.) + M@���(.) + M@�����(.) + M@����(.)��(.)+ M@�����(.) + M@�����)(.) + M@������(.)��(.)+ M@�����(.)���(.) + M@�����)(.) + ⋯ 

(517) 
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k@ 			= ¦@2��(.), ��(.)5 
										= ¦@���(.) + ¦@���(.) + ¦@��2 ���(.) + ¦@����(.)��(.)

+ ¦@��2 ���(.) + ¦@���3 ��)(.) + ¦@������(.)��(.)
+ ¦@�����(.)���(.) + ¦@���3 ��)(.) + ⋯ 

(518) 

�k@�. = ¦@� O��(.)O. + ¦@� O��(.)O. + ¦@����(.) O��(.)O.
+ ¦@����(.) O��(.)O. + ¦@����(.) O��(.)O.
+ ¦@����(.) O��(.)O. + ¦@������(.) O��(.)O.
+ ¦@���2��(.)��(.) O��(.)O. + ¦@������(.) O��(.)O.
+ ¦@��� O��(.)O. ���(.) + ¦@�����(.)2��(.) O��(.)O.
+ ¦@������(.) O��(.)O. + ⋯ 

(519) 

/�!�"�!� �
�(����(���
���

If equation (511) is linearized to the first order (m+n=1, i.e. m=1 and n=0 or 

m=0 and n=1) about a Large Signal Operating Point, which in this case is 

defined by the DC bias state (V1,0,V2,0).  

�@(.) = �@,�2��,�, ��,�5 + M@�2��,�, ��,�5 9m��,�m6-{(\.):+ M@�2��,�, ��,�5 9m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹):
− ¦@�2��,�, ��,�5 O 9m��,�m6-{(\.):O.
− ¦@�2��,�, ��,�5 O 9m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹):O.  

(5110) 

which can be further reduced to equation (5111). 
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�@(.) = �@,�2��,�, ��,�5 + M@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m6-{(\.)+ M@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹)+ \¦@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m{�7(\.)+ \¦@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m{�7(\. + ¹) 
(5111) 

By considering the Fourier components of these terms for conversion to the 

frequency domain, 

At DC; 

��,�« = ��,���,� =¶ ��,��@,�« = �@,�2��,�, ��,�5 = 6-7{.�7. 
 

(5112) 

At fundamental frequency; 

��,�« = m��,�m (5113) 

��,�« (k) = m��,�m26-{(¹) − 8{�7(¹)5 = m��,�m�I�∅ = m��,�m. k		 (5114) 

�@,�« (¹) = M@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m + 8\¦@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m+ M@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m26-{(¹) − 8{�7(¹)5+ \¦@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m2{�7(¹) + 86-{(¹)5 (5115) 

�@,�« (¹) = M@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m + 8\¦@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m+ �M@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m26-{(¹)5+ \¦@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m2{�7(¹)5�+ 8�M@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m2−{�7(¹)5+ \¦@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m26-{(¹)5� 
(5116) 

In equation (5116), the G and C terms cannot be separated. Rearranging the 

terms will result in equation (5119). 
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�@,�« (¹) = M@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m + 8\¦@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m+ M@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m26-{(¹) − 8{�7(¹)5+ 8\¦@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m26-{(¹) − 8{�7(¹)5 (5117) 

�@,�« (¹) = M@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m + 8\¦@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m+ �M@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m+ 8\¦@�2��,�, ��,�5m��,�m�26-{(¹) − 8{�7(¹)5 (5118) 

�@,�« (k) = �M@�2��,�, ��,�5 + 8\¦@�2��,�, ��,�5�m��,�m+ �M@�2��,�, ��,�5 + 8\¦@�2��,�, ��,�5�m��,�m. k (5119) 

�@,�« (k) = �}@�,���m��,�m + �}@�,���m��,�m. k (5120) 

Now the G and C variables can be separated and obtained. From (5120), a 

minimum of 2 measurements with different values of Q (the phase of V2,1) are 

required to determine the four fundamental Y1parameters, yp1,q1. 

Note that the functions ��,�« (k) and �@,�« (k) are periodic functions of Q.  Hence is 

if Q is swept from 0 to 2π, these functions can be Fourier transformed with 

respect to Q〈0,1〉. For ��,�«  the coefficients determined would be〈m��,�m, 0〉, for 

��,�« (k)  they would be 〈0, m��,�m〉 , and for �@,�« (k)  they would 

be〈}@�,��m��,�m, }@�,��m��,�m〉. 
Since the coefficients are of the form	M + 8\¦, it implies that once they are 

determined at one frequency, they can be used to predict behaviour at another 

frequency. 

 ½��,�«��,�«¾ = ½}��,��2��,�, ��,�5 }��,��2��,�, ��,�5}��,��2��,�, ��,�5 }��,��2��,�, ��,�5¾ ½��,�«��,�« ¾ 
(5121) 
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 ������ = �}��(\) }��(\)}��(\) }��(\)� ������ (5122) 

 ~̄+(\) = }��(\) + }��(\) (5123) 

 ~̄�(\) = −}��(\) (5124) 

 ~̄A(\) = }��(\) − }��(\) (5125) 

 �̄+(\) = }��(\) + }��(\) (5126) 

These linear Y1parameters link the small signal output current to input 

voltages as shown in equation (5121) and are traditionally written in the form 

shown in (5122). Using (5123)1(5126), these Y1parameters for a linear operation 

(small drive level) can be transformed to determine the small1signal equivalent 

circuit components as shown in Fig. 512. 

 

Figure 512: Equivalent circuit model of intrinsic transistor at small drive levels. 

/�!�"�"�  ��1�
�(����(���
���

If equation (511) now linearized, up to third order (m+n=1 and m+n=3), about a 

Large Signal Operating Point, in this case defined by the DC bias state and 

input drive level, 2��,�, ��,�, m��,�m5 . Second order terms (m+n=2) are ignored 

since they either mix up to the 2nd harmonic or down to DC and do not 

produce terms at the fundamental. Output stimulus is given by (5127). 
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��(.) = ��,� + m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹) 
											= ��,� + m��,�m26-{(¹)6-{(\.) − {�7(¹){�7(\.)5 (5127) 

So, 

�@(.) = ��@,��+ ·M@� 9m��,�m6-{(\.): + M@� 9m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹):+ \¦@� 9m��,�m{�7(\.):+ \¦@� 9m��,�m{�7(\. + ¹):¸
+ rM@��� n9m��,�m6-{(\.):)o
+ M@��� R9m��,�m6-{(\.):� m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹)S
+ M@��� nm��,�m6-{(\.) 9m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹):�o
+ M@��� n9m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹):)os
−
���
��¦@��� O n9m��,�m6-{(\.):

)oO.
+ ¦@��� O R9m��,�m6-{(\.):

� m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹)SO.
+ ¦@��� O nm��,�m6-{(\.) 9m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹):�oO.
+ ¦@��� O n9m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹):)oO. ���

��
 

(5128) 

 
Expanding this results in, 
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�@(.) = ��@,��+ ·M@� 9m��,�m6-{(\.): + M@� 9m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹):+ \¦@� 9m��,�m{�7(\.): + \¦@� 9m��,�m{�7(\. + ¹):¸
+ �M@��� ¿m��,�m) R34 6-{(\.) + 14 6-{(3\.)SÁ
+ M@��� ¿m��,�m�m��,�m R12 6-{(\. + ¹) + 14 6-{(\. − ¹)
+ 14 6-{(3\. + ¹)SÁ
+ M@��� ¿m��,�mm��,�m� R12 6-{(\.) + 14 6-{(\. + 2¹)
+ 14 6-{(3\. + 2¹)SÁ
+ M@��� ¿m��,�m) R34 6-{(\. + ¹) + 14 6-{(3\. + 3¹)SÁ�
+ �\¦@���m��,�m) 34 2{�7(\.) + {�7(3\.)5
+ \¦@���m��,�m�m��,�m ¿R12 {�7(\. + ¹) + 14 {�7(\. − ¹)
+ 34 {�7(3\. + ¹)SÁ
+ \¦@���m��,�mm��,�m� R12 {�7(\.) + 14 {�7(\. + 2¹)
+ 34 {�7(3\. + 2¹)S
+ \¦@���m��,�m) R34 {�7(\. + ¹) + 34 {�7(3\. + 3¹)S� 

 (5129) 

which can be further expanded to 
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�@(.) = ��@,��+ ÂM@���m��,�m�m��,�m 14 6-{(\. − ¹)
+ \¦@���m��,�m�m��,�m 14 {�7(\. − ¹)Ã+ ·M@� 9m��,�m6-{(\.): + \¦@� 9m��,�m{�7(\.):¸+ ÂM@���m��,�m) 34 6-{(\.) + \¦@���m��,�m) 34 {�7(\.)Ã+ ÂM@���m��,�mm��,�m� 12 6-{(\.)+ \¦@���m��,�mm��,�m� 12 {�7(\.)Ã+ ·M@� 9m��,�m6-{(\. + ¹): + \¦@� 9m��,�m{�7(\. + ¹):¸+ ÂM@���m��,�m�m��,�m 12 6-{(\. + ¹)
+ \¦@���m��,�m�m��,�m 12 {�7(\. + ¹)Ã
+ ÂM@���m��,�m) 34 6-{(\. + ¹)
+ \¦@���m��,�m) 34 {�7(\. + ¹)Ã
+ ÂM@���m��,�mm��,�m� 14 6-{(\. + 2¹)
+ \¦@���m��,�mm��,�m� 14 {�7(\. + 2¹)Ã 

 (5130) 

 
Consider now the Fourier components of these terms.  

At DC; 

��,�« = ��,���,� =¶ ��,��@,�« = �@,�2��,�, ��,�5 = 6-7{.�7. (5131) 

At fundamental frequency; 

��,�« = m��,�m (5132) 

��,�« (k) = m��,�m26-{(¹) − 8{�7(¹)5 = m��,�m�I�∅ = m��,�m. k	 (5133) 
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�@,�« (k) = ÂM@���m��,�m� 14 + 8\¦@���m��,�m� 14Ã m��,�m. kI�
+ �M@� + 8\¦@��m��,�m
+ ÂM@���m��,�m� 34 + 8\¦@���m��,�m� 34Ã m��,�m
+ ÂM@���m��,�m� 12 + 8\¦@���m��,�m� 12Ã m��,�m+ �M@� + 8\¦@��m��,�m. k
+ ÂM@���m��,�m� 12 + 8\¦@���m��,�m�Ã m��,�m. k
+ ÂM@���m��,�m� 34 + 8\¦@���m��,�m� 34Ã m��,�m. k
+ ÂM@���m��,�m 14 + 8\¦@���m��,�m 14Ã m��,�m�. k� 

(5134) 

�@,�« (k) = @̄�,��(I�) m��,�m. kI� + @̄�,��(�) m��,�m + @̄�,��(�) m��,�m. k
+ @̄�,��(�) m��,�m�. k� 

(5135) 

If we assume that m��,�m is small, then this equation simplifies as follows; 

 �@,�« (k) = @̄�,��(Y) m��,�m + @̄�,��(Z) m��,�m. k + @̄�,��([) m��,�m. kI� 
(5136) 

Note all the coefficients based on this mathematical analysis are predicted, in 

a similar manor to the linear case, to have the form ¯ = M + 8\¦, hence can be 

extrapolated as a function of frequency. 

In this form, again, the process for separating the G and C variables can be 

derived.  A minimum of three measurements, for different values of Q, are 

simply required to determine the six fundamental y1parameters, @̄�,��(Y)
, 

@̄�,��(Z)
and @̄�,��([)

.  
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Note that the functions ��,�« (k) and �@,�« (k) are periodic functions of Q.  Hence is 

if Q is swept from 0 to 2π, these functions can be Fourier transformed with 

respect to Q (〈−1,0,1〉).  For ��,�«  the coefficients determined would be 〈0, m��,�m, 0〉, 
for ��,�« (k)  they would be 〈m��,�m, 0, m��,�m〉 , and for �@,�« (k)  they would be 

〈 @̄�,��([) m��,�m, @̄�,��(Y) m��,�m, @̄�,��(Z) m��,�m〉. 
Note in this case we also have a third harmonic component. 

�@(.) = ÂM@���m��,�m) 14 6-{(3\.) + \¦@���m��,�m) 34 {�7(3\.)Ã
+ ÂM@���m��,�m�m��,�m 14 6-{(3\. + ¹)
+ \¦@���m��,�m�m��,�m 34 {�7(3\. + ¹)Ã
+ ÂM@���m��,�mm��,�m� 14 6-{(3\. + 2¹)
+ \¦@���m��,�mm��,�m� 34 {�7(3\. + 2¹)Ã
+ ÂM@���m��,�m) 14 6-{(3\. + 3¹)
+ \¦@���m��,�m) 34 {�7(3\. + 3¹)Ã 

(5137) 

�@,)(k) = ÂM@��� 14+83\¦@��� 14Ã m��,�m)
+ ÂM@���m��,�m� 14 + 83\¦@���m��,�m� 14Ã m��,�m. k
+ ÂM@���m��,�m 14 + 83\¦@���m��,�m 14Ã m��,�m�. k�
+ ÂM@��� 14 + 83\¦@��� 14Ã m��,�m). k) 

(5138) 
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�@,)(k) = @̄),��(�) m��,�m) + @̄),��(�) m��,�m. k + @̄),��(�) m��,�m�. k�
+ @̄),��()) m��,�m). k) 

(5139) 

Again, assuming that m��,�m is small then this equation simplifies as follows; 

�@,)(k) = @̄),)�(Y) m��,�m) + @̄),��(Z) m��,�m. k 
(5140) 

Again, this mathematical analysis, predicts that this parameter also has the 

form ¯ = M + 8\¦ and so can again be used to extrapolate with frequency. 

/�!�#� ��*(��
������(������&�

In order to investigate experimentally whether Behavioural models are actually 

frequency scalable, the first step is similar to generating Geometric scalable 

models. The intrinsic transistor plane must be determined from Cold FET 

measurements because equation (511) is only valid at the intrinsic plane.  

 

Figure 513: Modelling process of frequency scalable transistor Behavioural model. 

Then large signal load1pull measurements over several drive levels are 

performed on the transistor. Please see Section 3.3.1 for the description of the 
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load1pull setup. These measurements are then again converted into the Cardiff 

Behavioural model (which is geometrically scalable). Note that this model is in 

the B1A domain, whereby it outputs the B waves based on the input A waves. 

The reason it needs to be converted into this form is because it would be 

practically impossible to perform voltage load1pull with the stimulus described 

by equations (515), (516) and (5127) using a real world measurement system. 

The Network Analyser is able to maintain A waves going into a device at a 

constant magnitude but maintaining a constant V1,1 (input voltage drive) 

magnitude is very difficult since it was not designed to operate in that fashion. 

However, in Keysight’s Advanced Design System (ADS), a simulation can be 

easily setup with voltage sources in order to achieve this condition. The only 

caveat is that the model must be measured over a large range of drive levels 

and load impedances so that it can cover the desired input and output voltage 

levels that will be simulated.  

The results from the simulation of voltage load1pull, which utilizes the 

Behavioural model generated from measurements in the B1A domain, can now 

be utilized to directly extract the Admittance Behavioural model (I1V domain), 

hence investigate its mathematical form. The simulation setup and extraction 

of the model coefficients will be shown in detail in Section 5.3. The frequency 

scalability of these new coefficients, which are large signal "Y1parameters", will 

be investigated in Section 5.4.  

/�!�,� �
������*('
�(������(2(�
+(�����'��
*��
���

In this section, the results from 2 separate GaN wafers are analysed. The first 

is a GaN on Si wafer with 0.5 \m gate length. This shall be referred to 

henceforth as the GaN on Si wafer. The other is a GaN on SiC wafer with a 
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0.25 \m gate length. This shall be called the GaN on SiC wafer and is the 

same wafer as mentioned in Chapter 3 with ID: WN001A. The device chosen 

on both wafers is the 2x200 \m device (2 finger by 200 \m gate width). Both 

devices have a probe pitch of 150 \m. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 514: 2x200 \m devices used for frequency modelling (a) GaN on Si (b) GaN on SiC 

The reason 2 wafers were used is because these experiments were conducted 

in conjunction with efforts by the sponsor company MACOM to use GaN on Si 

transistors in their product line1up. Therefore, measurements were performed 

on both GaN on Si and GaN on SiC transistors. Results will show that the 

approach is robust and can be applied to both wafers regardless of its 

substrate difference. 

/�"�����
'(��A)
'��(����
��)
����*(��

/�"�!� �����*)��
���

A regular model for the intrinsic transistor of a FET is not a true Y1shell with 

only capacitances and admittances as shown in "Case A" of Fig. 515. There is a 

gate1source resistance, Rgs in series with the gate1source capacitance, Cgs. 

With the presence of Rgs, the assumption that the frequency scalable model is 

an admittance model with only Y1parameters cannot be upheld.  
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Figure 515: Regular intrinsic transistor small signal model (Case A) versus True Y1shell intrinsic 

transistor small signal model (Case B) 

However, it is possible over a limited bandwidth, that we can de1embed the Rgs 

out of the intrinsic model with minimal effect to the S1parameters of the 

model. Rgs will be placed in series with the gate of the intrinsic transistor as 

depicted in "Case B" of Fig. 515. The impact of this model modification will only 

start to be seen at very high frequencies.  

Therefore, it is important to note that the frequency scalable model approach 

that is proposed has a bandwidth limitation.  An insight into a possible valid 

bandwidth can be achieved by referring back to the ability of the modified 

topology to predict the S1parameters. 

The methods for establishing either geometric or frequency scalable models 

are always rooted to the small signal, S1parameters. Any fundamental 

limitations of the models can be easily traced back to its failure to predict the 

measured S1parameters. If at small signal the model fails to work, it would 

definitely fail at large drive signals as well. 
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The first step is to prove that de1embedding the Rgs from the intrinsic 

transistor will not cause the S1parameters predictions to change significantly 

within our bandwidth of interest.  

  

  

Figure 516: S1parameters from 1 120 GHz between measured, modelled "Case A" and modelled 

"Case B" for the 2x200 \m transistor on the GaN on Si wafer. 

The S1parameter results on the GaN on Si wafer from 1 1 20 GHz with 

measured, modelled with intrinsic transistor in "Case A" and modelled with 

intrinsic transistor in "Case B" is shown in Fig. 516. According to the results, 

there is only a minimal difference in the S12 with all the other parameters 

remaining the same within our bandwidth of interest. 

Measured      

Modelled "Case A" 

Modelled "Case B"   
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Figure 517: S1parameters from 0.5 140 GHz between measured, modelled "Case A" and modelled 

"Case B" for the 2x200 \m transistor on the GaN on SiC wafer. 

A repeat of this step on the GaN on SiC wafer also show the same results, 

shown in Fig. 517. These observations concur with the assumption that the Rgs 

can be de1embedded from the intrinsic transistor model to produce a Y1shell 

with only capacitances and admittances without affecting the small signal 

parameters of the device. This can then, hopefully, be carried forward into the 

large signal realm. This affectedly assumes that the Rgs is drive level invariant. 

These simulated results were obtained from ADS using small1signal 

component values obtained through Cold FET measurements as described in 

Section 3.2. 

Measured      

Modelled "Case A" 

Modelled "Case B"   
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Figure 518: ADS circuit used for simulation of small signal "Case B" results 

Fig. 518 shows the ADS circuit used to obtain the results for "Case B".  The 

component values for the transistor from the GaN on Si wafer is shown in 

Table 511 whereas the component values for the GaN on SiC wafer is in Table 

512. 

Device 
Cgsp 

(fF) 

Cgdp 

(fF) 

Cdsp 

(fF) 

Lg 

(pH) 

Ld 

(pH) 

Ls 

(pH) 

Rg(a1

mm) 

Rd (a1

mm) 

Rs (a1

mm) 

2x200 19.5 14.3 19.5 50 50 1 1.48 1.48 0.01 

Cgs 

(pF/mm) 

Rgs 

(a1mm) 

Cgd 

(pF/mm) 

Cds 

(pF/mm) 

Gm 

(mS/mm) 

Tau  

(psec) 

Gds 

(mS/mm) 

1.9 1.27 0.04 0.25 112 6 1.93 

Table 511: Values of small signal component for the 2x200 \m device on the GaN on Si wafer 

 

Device 
Cgsp 

(fF) 

Cgdp 

(fF) 

Cdsp 

(fF) 

Lg 

(pH) 

Ld 

(pH) 

Ls 

(pH) 

Rg(a1

mm) 

Rd (a1

mm) 

Rs (a1

mm) 

2x200 33 6 21 109.5 94.5 0.05 1.90 1.30 0.0250 

Cgs 

(pF/mm) 

Rgs 

(a1mm) 

Cgd 

(pF/mm) 

Cds 

(pF/mm) 

Gm 

(mS/mm) 

Tau  

(psec) 

Gds 

(mS/mm) 

1.72 1.2 0.04 0.36 270 2.5 7 

Table 512: Values of small signal component for the 2x200 \m device on the GaN on SiC wafer 
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In order investigate the ability to extract a frequency scalable model, measured 

data of the devices must first be obtained via load1pull over a range of input 

drive levels and frequencies. The active load1pull measurement setup has been 

described in detail in Section 3.3.1. 

 

Figure 519: Measured load1pull grid of transistor from 2 to 8 GHz 

The 2x200 \m GaN on Si transistor was chosen and measured at a bias of Id = 

25 mA/mm. Measurements were performed from 2 GHz to 8 GHz in 2 GHz 

steps. Fig. 519 shows the measured load1pull grid of the 2x200 \m transistor, 

which takes into account the Cds of the device. Note that since the parasitic 

component values and Cds have already been determined, it is possible to 

predict variation of the load1pull grid that needs to be measured as frequency 

increases. This aims to ensure that when all the results over frequency are de1

embedded to the current generator plane, they form the same load1pull 

measurement grid. 

Load3pull grid changes with 

frequency due to Cds. 

2 GHz grid 

4 GHz grid 

6 GHz grid 

8 GHz grid 
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The 2nd harmonic at the input and output of the device under test (DUT) were 

shorted out. The reason this bandwidth was chosen in this first run was to 

establish the theory and make measurements easier as calibration must be 

more stringent as we move to X1band and beyond. Furthermore, using an 

active load1pull setup means that to set the 2nd harmonic to a short circuit, 

amplifiers working up to 16 GHz would be necessary in the measurement 

setup.  

Going to a higher frequency range puts more pressure on the equipment 

availability. In addition, it is difficult and costly to obtain amplifiers that would 

have high Pout at X1band. Having too small a Pout will cause the load1pull 

system to saturate and not complete the measurements. 

/�#�"� �
+)���
����(�)�
������

Once the measured data has been obtained from load1pull, it is then converted 

into a Cardiff Model for utilization in ADS simulations. The large signal 

measured intrinsic current response, Ip,1 is then probed by simulating "load1

pull" using voltage sources.  The required input and output voltage stimulus is 

given by (5141) and (5142) respectively. 

��,� = m��,�m�I�G = m��,�m?� (5141) 

��,�(k�) = ��,�	u|3 + m∆��,�m�I�∅ = ��,�	u|3 + mÅ��,�mk� (5142) 

�@,�(k�) 							= KY + K+k� + K[k�I�
= � Ȳ,@m��,�m + Z̄,@��,�	u|3 + [̄,@��,�	u|3∗ �
+ � Z̄,@mÅ��,�m�. k� + � [̄,@mÅ��,�m�. k�I� 

(5143) 
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P1 and Q1 are the phases of V1,1 and fV2,1 respectively. In order to simplify the 

extraction, P1 is set to zero. The stimulusV2,1(Q1) and response Ip,1(Q1), which 

should be described by (5143) (a fundamental load1pull simplification of the 

general equation (512)), are predicted to be periodic functions of Q1.  Hence, if 

Q1 is swept from 0 to 2π, the model coefficients can be determined by Fourier 

transforming with respect to Q1. Note the similarity to X1parameters and their 

extraction, except the formulation is now in the admittance domain. 

Fig. 5110 shows the circuit diagram in ADS that performs the voltage load1

pull. It utilizes voltage sources at both the gate and drain of the device and 

simulates the response based on actual measured data provided by the FDD 

block. This FDD block reads model coefficients extracted in the B1A domain 

from measured data (at the extrinsic plane) using the Cardiff Behavioural 

Model equations already described in Section 3.3.2. Note that the FDD is 

placed inside a de1embedding block, which de1embeds the parasitic 

components so that the simulation results are at the intrinsic plane.  

In Fig. 5110, the input and output voltage sources are set based on (5141) and 

(5142) respectively. The variable magspin in Fig. 5110 refers to |fV2,1| whereas 

the variable named phasespin is Q1. A V2,1ref is present in equation (5142) so 

that the voltage load1pull is performed at the optimum location for the 

transistor in terms of Pout or Drain Efficiency. Do note that there is a Cds 

component in the simulation, which takes into account the movement of the 

optimum location based on frequency. 
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Figure 5110: ADS simulation circuit diagram that performs voltage load1pull to generate 

frequency scalable model 

All the results are then written into a .csv format and loaded into an Igor 

programme written specifically during the course of the PhD to extract the 

model coefficients. Fig. 5111 shows an example of the .csv file generated from 
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the ADS voltage load1pull whereas Fig. 5112 is the screenshot for the front 

panel of the Igor programme that runs the model extraction.  

 

Figure 5111: CSV file generated from voltage load1pull simulations in ADS at a fixed 

fundamental input voltage. 

Note from Fig. 5111 that Vdrive is the fundamental input voltage of the source, 

V1,1 which is set to a constant value in the ADS simulation. This is because 

from equation (514), model coefficients are always extracted as a function of 

the magnitude of V1,1. 

 

Figure 5112: Igor programme front panel that loads and performs calculations to extract 

frequency independent model coefficients. 

Constant �1,1 
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The results presented in this section are based on simulations performed in 

ADS using measurements on the GaN on Si transistor described in Section 

5.2.2.  
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The stimulus of voltage "load1pull" (sweeping Q1 and stepping |fV2,1|) as 

defined in equation (5142) can be seen in Fig. 5113 and is performed with 

|�V2,1| from 0.5 V to 2 V in 0.5 V steps. The DC voltage is 28 V and V2,1 ref is 

set to 24 V. The I2,1(Q1) response to voltage "load1pull" at 4 GHz is shown in 

Fig. 5114(a). Performing a Fourier transform on each sweep (on each individual 

ring), enables KF, KS and KT to be determined, as shown in Fig. 5114(b). Fig. 51

14(c) shows, as expected from (5143), that KF is constant whereas KS and KT are 

linear functions of |fV2,1|. 

 

Figure 5113: Port 2 Voltage stimulus on 2x200 \m GaN on Si transistor generating 3 

coefficients. 

Increasing |∆�2,1| 

Sweeping �1 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 5114: Voltage load1pull results performed on the 2x200 \m GaN on Si transistor at 4 GHz 

(a) I2,1(Q1) results (b) Fourier Coefficients of I2,1 with |�V2,1| = 2V (c) Fourier Coefficients of I2,1 

versus |�V2,1| 

KF 

KS�KT�
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This analysis demonstrates that the response of the transistor can be 

described using equation (5143) for fundamental voltage load1pull under the 

small perturbation constraint. Using equation (5143), the YF, YS and YT for 4 

GHz can be extracted to provide a local model at that frequency. The Ip,1(Q1) 

prediction of the local model is also plotted in Fig 5115(a), showing good 

agreement for small perturbations. 

The analysis at all measured frequencies from 2 to 8 GHz (in 2 GHz steps) 

results in the same trend. The diagrams plotted in Fig. 5115(a)1(c) are based on 

results at 8 GHz confirming the observations seen at 4 GHz. 

(a) 

(b) 

KF�

KS�KT�
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(c) 

Figure 5115: Voltage load1pull results performed on the 2x200 \m GaN on Si transistor at 8 GHz 

(a) I2,1(Q1) results (b) Fourier Coefficients of I2,1 with |fV2,1| = 2V (c) Fourier Coefficients of I2,1 

versus |fV2,1| 

/�,�"� ��*(����(��
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Ranging from a small V1,1 level, where the device is operating in the linear 

region, to a large V1,1, where the device is operating into at least 3 dB 

compression. 

 

Figure 5116: Voltage drive levels for simulations in ADS using measurements on the 2x200 \m 

GaN on Si transistor. 

Low Medium 

High 
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The 3 voltage levels shall be termed as low, medium and high and corresponds 

to a V1,1 of 0.8 V, 2.8 V and 3.2 V respectively. Note that the drive is in terms 

of voltage so the level of compression is estimated based on the Pout that is 

generated and is shown in Fig. 5116. 

By plotting the extracted model coefficients, YF, YS and YT, versus frequency, it 

is clear from Fig. 5117(a)1(f) that they support the mathematical prediction of 

equation (514) that they have the form Y = G + jωC. Fig. 5117(a)1(c) are 

coefficients for port 1 whereas Fig. 5117(d)1(f) are for port 2.  

 

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 
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(f) 

Figure 5117: Real and imaginary coefficients as a function of frequency with varying drive levels 

for the 2x200 \m GaN on Si transistor (a) YF,1 (b) YS,1 (c) YT,1  (d) YF,2 (e) YS,2 (f) YT,2. 

Importantly, the plots show that at small V1,1 drive levels, values obtained are 

similar to the small1signal measured Y1parameters. The mathematical 

derivation in Section 5.1.2 that model coefficients are frequency scalable, has 

been experimentally verified. 

Furthermore, Fig. 5117(c) indicate the new conjugate term YT,1 is close to zero 

when operating in the linear region and appears when driven harder, just as 

observed with X1parameters. The same observation can be made for YT,2 as 

shown in Fig. 5117(f). The solid lines plotted in Fig. 5117(a)1(f) represent the 

curve fit over frequency, a global model, defining Behavioural model 

coefficients now in the form of M@v,C (A)
 and ¦@v,C (A)

 which are frequency 

independent. 
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To test the extracted models, load1pull data is regenerated, see Fig. 5118(a), 

and compared with measurements, a local model at 4 GHz and the global 
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model (curve fit from 218 GHz). For this limited space, restricted by the 

requirement to confine use of the model to that consistent with a small 

perturbation, the maximum error in terms of Pout for the local model is 0.04 

dB. Switching to a global model results in an accuracy trade1off where the 

maximum error is now 0.24 dB in terms of Pout. 

However, this new global model is also able to interpolate and predict large 

signal behaviour at other frequencies. Fig. 5118(b) shows the global model is 

able to predict, again within an accuracy of 0.22 dB, load1pull behaviour at 5 

GHz (note this measured data was not used in global model extraction). 

This preliminary work shows for the first time, that when appropriately 

defined, intrinsic admittance domain, Behavioural model coefficients that can 

be scaled in terms of frequency. Do note that in this experiment, the load 

space that can actually be modelled accurately by 3 coefficients is restricted 

which can be seen by referring back to in Fig. 5115(a) and 5116(a). The local 

model itself works very well at the centre of the spirals but as the |�V2,1| is 

increased, it starts to fail to capture the response of the measured results. 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 5118: Output power contours (in dBm) for measured and modelled data for the 2x200 \m 

GaN on Si transistor at (a) 4 GHz (b) 5 GHz (interpolation). 

This is consistent with observations that the X1parameter can only model a 

small localized area since its Behavioural model formulation is restricted to 3 

coefficients [12]. The load1pull space for the contours cannot extend further 

without re1referencing the centre, either by using load1dependent X1

parameters, or by increasing model complexity, such as in the Cardiff Model. 
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During the extraction process, V2,1ref must always be a real number. In this 

work, the optimum load is defined on the real axis and the load1pull 

measurements were performed by taking into account Cds. This means that all 

the load1pull data when de1embedded will be at the same location on the real 

axis of the Smith Chart. 

By considering the output current, 

��,� = Ȳ	�,�m��,�m + Z̄	�,���,� + [̄	�,���,�∗  

							= Ȳ	�,�m��,�m + Z̄	�,�2��,�	u|3 + ∆�5 + [̄	�,�2��,�	u|3 + ∆�5∗ (5144) 
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							= � Ȳ	�,�m��,�m + Z̄	�,���,�	u|3 + [̄	�,���,�	u|3∗ � + Z̄	�,�∆�
+ [̄	�,�∆�∗ 

If V2,1 ref is a complex number, the equation will expand to 

��,� = (MY + 8\¦Y)m��,�m
+ (MZ + 8\¦Z)(Æ + 8Ç) + (M[ + 8\¦[)(Æ + 8Ç)
+ Z̄	�,�∆� + [̄	�,�∆�∗ 

							= MYm��,�m + 8\¦Ym��,�m + MZÆ
+ 8MZÇ+8\¦ZÆ − \¦ZÇ + M[Æ − 8M[Ç + 8\¦[Æ+ \¦[Ç + Z̄	�,�∆� + [̄	�,�∆�∗ 

(5145) 

Having a −\¦ZÇ + \¦[Ç	term creates a frequency dependence that makes it 

unable to be separated. Therefore, the reference load should only be a real 

number. 
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Here the same extraction process is performed on WIN Semiconductors (Wafer 

ID: EN004013) 2x200\m GaN on SiC transistor with stimulus as described in 

equation (24) 1 (26). This is to prove that the extraction process is robust and 

can be used on different wafers. Measurements were performed at 2, 4, 5, 6 

and 8 GHz on the GaN on SiC transistor but extraction is performed on 

frequencies 2, 4 and 8 GHz so that the resulting model can be used to predict 

behaviour at 5 GHz and 6 GHz.  

In this validation, the work is extended from the previous example to include 

more coefficients to model a larger perturbation space, i.e. a larger load1pull 
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space. In other words, the ADS circuit in Fig. 5110 is now used to perform 

voltage load1pull on measurements from the GaN on SiC transistor but with a 

larger |fV2,1| so that additional Fourier Terms will be generated. 

In this investigation the aim will be to see if the theoretical prediction of having 

model coefficients in the form Y = G + jωC is still valid if the number of 

coefficients is extended beyond 3 coefficients (X1Parameter terms). 
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When |�V2,1| of the stimulus in equation (5142) is increased to cover an even 

larger load1pull space, this will result in the appearance of additional Fourier 

terms when �@,�« (k) is Fourier Transformed. By reviewing the FFT results, the 

number of model terms (complexity) can be determined. Typically, the terms 

that would appear are 〈K@�,��([+C), K@�,��([) , K@�,��(Y) , K@�,��(Z) , K@�,��(Z+C)〉or in the Y1parameter 

form of〈 @̄�,��([+C)m��,�m, @̄�,��([) m��,�m, @̄�,��(Y) m��,�m, @̄�,��(Z) m��,�m, @̄�,��(Z+C)m��,�m〉. These are squared 

phase terms at location 2 and 12. There is also appearance of terms 

K@�,��(Y+C)	�7�	 @̄�,��(Y+C)m��,�m at the center phase location of 0. 

Note from equation (5142) that V2,1(Q1) is actually a reference voltage plus a 

small perturbation around the reference voltage point. The reference voltage 

helps to bring the simulation to the optimum location for the voltage load1pull. 

To simplify the extraction equation, the output voltage stimulus is considered 

in the form as described by equation (5146). With additional FFT terms, 

resulting current response, Ip,1(Q1) is extended from (5143) and becomes (5147). 

��,�u|+ = ��,�(k�) − ��,�	u|3 = m∆��,�m�I�∅ = mÅ��,�mk� (5146) 
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�@,�(k�) 							= KY + K+k� + K[k�I� + K+�k�� + K[�k�I�
= Ȳ,@m��,�m + Z̄,@��,�u|+ + [̄,@��,�u|+∗ + Z̄,@� ��,�u|+�
+ [̄,@� ��,�u|+∗�
= Ȳ,@m��,�m + Z̄,@mÅ��,�mk� + [̄,@mÅ��,�mk�
+ Z̄,@� mÅ��,�mk� + [̄,@� mÅ��,�mk� 

(5147) 

The statement above can be investigated experimentally by performing the 

extraction with larger |�V2,1| than used previously allow for the appearance of 

these 6 coefficients. 

 

Figure 5119: Port 2 Voltage stimulus on 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor generating 6 

coefficients. 

In Fig. 5119, the Port 2 voltage stimulus described by equation (5142) is 

performed with |�V2,1| from 0.25 V to 4.375 V in steps of 0.375 V (larger 

compared to the simulation in Section 5.4). The resulting I2,1 at 2 GHz is 

shown in Fig. 5120(a). The Fourier Coefficients extracted from the I2,1 spiral at 

the largest |�V2,1| of 4.375 V is shown in Fig. 5120(b). Notice the zoomed 

Increasing |∆�2,1| 

Sweeping �1 
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diagram of Fig. 5120(b) which shows the appearance of the additional "squared 

terms" when a large |�V2,1| is used.  

This is a confirmation of equation (5147) which states that the I2,1(Q1) response 

can be described by 6 coefficients. As shown in Fig. 5120(c), increasing |�V2,1| 

will cause the appearance of additional FFT terms such as KS
2 and KT

2 as well 

as a curvature in KF.  The modelled results of the I2,1 can be regenerated from 

the extracted Fourier Coefficients and these are plotted Fig. 5120(a). 

(a) 

(b) 

KS
2�

KT
2�

KF�

KS�

KT�
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(c) 

Figure 5120: Voltage load1pull results performed on the 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor at 2 

GHz (a) I2,1(Q1) results (b) Fourier Coefficients of I2,1 with |�V2,1| = 4.375V (c) Fourier Coefficients 

of I2,1 versus |�V2,1| 

The need for using more coefficients (in this case 6 terms) just like in the 

Cardiff Model is highlighted in Fig. 5121 where we use just the first 3 major 

terms, the X1Parameter type model, over the full range.  At large |�V2,1|, this 

“small perturbation” model, as expected, fails to capture both the movement of 

the centre and the more complex shape.  

 

Figure 5121: I2,1(Q) for 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor at 2 GHz modelled using only 3 

coefficients 
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Now with this trend confirmed for I2,1, based on equation (5147), the 6 

coefficients can be curve fitted over |�V2,1| so that a local model for all values 

of|�V2,1| can be extracted. The plots for the real and imaginary parts of KF, KS, 

KT, KS
2 and KT

2 versus |�V2,1| at 2 GHz is shown in Fig. 5122 (a)1(f). Note that 

the appearance of KF
2 is on the same phase location as KF.  

 (a) 

                (b) 
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                 (c) 

                 (d) 

             (e) 

Figure 5122: Curve fit of coefficients for I2,1(Q) over |fV2,1| to obtain local Y1parameters at 2 GHz 

(a) KF and KF2 (b) KS (c) KT (d) KS2 (e) KT2 
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Depending on the location of the phase terms, the curve fit of either A+Bx or 

A+Cx2 is used. For example, the KS
2 term has phase location of 2 so the plot 

over |�V2,1| is curve1fitted with A+Cx2 to obtain the C term. This C term would 

be the YS
2. It is these (A, B and/or C) coefficients, 6 in total, which form the Y1

parameters. These Y1parameters become the local model coefficients for the 

frequency at which it was extracted.     

(a) 

(b) 

KS
2�KT

2�

KF�

KS�

KT�
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(c) 

Figure 5123: Voltage load1pull results performed on the 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor at 4 

GHz (a) I2,1(Q1) results (b) Fourier Coefficients of I2,1 with |�V2,1| = 4.375V (c) Fourier Coefficients 

of I2,1 versus |�V2,1| 

Now the entire extraction process is repeated at 4 and 8 GHz. The results for 4 

GHz is shown here as a confirmation that the process is sound and that the 

response observed is very similar to that already shown at 2 GHz. Results in 

Fig. 5123(a)1(c) are to serve as a confirmation that the trends observed at 2 

GHz are also valid at 4 GHz and hence, at other frequencies as well. For 

further confirmation, please see Appendix B.1 for the results of the extraction 

at 8 GHz. 

As shown in Fig. 5124, with a larger |�V2,1|, as compared to Fig. 5123(a), the 3 

term coefficients is not enough to describe the system over this extended 

perturbation area.  Most noticeable is the centre shift in the I2,1 model because 

of the YF "squared term". Fig. 5125 (a)1(e) show the curve fit over |�V2,1| to 

obtain the Y1parameters at 4 GHz. 
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Figure 5124: I2,1(Q) for 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor at 4 GHz modelled using only 3 

coefficients 

 (a) 

 (b) 
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 (c) 

 (d) 

 (e) 

Figure 5125: Curve fit of coefficients for I2,1(Q) over |fV2,1| to obtain local Y1parameters at 4 GHz 

(a) KF and KF2 (b) KS (c) KT(d) KS2 (e) KT2 
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To investigate whether a frequency independent model, using the 6 model 

coefficients extracted at 2, 4 and 8 GHz is possible, their variation with 

frequency is investigated.  

 

Figure 5126: Voltage drive levels for simulations in ADS using measurements on the 2x200 \m 

GaN on SiC transistor. 

At each measured frequency, results at 3 different voltage drive levels are 

shown which corresponds to the drive levels shown in Fig. 5126. As before, 

extraction is performed at 3 voltage levels, denoted as low (linear), medium (1 

dB into compression) and high (3 dB into compression) and corresponds to a 

V1,1 of 1.4 V, 2.1 V and 2.7 V respectively.  

By plotting the extracted model coefficients, YF, YS, YT, YFsq, YSsq and YTsq versus 

frequency, it is clear from Fig 5127 (Port 1 results) and Fig. 5128 (Port 2 

results) that they do have the form Y = G + jωC. As expected, the plots show 

that at small V1,1 drive levels, values obtained are similar to the small1signal 

measured Y1parameters.   

Low Medium 

High 
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The solid lines plotted in Fig. 5127 and Fig. 5128 represent the curve fit over 

frequency, which will become the frequency independent global model. These 

results reconfirm the mathematical prediction that the model coefficients in 

the form Y = G + jωC is valid even as the number of coefficients is extended.  

 

(a) 

(b) 

Rgs≈0 

Cgs+Cgd 

Rgs≈0 

3Cgd 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 
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(f) 

Figure 5127: Real and imaginary coefficients as a function of frequency with varying drive levels 

for 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor on Port 1 (a) YF,1 (b) YS,1 (c) YT,1  (d) YFsq,1 (e) YSsq,1 (f) YTsq,1 . 

Scatter from the results especially at higher order coefficient terms can be 

seen since these values are very small but the general trend of the coefficients 

is very obvious. For completeness, results at 5 and 6 GHz are also shown in 

Fig. 5127 and 5128, indicating that the trend is valid throughout this 

frequency range. However, the global model was not extracted from these 

frequencies.  

 

(a) 

3Cm 

Gm 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Gds 

Cgd+Cds 
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(e) 

(f) 

Figure 5128: Real and imaginary coefficients as a function of frequency with varying drive levels 

for 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor on Port 2 (a) YF,2 (b) YS,2 (c) YT,2 (d) YFsq,2 (e) YSsq,2 (f) YTsq,2. 

During the extraction process, only results from 2, 4 and 8 GHz were selected 

for the curve fit via a "datamask" function in the Igor program. Further 

analysis of the results shown in Fig. 5127(a)1(b) and 5128(a)1(b) confirm that 

the coefficients match the representation of the intrinsic circuit shown in Fig. 

5129. 
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Figure 5129: Intrinsic transistor modelled by Y1parameter coefficients. 

At the input port, 

�� = Ȳ,��� + Z̄,��� + [̄,���∗ + Ȳ+C,�� + Z̄+C,�� ��� + [̄+C,�� ��∗� (5148) 

Ȳ,� = }�� = 8\(¦~+ + ¦~�) (5149) 

Z̄,� = }�� = −8\¦~� (5150) 

Notice how all the Port 1 coefficients from Fig. 5127(a)1(f) have a real 

component that is essentially zero. This is because Rgs has been de1embedded 

in order to present a true Y configuration. The measured results indicate that 

the higher order coefficients such as YT,1 and YSsq,1 are dominated by non1linear 

capacitive mixing. 

At the output port,  

�� = Ȳ,��� + Z̄,��� + [̄,���∗ + Ȳ+C,�� + Z̄+C,�� ��� + [̄+C,�� ��∗� (5151) 

Ȳ,� = }�� = hA − 8\¦A + 8\¦~� (5152) 

Z̄,� = }�� = h�+ − 8\¦~� + 8\¦�+ (5153) 

For the output port, the results confirm that gm dominates hence the higher 

order coefficients from Fig. 5128(a)1(f) are dominated by non1linear resistive 

mixing. Cm represents the nonlinear transcapacitance present in the device. 
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With 6 coefficients, the current response, Ip,h can now be modelled by the 

Cardiff Model equation in the admittance domain as shown in (5154). 

�@,l
= ?�l ���

�� Ȳ	@,l + Z̄	@,lm��,�m nk�?�o + [̄	@,lm��,�m nk�?�oI�+ Ȳ+C	@,lm��,�m� + Z̄+C	@,lm��,�m� nk�?�o� + [̄+C	@,lm��,�m� nk�?�oI����
��

 

 (5154) 

where Q1 = ∠V2,1 = V2,1/|V2,1| and P1= ∠V1,1 = V1,1/|V1,1|. Note that P1 was set 

to zero in the experiments to simplify the equation. Since the Y1parameters 

have been proven to have the form Y = G + jωC, equation (5154) becomes (5155) 

and thus can be scaled with frequency. 

�@,l(\) = ?�l

���
���
�
���
���

�MY	@,l + 8\¦Y	@,l� +�MZ	@,l + 8\¦Z	@,l�m��,�m nk�?�o +�M[	@,l + 8\¦[	@,l�m��,�m nk�?�oI� +�MY+C	@,l + 8\¦Y+C	@,l�m��,�m��MZ+C	@,l + 8\¦Z+C	@,l�m��,�m� nk�?�o��M[+C	@,l + 8\¦[+C	@,l�m��,�m� nk�?�oI���
���
��
���
���

 

 (5155) 

/�/�#� ��*(���(�)�������$�(A)(��
(��)�(*�
���2�����
�������(���

From Fig. 5127 and 5128, it is clear that there are deviations between the local 

model and the global model especially for the higher order coefficient terms. 

This naturally occurs due to measurement inaccuracies and difficulty in 
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extracting very small coefficient values. From the graphs, the worst case 

scenario occurs at the high drive power levels.  This may be an indication of 

the difficulty of maintaining a fixed large signal operating point, LSOP, while 

varying the frequency.  Factors affecting the LSOP which are presently not 

fully controlled include temperature (already discussed in chapter 3) and 

waveform shape (only limited harmonic source and load1pull was used in this 

investigation). 

(a) 

(b) 

Spiral 
Results 

Maximum Error 

Mag I2,1 Phase  I2,1 

Local 0.46% 0.11o 

Global 3.05% 1.73o 
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(c) 

Figure 5130: Measured and modelled results for 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor at 2 GHz (a) 

I2,1(Q) results (b) I2,1(Q) results without YF coefficient (c) Output power contours (in dBm). 

The measured, local and global model I2,1 and Pout contour results at 2 GHz for 

the high V1,1 drive (set as 2.8 V in the ADS simulation) is plotted in Fig. 51

30(a)1(c). Results are also obtained for 4GHz and plotted in Fig. 5131(a)1(c). For 

the sake of brevity, 8 GHz results are plotted in Appendix B.2. 

From the results, the global model shows a slight shift in the centre of the 

results. To show that the shift is mainly due to the YF term, the results are 

also plotted with YF term contribution removed so that it is centred at (0,0). 

This highlights that any errors due to the higher order terms such as YS and 

YT, which govern the shape of the loops, are very small.   

Nevertheless, even with the shift of YF, the global model for I2,1 at frequencies 

used in extraction process is less than 3.05 % error in the magnitude and a 

1.73 degree error in phase, indicating that the errors are all within the 

measurement tolerance. Over the measured range, the maximum Pout error is 

within 0.18 dB.  
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 5131: Measured and modelled results for 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor at 4 GHz (a) 

I2,1(Q) results (b) I2,1(Q) results without YF coefficient (c) Output power contours (in dBm). 

Spiral 
Results 

Maximum Error 

Mag I2,1 Phase  I2,1 

Local 0.30% 0.17o 

Global 3.01% 0.65o 
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Do note that the contours are not covering the 3 dB space in terms of Pout 

because the voltage stimulus can only cover a limited area of the measured 

load1pull space. However, once the model formulation has been established, 

model extraction can be switched to the Least Mean Squared approach. Data 

can now be in an unstructured form which covers the entire 3 dB load1pull 

measurement space and this will be shown in Section 5.6.  

Note that using LMS cannot take place without prior knowledge of the model 

coefficients (number of terms and complexity) required to represent the data 

accurately. Only by performing the voltage load1pull and FFT can the model 

coefficients required be identified. As shown in Section 5.5.1, in this work, 6 

coefficients is sufficient to model the data accurately.  

/�/�,� ��*(���(�)����������(�����(*�$�(A)(��
(��

By having a global model, it can now be used to predict load1pull behaviour at 

frequencies not used in the extraction process. Results of I2,1 and Pout contours 

at 5 GHz and 6 GHz for the high drive (V1,1 = 2.8 V) are plotted in Fig 5132(a)1

(c) and Fig. 5133(a)1(c) respectively. Modelled results confirm that the model is 

indeed scalable with frequency and in agreement with the measured 

performance.  

The errors at 6 GHz is much larger due to the deviation of the coefficients from 

the global curve1fit as can be seen from Fig. 5128(a)1(f). Nonetheless, the 

predicted results is still within a maximum of 5.50% for magnitude and 3.0 

degrees for phase of I2,1, well within any measurement uncertainties in the 

system. Results from the contours reveal that the load1pull Pout error is within 

0.20 dB.  
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 5132: Measured and modelled results for 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor at 5 GHz (a) 

I2,1(Q) results (b) I2,1(Q) results without YF coefficient (c) Output power contours (in dBm). 

Spiral 
Results 

Maximum Error 

Mag I2,1 Phase  I2,1 

Global 2.66% 1.31o 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 5133: Measured and modelled results for 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor at 6 GHz (a) 

I2,1(Q) results (b) I2,1(Q) results without YF coefficient (c) Output power contours (in dBm). 

Spiral 
Results 

Maximum Error 

Mag I2,1 Phase  I2,1 

Global 5.50% 2.40o 
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So far the approach taken to extract the model coefficients has utilized 

engineered voltage stimuli and a Fast Fourier Transform concept.  While this 

requires very complex stimuli it does allow the required model coefficients to 

be identified confirming the variation with perturbation stimulus, both 

magnitude and phase as well as with frequency. An alternative is to use Least 

Mean Square to obtain the coefficients instead of having to FFT each phase 

loop individually. 

As can be seen from the results in Fig. 5134(a)1(d), there is no difference 

between using FFT and LMS for the extraction process. The only constraint is 

that in this case the model structure needs to be defined in advance.  

However, the key advantage of this approach is that it does not required 

specifically engineered voltage stimuli but can be based on all the original 

measured load1pull points. 

The current can be determined from the Y1parameters with voltage as the 

input, 

�@,l = @̄,lY + @̄,l,�,�Z ��,� + @̄,l,�,�[ ��,�∗ + @̄,l,�,�Z ��,� + @̄,l,�,�[ ��,�∗  (5156) 

If multiple samples of points on this equation are taken: 
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È�@,l,��@,l,�⋮�@,l,$Ê

=
¬
® @̄,lY + @̄,l,�,�Z ��,�,� + @̄,l,�,�[ ��,�,�∗ + @̄,l,�,�Z ��,�,� + @̄,l,�,�[ ��,�,�∗

@̄,lY + @̄,l,�,�Z ��,�,� + @̄,l,�,�[ ��,�,�∗ + @̄,l,�,�Z ��,�,� + @̄,l,�,�[ ��,�,�∗⋮@̄,lY + @̄,l,�,�Z ��,�,$ + @̄,l,�,�[ ��,�,$∗ + @̄,l,�,�Z ��,�,$ + @̄,l,�,�[ ��,�,$∗ ²³³
³́
 

= ¬
®1 ��,�,�1 ��,�,� ��,�,�∗ ��,�,� ��,�,$∗��,�,�∗ ��,�,� ��,�,$∗⋮ ⋮1 ��,�,$ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮��,�,$∗ ��,�,$ ��,�,$∗ ²³³́ ¬


® @̄,lY

@̄,l,�,�Z
@̄,l,�,�[
@̄,l,�,�Z
@̄,l,�,�[ ²³³

³³³́ 

(5157) 

Ë�Ì = Ë�ÌË¯Ì (5158) 

Ë�ÌÍË�Ì = Ë�ÌÍË�ÌË¯Ì (5159) 

Ë¯Ì = (Ë�ÌÍË�Ì)I�Ë�ÌÍË�Ì (5160) 

The [Y] in equation (5160) represent the LMS extracted coefficients, Y1

parameters which will be used to model the results. These, like in the case of 

the FFT, are curve1fitted over frequency to obtain a global model. 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 5134: Comparison between FFT and LMS results of I2,1 for 2x200 \m GaN on SiC 

transistor (a) Local model at 4 GHz (b) Global model at 4 GHz (c) Local model at 8 GHz (d) Global 

model at 8 GHz 

/�0�"� ��*(���(�)�������$�(A)(��
(��)�(*�
���2�����
�������(���

Now that the formulation and extraction procedure has been proven to be 

valid, LMS can be applied to the entire 3 dB load1pull space to extract a global 

model over frequency. Note that the results presented here will be at the same 

drive level in Section 5.5.  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5135: LMS results on load1pull data at 2 GHz for (a) I2,1 (b) I2,2 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5136: LMS results on load1pull data at 4 GHz for (a) I2,1 (b) I2,2 

The plots of the I2,1 and I2,2 at 2 GHz and 4 GHz are plotted in Fig. 5135(a)1(b) 

and Fig. 5136(a)1(b) respectively. The Pout and Drain Efficiency contours as well 

as the Output current waveform at the optimum load for 2 GHz are shown in 

Fig. 5137(a)1(c). The 3rd harmonic is not being controlled during 

measurements and so the output current waveforms is truncated to the 2nd 

harmonic. Fig. 5138(a)1(c) are the contours and waveform (at the optimum load 

providing the best trade1off between Pout and Drain Efficiency) results at 4 

GHz. 

In the interest of being succinct, the results for 8 GHz will be plotted in 

Appendix B.3. From the load1pull results, it is clear that though the global 

model has an accuracy trade1off, it is still able to predict the optimum 

locations of the Pout and Drain Efficiency. 
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(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) 

Figure 5137: LMS results on load1pull data at 2 GHz for (a) Pout contour (b) Drain Efficiency 

contour (c) Output current waveform (at optimum load Γ = 0.59 + j0.16) 

    Max Meas DEff: 72.99% 

    Max Local Model DEff: 72.37% 

    Max Global Model DEff: 69.90% 

    Max Meas Pout: 33.02 dBm 

    Max Local Model Pout: 32.90 dBm 

    Max Global Model Pout: 32.87 dBm 
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(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

 (c) 

Figure 5138: LMS results on load1pull data at 4 GHz for (a) Pout contour (b) Drain Efficiency 

contour (c) Output current waveform (at optimum load Γ = 0.59 + j0.27) 

    Max Meas DEff: 74.21% 

    Max Local Model DEff: 73.00% 

    Max Global Model DEff: 70.29% 

    Max Meas Pout: 33.14 dBm 

    Max Local Model Pout: 33.01 dBm 

    Max Global Model Pout: 32.91 dBm 
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Just like in the FFT case, model coefficients extracted using LMS can be curve 

fitted and applied to predict results at frequencies that are not part of the 

extraction process. Here the coefficients are applied to 5 GHz and 6 GHz data 

to demonstrate that interpolation is possible for frequency scalable 

coefficients. The plots of the I2,1 and I2,2 at 5 GHz and 6 GHz are plotted in Fig. 

5139(a)1(b) and Fig. 5140(a)1(b) respectively.  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5139: LMS results on load1pull data at 5 GHz for (a) I2,1 (b) I2,2 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5140: LMS results on load1pull data at 6 GHz for (a) I2,1 (b) I2,2 
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(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

 (c) 

Figure 5141: LMS results on load1pull data at 5 GHz for (a) Pout contour (b) Drain Efficiency 

contour (c) Output current waveform (at optimum load Γ = 0.54 + j0.32) 

    Max Meas DEff: 71.98%  

    Max Global Model DEff: 70.79% 

    Max Meas Pout: 33.05 dBm 

    Max Global Model Pout: 32.93 dBm 
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(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

 (c) 

Figure 5142: LMS results on load1pull data at 6 GHz for (a) Pout contour (b) Drain Efficiency 

contour (c) Output current waveform (at optimum load Γ = 0.54 + j0.35) 

    Max Meas DEff: 70.86%  

    Max Global Model DEff: 71.23% 

    Max Meas Pout: 33.11 dBm 

    Max Global Model Pout: 32.96 dBm 
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Pout and Drain Efficiency contours and the Output current waveform at the 

optimum load for 5 GHz are shown in Fig. 5141(a)1(c). Contours and waveform 

plots for 6 GHz are shown in Fig. 5142(a)1(c). This broadband model works over 

2 octaves (from 218 GHz) and load1pull results show that it can predict the 

maximum Pout and Drain Efficiency values to within 0.23 dB and 4.0% 

respectively. 

/�8��
��)��
��������*(������2�������(*�$�(A)(��
(��

Since the global model uses a constant of M@v,C (A)
 and ¦@v,C (A)

to provide for scaling 

with frequency, an extrapolation to other frequencies can also be carried out. 

An attempt was made to perform load1pull at 10 GHz but since the 

measurement system is based on an active load1pull, limitations in the power 

amplifier caused the measured load1pull area to be limited and not reach the 

edge of the Smith Chart as shown in Fig. 5143. The similar situation has 

occurred as discussed in Section 3.6.2. This causes the load1pull results to be 

skewed and not suitable for model extraction. 

 

Figure 5143: Measured load1pull points at 2 GHz and 10 GHz on the 2x200 \m GaN on SiC 

transistor 

2 GHz grid 

10 GHz grid 

Load3pull power limit 
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It is important to note that the measurements are not trivial as the same 

intrinsic transistor conditions must be held for at all frequencies used in the 

extraction process. Experimentally, it is a challenge to maintain the same I1V 

trajectory as frequency is increased.  

It must be pointed out that the measurements were not carried out at much 

higher frequencies due to a hardware limitation of the amplifiers for the 2nd 

harmonic measurements (set to short on both input and output). The amplifier 

used in the measurement system setup is the GT1000A [13] that is limited to 

20 GHz. Further work is necessary to test the limits of extrapolation in using 

this frequency scalable model. 

Note from Section 5.2 that the model assumes a Y1parameter model with Rgs 

de1embedded from the intrinsic model. This inherently places a bandwidth 

limitation on the model and it is believed that the model will start to fail when 

the topology modification used results in the small1signal results becoming 

inaccurate, which is at a much higher frequency. This is the very reason that a 

small1signal validation is necessary at the beginning of the model formulation. 

/�;��)++����

An important outcome of this chapter is the first demonstration that non1

linear Behavioural transistor models can be mathematical described in a 

manner that allows for frequency scalability. 

By referencing the intrinsic transistor in the admittance domain and applying 

voltage load1pull, the Y1parameters that form the Behavioural model can be 

investigated and extracted. These parameters have been shown to be 

frequency independent with experimental results on 2 separate GaN HFETs, 

both measured from 2 1 8 GHz (over 2 octaves). 
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Experimental results also show that they can successfully predict results at 

frequencies that are not used during the measurement based model extraction 

process. This saves a significant amount of time for data collection and 

reduces the burden placed on the measurement system to measure each 

frequency iteration for a broadband Behavioural model. 

FFT approach was first used in the extraction process to establish the model 

complexity that would be needed to represent the data. Model coefficients have 

been proven to be frequency independent using X1Parameters (3 coefficient 

formulation) and when extended to the Cardiff Model (6 coefficient 

formulation). Once that has been done, LMS extraction approach can be 

applied to the measured data with confidence that it will fully represent the 

data without loss in accuracy. Results show that there is no difference 

between using FFT or LMS for the extraction process.  

Investigation of the extrapolation capability was limited due to hardware 

restrictions and this can be a topic for future work. This model can also be 

extended for harmonic source and load1pull by including perturbations in the 

2nd and 3rd harmonics in future research.  
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he research in this PhD has successfully achieved its goal of extending 

the functionality of Behavioural Models by investigating and successfully 

proving, scaling in terms of geometry (size of transistor) and frequency. These 

two degrees of design freedom, once thought to be limited to only Physical and 

Compact Models, can now be applied to Behavioural Models, making it a 

viable MMIC design tool. 

0�!������)�
����

From the literature review in Chapter 2, geometric scaling had been proven 

but only for X1parameters [1]1[2]. Therefore, in Chapter 3, this PhD work 

extends the research into this subject by applying the concept to a general 

Behavioural model formulation (Cardiff Model). Geometric scalable 

Behavioural models were generated by combining measurement data look1up 

table models of a reference (smaller) transistor with the required passive 

layout networks.  

The modelling process and framework which includes 4 main steps have been 

developed and verified through experimental results. The steps are: 

determining the intrinsic plane of the reference transistor, obtaining the large 

signal measurement data for conversion into Behavioural models, performing 

scaling at the intrinsic plane and embedding with the passive circuit of the 

scaled device.  

T
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Obtaining the right parasitic values is a vital modelling step since scaling rules 

apply only to the intrinsic portion of the transistor. These component values, 

extracted from Cold FET measurements of several transistors with varying 

gate width and number of fingers, have been validated by comparing small1

signal measurements with ADS simulations. 

Active load1pull measurements were performed with varying fundamental load 

and a fixed 2nd harmonic to extract a 6 coefficient Behavioural Model. Chapter 

3 has also presented the extraction formula for the model coefficients and the 

confirmation that 6 coefficients are sufficient to model the measurements of 

fundamental load1pull accurately. A discussion on the practical considerations 

when generating the Behavioural model which involves extracting the 

reference model at the extrinsic plane to avoid re1gridding of the data has also 

been presented. 

Large signal validations of scaling were performed using ADS so that the 

measured and modelled values can be generated from the same input incident 

power. The ADS circuit uses an FDD block to read the file containing the 

model coefficients, ABCD blocks to enforce scaling as well as "negative" and 

"positive" components to perform the de1embedding and embedding 

respectively.  

The B waves, waveforms, power sweep and load1pull results successfully 

demonstrate geometric scaling up to a scaling factor of 5 for 2 different GaN 

wafers, one measured at 5 GHz and another at 9 GHz. This process is robust 

as it also is able to extrapolate beyond the measurement power limitations of 

the active load1pull system, thus granting the ability to design high power 
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MMICs without having to measure the transistors at an extremely high power 

level in order to generate a model. 

Chapter 4 presents the utilization of the geometric scalable model in MMIC 

design where a prototype single cell amplifier is matched for operation at 5 

GHz. Although the targeted performance was not achieved due to mismatch in 

the fabricated circuit, the non1linear Behavioural model is still able to predict 

the measured results when the measured S1parameters of the realized 

matching circuits were placed into the simulator. This demonstrates that the 

scalable non1linear Behavioural model can be used for MMIC design and 

predict the performance of the actual fabricated circuit. 

In Chapter 5, the novelty of this research is solidified by demonstrating for the 

first time that non1linear Behavioural transistor models have coefficients 

which are frequency scalable. 

By referencing the intrinsic transistor in the admittance domain and applying 

voltage load1pull, the Y1parameters of the Behavioural model can be extracted 

and have the form Y = G + jωC, which can scale with frequency. This condition 

has been proven through experimental results on 2 separate GaN HFETs, both 

measured from 2 1 8 GHz (over 2 octaves, covering the S and C bands). 

In order to determine the model complexity required to sufficiently model the 

data, FFT approach was first applied in the extraction process. Model 

coefficients have been proven to be frequency independent using X1Parameters 

(3 coefficient formulation) and was extended to the Cardiff Model (6 coefficient 

formulation) to include a larger perturbation space. Once the model complexity 

has been determined, the research is taken a step further by applying the LMS 

extraction approach to model the entire 3 dB load1pull space. Note that the 
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LMS approach can only be applied to the measured data with confidence once 

the model complexity is known. 

Though there is an accuracy trade1off when choosing a global model (which 

represents the entire frequency range), experimental results show that the 

broadband model can accurately reproduce data at frequencies used in the 

extraction process as well as predict results at other frequencies.   

One major advantage of Behavioural models over other model types is the 

speed in which it can be produced. However, the time saved in terms of model 

generation is traded off with the limitation that the model can only represent 

conditions at which the measurements were performed. In other words, a 

major conundrum limiting the use of Behavioural models is its inability to 

scale. To have a comprehensive model, measurements must be performed for 

every single device periphery, frequency, bias and temperature which will 

cause the number of measurements to exponentially increase to an 

impractical value.  

In this research, by successfully proving the modelling framework for scaling 

in terms of geometry and frequency, Behavioural models can now be used to 

predict results (at device sizes and frequencies) outside its extraction range. 

This substantially reduces the number of measurements that need to be 

performed, saving precious time and effort. Depending on the model coverage 

and speed of the measurement system, several weeks of measurements to 

obtain a geometrically scalable, broadband model can now be accomplished in 

only a few days.    

Furthermore, the burden placed on hardware availability is also reduced. 

Previously, in order to obtain a model at a particular power level or frequency, 
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the measurement system must be able to measure the transistor operating in 

the said condition. For example, in order to model a transistor operating at 50 

W, the high power setup must contain sources, bias tees and tuners (passive 

load1pull) / amplifiers (active load1pull) that can perform this measurement. 

The same is true if a transistor is to be characterized over several frequency 

bands of operation. In addition, hardware that can handle both high levels of 

power and frequency of operation are extremely rare and expensive.  

Besides the increased cost in hardware, the measurement setup also becomes 

more complex. All these disadvantages are solved with the implementation of 

scaling in the models. From this research, Behavioural models can now be 

extracted in a manner similar to Compact models where characterization is 

performed at a nominal cell size and frequency and used to predict results at 

other cell sizes and frequencies.   

0�"�$)�)�(�6��C�

In Chapter 3, the passive circuit was determined using the Cold FET 

extraction process and represented with lumped elements in the ADS 

simulations. While it is sufficiently accurate for this work, the parasitics can 

be represented with greater accuracy by using EM simulations. This could be 

achieved by leveraging the work in [3] where a single finger FET model is 

combined with EM simulations to accurately model the transistor. Using EM 

simulations will enable the user to model complex structures surrounding the 

active portion of the transistor. This may include bond wires or other 

parasitics associated with the package of the device. 

In Chapter 3, results from a scaling factor of 10 indicate that due to self1

heating, the model accuracy has degraded and scaling is no longer valid. In 
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order to overcome this limitation, temperature needs to be taken into account 

or a smaller scaling factor should be used. Various attempts has been carried 

out to capture thermal effects for Compact models [4]1[5] and exploring the 

relationship of Behavioural model coefficients with temperature is another 

topic that can be explored in the future. Solving this issue will remove the 

dependency of temperature being a look1up parameter.     

In Chapter 4, the prototype was designed with a new experimental IPD process 

where the input and output matching circuits were external to the active 

device and bond wires were used to complete the circuit. Besides limiting its 

frequency of operation, it also increases the possibility of fabrication 

uncertainty. Future work could include a 2nd design run with the entire 

circuit on a single substrate. A prototype with a higher output power and 

frequency of operation can also be designed. 

In Chapter 5, in order to obtain a data with a constant V11, the measurement 

data was first converted into a Behavioural model in the (B1A) domain and 

voltage load1pull was performed in ADS to satisfy the aforementioned 

condition. This is a long and complex extraction procedure to obtain 

Behavioural models in (I1V) domain which should be simplified in future 

research attempts.  

Due to hardware limitations, the extrapolation limits of the frequency scalable 

model could not be fully explored in this work. A limitation in terms of 

bandwidth is bound to occur since the model uses a simple method of de1

embedding Rgs in order to implement a true Y intrinsic model (described in 

Section 5.2.2). Measurements at higher frequencies must be carried out in 

order to determine the point where the model starts to breakdown. One 
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method of overcoming the bandwidth limitation is to implement linear delays 

to account for the quadratic frequency dependency of Y1parameters at high 

frequencies [6].  

Note that results shown in this work were done with fundamental load1pull 

with a fixed 2nd harmonic. Now that geometric and frequency scaling for this 

dataset have been proven successful, measurements with 2nd and 3rd 

harmonic source and load1pull perturbations as described in [7]1[9] can now 

be performed to extend the capability of the scalable model. 

Research into frequency scaling has recently been extended with the work in 

[10] where the frequency scalable model is generated from X1parameter data at 

a single fundamental frequency of 1 GHz. The model is obtained by computing 

the admittance space X1parameters (XY parameters) first using forward 

excitations, and then with the phase conjugate of these excitations.  

This produces an exact periodically varying time1reversed Large Signal 

Operating Point to each of the forward conditions. At any one frequency, it is 

impossible to separate G and C terms from forward or reverse XY terms alone, 

but with a forward and time1reversed pair, these terms can be identified. 

Validation of the scalable intrinsic model shows good agreement from 100 MHz 

up to 50 GHz. Nevertheless, accuracy using the full model (with parasitics) is 

not as good as the intrinsic model but can be improved by denser sampling of 

the XY1parameter generation and this work is still in progress.   
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 (h)  

   

 (i)  

Figure A111: Measured versus modelled results of S1parameters from 1 1 20 GHz obtained at 

Id=150 mA/mm. (a) 2x80 \m device (b) 2x100 \m device (c) 2x200 \m device (d) 4x80 \m device 

(e) 4x100 \m device (f) 4x200 \m device (g) 8x80 \m device (h) 8x100 \m device (i) 8x200 \m 

device  
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(b) 

 

Figure A211: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency contours for the 4x80 \m 

device at a Pincident of 21.72 dBm. (a) Pout contours (b) Drain Efficiency contours. 

 

 

Measured contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 73.86 

%. 

Modelled contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 74.29 

%. 

Measured contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 31.95 

dBm. 

Modelled contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 32.05 

dBm. 
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�

Figure A212: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency from power sweep at optimum 

load Γ = 0.599 + j0.305 for the 4x80 \m device  

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure A213: Measured versus modelled waveforms from power sweep at optimum load Γ = 

0.599 + j0.305 for the 4x80 \m device (a) Output voltage (b) Output current 
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(b) 

 

Figure A311: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency contours for the 8x80 \m 

device at a Pincident of 25.26 dBm. (a) Pout contours (b) Drain Efficiency contours. 

 

 

 

Measured contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 73.97 

%. 

Modelled contours 3 in 5 % 

steps from maximum of 75.46 

%. 

Measured contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 34.93 

dBm. 

Modelled contours 3 in 0.5 dB 

steps from maximum of 34.99 

dBm. 
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Figure A312: Measured versus modelled Pout and Drain Efficiency from power sweep at optimum 

load Γ = 0.321 + j0.335 for the 4x80 \m device  

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure A313: Measured versus modelled waveforms from power sweep at optimum load Γ = 

0.321 + j0.335 for the 4x80 \m device (a) Output voltage (b) Output current 
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(c) 

Figure B111: Voltage load1pull results performed on the 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor at 8 

GHz (a) I2,1(Q1) results (b) Fourier Coefficients of I2,1 with |�V2,1| = 4.375V (c) Fourier Coefficients 

of I2,1 versus |�V2,1| 

 (a) 

                   (b) 
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 (c) 

                     (d) 

                   (e) 

Figure B112: Curve fit of coefficients for I2,1(Q) over |fV2,1| to obtain local Y1parameters at 8 GHz 

(a) KF and KF2 (b) KS (c) KT (d) KS2 (e) KT2 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure B211: Measured and modelled results for 2x200 \m GaN on SiC transistor at 8 GHz (a) 

I2,1(Q) results (b) I2,1(Q) results without YF coefficient (c) Output power contours (in dBm). 

Spiral 
Results 

Maximum Error 

Mag I2,1 Phase  I2,1 

Local 0.34% 0.18o 

Global 2.15% 1.04o 
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(a) (b) 

Figure B311: LMS results on load1pull data at 8 GHz for (a) I2,1 (b) I2,2 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

    Max Meas DEff: 69.40% 

    Max Local Model DEff: 68.18% 

    Max Global Model DEff: 72.48% 

    Max Meas Pout: 33.08 dBm 

    Max Local Model Pout: 32.94 dBm 

    Max Global Model Pout: 33.04 dBm 
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 (c) 

Figure B312: LMS results on load1pull data at 8 GHz for (a) Pout contour (b) Drain Efficiency 

contour (b) Output current waveform (at optimum load Γ = 0.46 + j0.47) 


